Valley Green
1998

More Than Green and White
Green and white. These two colors are a symbol of Passaic Valley, and they have been so for years. Green and white represent Passaic Valley's sports, clubs, and students, but this year the Passaic Valley yearbook staff wanted to make it clear that the students of P.V. are "more than green and white." Instead we are a rainbow of different personalities, styles, interests, and more. Therefore, the Passaic Valley yearbook staff set out on a mission to make the 1997-98 yearbook the most colorful book yet. We believe that this year's theme is a unique and fun way to represent Passaic Valley, and we hope that it keeps this school year's memories colorful for many years to come.

Sincerely,
The Valley Green editors and staff
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Hold On To The Night.

Junior Cotillion, December 5, 1996
Each year the yearbook is dedicated to someone to show appreciation, and gratitude for the help and guidance they have given to the class over the previous four years. The class of 1998 would like to dedicate the yearbook to Mrs. Mulcahy, an involved teacher, class advisor, and friend to many at Passaic Valley. When the class of '98 entered the halls of Passaic Valley in September 1994, two teachers undertook the responsibility of advising this class. Unfortunately, in the same year, one of the advisors left PV, and Mrs. Mulcahy took sole responsibility for the class of '98.

Her enduring support and energy has made the class a success. With the help of Mrs. Mulcahy, the class of '98 has reached the monetary goal they set out freshman year. Along with successful fund raisers the class of '98 has also enjoyed many memorable formal events. Mrs. Mulcahy single handedly orchestrated the Sophomore Social and the Junior Cotillion, which the class will always remember.

The class of 1998 would like to thank Mrs. Mulcahy for all of the time she has devoted to the class, and all the energy she has put into the events that have made the class of '98 a success. Even after graduation, the class of '98 will remember Mrs. Mulcahy's enthusiasm, thoughtfulness, and most of all her devotion. Thank you Mrs. Mulcahy.
"Old and Grey", well, not exactly. The faculty of Passaic Valley, for the most part, is far from it. However, regardless of the current staff we still hold in our minds a picture of teachers as elderly adults hopelessly removed from their teenage years. This is impossible though. The teachers deal with the students everyday, and therefore can't escape the trials and tribulations of adolescence. Teachers participate in such activities as dressing up for Halloween, the Student vs. Faculty Volleyball Game, and even the occasional cafeteria study break, and through these events the teachers have become both mentors and friends.

While we have all felt that teachers couldn't possibly understand the hectic schedule we endure and still pile on endless papers and reports, we have also received numerous extensions on these papers as well as seeing the very same teachers in the stands of the gym and the seats of the auditorium. Eventually, we even come to realize that our teachers aren't ancient beings retreating home each night thrilled with the prospect of hundreds of illegible papers to grade, but simply adults who have graced us with their guidance, their wisdom, and far more often than we give them credit for, their understanding.
Mr. Janish has dedicated twenty-seven years to the Passaic Valley family. Through the years, he has taught Construction, Graphics, and was the head of the CIE/School to Work program. Mr. Janish and his wife plan to continue their work in the billing business. As of now, he lives in Clifton and is happily raising his five-year-old son. He is remembered by peers as an honest, trustworthy, and brave friend. His students hold him in the highest regard. They describe him as a funny, ecstatic teacher who combined his great sense of humor with his dedication to a quality education. He is also described as being well organized, easy to talk to, and a person who would help his students in or out of school. He is a friend to all and we wish him the best in his retirement and in his future endeavors.
Dear Members of the Class of 1998:

The world around us is changing at a rapid pace and growing smaller by the day. It is my hope that your experiences at Passaic Valley Regional High School will prepare you to compete in the world of tomorrow.

The demands of society are reaching the highest level of expectation, and it is my hope that we have done our part to assist you as you enter the field of competition.

Congratulations!

Respectfully,

Louis R. Centolanza, Ed.D.
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Undoubtedly in the months and years to come we will look over the yearbook many times, and most likely this section, "True Colors" will be the one we look over the most in the time to come. More than a trite phrase this title truly conveys that which the seniors will most want to look back upon, each other. With graduation inevitably comes separation, but the seniors will not leave the halls of Passaic Valley unchanged or unremembering. While college will certainly increase the distance between us we will forever be linked by the bond of common experiences. Together we have weathered the experiences of high school, and together we will leave Passaic Valley to venture on, separate in location, but never in heart. While many of us have formed our own groups, finding comfort in familiarity, we have also always been aware of those around us, and the profound effect they had on our lives. There were the athletes, and the band kids, the Girls' Show participants, and the drama club, the Top 10 Most Involved and those who raced out of the parking lot at 2:33, but most of all there was the class. Each student brought something unique and together we wove the tapestry that will forever be remembered as the Class of 1998. "And I'll see your true colors shining through, I see your true colors and that's why I love you, so don't be afraid to let them show, your true colors, true colors are beautiful, like a rainbow."
Guiding Light

The Class of 1998

would like to thank Mr. Semcer, Mrs. Mahr, Mr. Pantale, Mrs. Tichio, and Mr. Marion for all their help, hard work, and dedication throughout the 1997-1998 school year. Everything that our senior year at Passaic Valley entailed would not have been possible without you.
Dear Class of 1998,

As this year comes to a close, it is difficult to fathom how fast the four years have gone. I feel that the Class of '98 is truly MY CLASS, for when you began your voyage at Passaic Valley High School, I too started mine. Through these years I have had the pleasure of getting acquainted with you as class advisor, teacher, coach, and friend. Of course it will be sad to see you leave, but I know bigger and better opportunities await you.

Now it is time to wish you the best as you leave the safe harbor of PVHS and enter the first phase of your adult lives. Your families, teachers, and community members, have done their respective parts in preparing you to set sail. Choose your direction carefully. Although the waters may be rough at times, do not be afraid to set out to sea. Steer straight until you reach your next port, and do not hesitate to dock and ask for help along the way. It is important that you know where it is you are headed and admit when you are not that sure.

I will miss the Class of '98: the sometimes less than successful fundraiser, the mostly successful social events, and above all, the very successful individuals of this fine group I am glad to have been a part of. You will always remain in my heart as my first class at PVHS. Never be a stranger to PV because, as with all things, each one of you in a small or large way has helped to make this experience what it is. Together we made history at Passaic Valley High School.

As you depart to become a Marine, an Employee, a Wildcat, or a Blue Devil, remember you will always be a Hornet.

Bon Voyage!
Mrs. Mulcahy
True Colors

Sabrina Lionti
"SABRI"Ambition: To be a teacher who makes a difference.

Michelle Minieri
"Messh"Ambition: UMass with GM, MK, CO, SM
Memories ... 4yrGSS-WXhead-SL-W4E-CoolGriz-GM MkLg-MpRKh EJKTiPStL Temps- M0Wc Trps WereCryz-BoyzI Luv-U-GawerFlyin E/Silverp-RRwesLavChes-Gigiec-M Pekns-mdls-DChxsUrcool- FE1st /U-JcspdGrass-SLinnMyHartMSG RSwthap2wk-KHawn95-L0thBrm -DR4EwkAlwY UrprfC-MKerzyc XshLmEnginOC. Lvin-U/Rhoo-GM 13-WNsUrcaPhWhoRU-帕T3-3AM1grSrty-Mom,Dad,Mike,Megcndt md it w/o U-Lav1-DnmWrry M o m w WntGoF r B yeNevs Secret Ambition: To have all my star wishes come true. NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Matthew S. Leines
"The Polish Hammer"Ambition: Industrial Design
Memories ... 4yrFiball 15yrWf ball Chillimw/RCGBmBEcRRAM ABTZSAPADA! "The Chin" et al. PPV@Groza Bus2- 4life CS&S SummerNiam 97AP lluv Mulletts Showw/SchmutzARMSAJFAPR RC WD Curbedos FIT w/ ZS Gotch Milk? DRA ECF/WR RRWannaGo 2LR? Pinkw/ ATMBl now SprMan=No Hands RENT4 LIFE Maw/CATSBox RbM/Wahr GdBrgrw/ADAP AOL TheyKilled Keny Jeff- Eugene Mama Mom&Patty-Thanx4Ever ThingDadAlwysMyHartLuvU Secret Ambition: Professional Wrestling Personality NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Catherine Lomauro
"Cathy"Ambition: Education
Memories ... White Dose ruiz/G936 wKR -cyngall time Fish yrwXC JB MC SD-luvu guys Sweet16 soph yr Lncw wRAJA Hey-Gfunes U know ur fly My SocIld Lиф In.yrPhys Lab wGn, KB-PR MC MK-so mny lafs! Ross4Boss Ry= my fav-mo brz.Rinin WO geom w WSl-luv U Block4Lif CP-4digs rck!Than 4 alwz bngthr GovSch 97- bst Smr evr FDU-KelEvkmy lil angels Hece grid-l11 miss U/Mom& DadFran-I Luv U Secret Ambition: To live, laugh, & love forever NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Erin M. Coughlin
Ambition: College
Memories ... TO-RANDY SABRINA, ROB, JOHN, WOODS, AL, BILL, KIM, SARAH, JANTI, ANTHONY, MARIA & THE WAYNE KIDS-YOU ARE ALL THE MOST IMPORTANT PEOPLE TO ME! I LOVE YOU AM-XCNTRY BN-SURF 4UR DREAMS RR-WUndM? SL-I AM 4EVER HEREx 4U RS-WER FAMILY NO! 4GET MDAY 97SMR 96&77 rhe GOOD XS OR THE BAD ML-D0N'T 4GET MEDD- UR BST DRESD LJA-CCSS/INVR 4 GET RR&MPJ MISS U GOOD LUCK2ALL MOM I LOVE YO Secret Ambition: To understand why and never question how; to HOS always NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

46/Seniors-Class Officers
Jeanie Ahn
"1004", "HoVeKraFi"
Ambition: To fulfill everything I want to do in life.
Memories ... "JABBAA&Ross4Boss
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Jennifer Albert
Ambition: To be a fashion designer.
Memories ... ThanxMomDadGram StevedPortinUpw maAclerosis/ my BigBlackBoots &
cheeseburgers & WordsofWisdomCliffsAmallTrips AfterXmasHistayAHappyHappyK BletsDoTheTimeWarpAgain NG wannagato DaParkw/ daRedCouch JayLuv YaPumpkin Always InMy Heart amNot American CakeBW hammandsider AC gettingLost JPwalking HomeSwimming InDa Garbage Caneddie &Neummi Bear Juicevt BarnThrough GlassSwim\- mingIn TheRain/NGJR XOXO 2ALL Secret Ambition: To help Jay and Jen find Waldo.

Aisha Renée Alexander
"Moeshah", "Isha", "Mo"
Ambition: Secondary Education Memories ... 4yrXC EuropeanPhil 4yrITKwA CDPELMV2yrSMW NSCPDDMBJ B1CJBG2SEPCMEDCPDPLA "HMIESACHOP SUPERSTAR87* BNDCMP97bwb MPJRJFCDBM BDCabin21CPNSDCMSE *LA VERONA96 DEESNIDER "MB RJCBBROTHA* MESUK! "LAMPTC PUSHT* L0INVINC IBLPYSURA GRSCAPTLDULK NXYTR* ACLETTECOTVATHAN 8XFB JACLIF96 MASSHFPNG* AC MO LARRY CURLY* JBUST SDE* JPJRCT06* JMMCHNKN* PVX* DRESLUVYAP* MOM DEZX RESTOF FAM THXN* DEZGDULK Secret Ambition: To be what I want to be without worrying about what others want me to be.

Nissa Alberti

Maysah S. Allan
"Missy", "Mimi", "Mase"
Ambition: Get my masters, own a business, enjoy a simple life.
Memories ... Asalamu Alakum Luv Mom Appreciate U YusiHasin-
BabyAngels LuvUncleNabili-
DaYasmin But X's w/Michelle Nidal Nala Nez Alyin Khitam Anna Rias Dee MES Dania Mahdi U All Sexy lBFE Hayati Mon Amour Ma Vie But Thng Ù Gave me UR Hrt Luv Jryy/MissU AreKnow Who U R PVHS Friends Luv AJ AA Nej ST6FlGSGA PLO Style Proud0FIt Hps 2B A Btr MUSLIM RIP 2 All We've Lost I'LL B Missin U Secret Ambition: For everyone to realize no one is better than each other. Only God (Allah) can judge us, and is above us all.

Anna Arriaga
"Annie", "Banana"
Ambition: Advertising/Photographer Memories ... Aylin thanks 4 evetng-4 yrs, stories, ab'l Vecdi. R.L guy. John, Oli Gumblie, Ha! The nicky D's crew-l, lBruno-cruizing at 80 mph, Luma-long hair guys 4 U, Tan-Wan-case of stolen money &Red Lob-
ster nite, D-singing at M.D. 4 Jen. Tans-Wan-Orlando vacation! To U 4sugar-high nites! Mos-i still owe U lunch-4 hr-2 much power.G.L. Class'98 Secret Ambition: To always be happy.

Jeff Atry
"The A Train"
Ambition: To be as big as Helf.
Memories ... GoodLuckTo My Peds-
DB DM RR DC EL PO JR CR GZ YM RRED ALL MY UTTA BOYZ L IT1EFE. YMBHS- MCIPPTBMPP LUV ME. Numbba 24 IN DA HOUSE. COME ON B'S RIDE THE TRAIN. WAD UP HELE DOGF AND CS JK. WAD UP TO THE REST OF THE COACHES. MSRD SMC. MS O IGRP. ALLRIGHT BOW, MOM AND DAD GREG THANKS FOR EVERY-THING U R THE BEST Secret Ambition: To do the undo-
able.

Louis James Atieh
Ambition: Physical Therapy Memories ... 4rsMBDBSNSEUK GZMBS PDC TMPE LIMPS 97RulesPushSP3yarsJMKHCKGC KBC SEONSHCB PUCZS Aplg Tax24J9 Fieh Bays2SEED 10-5 FRIDAYSRULES ToUkYo YO-We rEwe05 Fieh BeTENSIMR JMRK3Spn TheJump-NCJSegetti-\w YDHIV1HMFD MtD1Sx4 Bag Thm JNDLDFWRB mAMI Ybali Chmp97SCORE SEJLwntEng-5!! Thanx 2Jally Family-Dad-11901'll never forgetU Thanks 2mom, Deena, Lauren ByeFV& "oh hi" Secret Ambition: To figure out what "oh hi" really means.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
Daniel V. Anuita II
Ambition: To become a police officer
Memories: Chilliwack/DM, PV, DD, FL, JD, SC, SR, BN, KK, Stratford Jr.-Per4/6ymw/ DM. hmx PV+JBPer6
Lynch w/crew, 3yrEng+ Scow/SC lsthekexs K/W/D. rppn Stang
Dec2097 w/PV2C. JD/Gm A4/BR FL+SRD. Wyr8/Bt. DDCmD-
WNg1/Lc KUSMC N= WSyR Wh' Gttnewald Than/VK. Smmr97
Chlpn by Jswm w/yr/Sh. Luhw Mt 16-97. S88-1597. Chlpn An6
Sr5XAl147mSt. Luv/UAV Luv/Mom, Dad, Paul, Tony
Secret Ambition: To be night watchman at Berkeley College.

Sarah Bahlami
Memories: WHITHead SL&VL 3yrsFH, captSL&NC RPwhere 3mth?
2mChasay LetkTakellOn RodClub HOUSE Mlpvschatsu
know2much MSRPBP BS/Lav u WildWood 6979kuse thul/USAIH
&RRTUNENL97 Alg&Shat RR worst sum97 JPlmmyhero JED&
JPlamily JD&S&DBbrkfst Good times w/RR&JSJ SLARBCW
RMyoilgo 2schoul HUMANI-
TIES97 MC2close not2late
RM&KM fun/FH JZnife MOM
&SHIVA thanx4all lav u xteme pvhans4memPEACE
Secret Ambition: To be forever young.

John Piero Baldino
Ambition: Wall Street
Memories: 4yrs Soccer-EB fallin in net, scorin on PV, Bepasia party,
gfhrin WO 4yrs Ital-Laurea, past hngn w/DR.DC. MG:EB mypry-brkn
chirs food lght-goin under the fish
w/JT, VM, CR Joe 1/fell in Afrin rivik taki by a white duck BN&
JTrym 2 come 2 myhouse, DC wrk-
out, no car/DX thanx 4 the rides
Thanx Mom, Dad, Fil, michelle,
&Family for constant support

Carla Carmela Bambara
"Car"
Ambition: Teacher
Memories: Dstrail96/97PtPls quire$5 4E-RL tral1977 2Bat-
BLVD sandbook/DS&RL-takin
careofm& 4coldshower. LMDef-
EULaway sisters- RPS 29/97 Luv
U4-EH/1nwritten no/Nuty duty belth
SPBS DKylas Sum97 RAH-NCur
welcome4thedrink-MomDad Rose- 
Giorgio Luv/UAlmillen 3theword-
tome Tothepeople whohavehurt
meyouare nobetter-DSRL mayall3of
usfindtrue love& happiness at1
pointinoutlives &don4get VnoV
Secret Ambition: For my parents to love me for who I am, not the person
they want me to be.

Tamara Marie Bacsik
"Tammy", "Tam"
Ambition: Success
Memories: 4yrCheatCpt w/ RL*
4yrGmX* GREENCHIEF98* Golf-
Gr5Xaw: ERNCMVJBNSCPIJASDL
DDCCKCL & gpr Gnmbrk 6/30/97.
Wass, srmbrl, JBe, diners, drving,
BOL, tone WV, went, gwckng ammr
97, BSL, jeniestories, 2ndhs, Hbkn
BMW, didioso, bsmnts, GC, l
philo, p+4 si, WV, kens, BKl
1kng2nd mnppl, ACK, SpAudth, Thnx
JF Mprn Fntnc, gtpmems. Oh
yeah, big time-Thanx Mom, Dad,
Baba, Charissa, Andrew-I Love You!
Secret Ambition: To live everyday to
its fullest and have no regrets.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

John Bakalian
"Johnny B. Chips"
Ambition: Computer Graphic Artist
Memories: Lotsofu5s2AT DB DJ
EM DJ DD MB BT RC IA AS S
TC 4-97/25 JMK. KK CP CMNPP
JH BM 4yrsBowl 2yrsSC MB-F196-
Bahanas97 Don't Drink AntiFreeze-
SMBwhlDC &SMBwhlHT
ED DB BT-287North Bow/Busbuck-
leths JH-MPBA KR-NM-APP
AA CT LJA Pashit! MSP Solid AT-
Luvawith allmyheart-Sugarfries
SahitoMom Glenn andGato CCon-
MM-Peace CP-Keephurmpn thanx-
MomandDad w/stuff*
Secret Ambition: To do what I feel like

Joe Ballard
"Joe"
Ambition: To clean up my act
Memories: Iwanttohankmypar-
ents evervthingand abysmteachers
forpushing medowntwokmy frien
duarethimgoing toremembermost
about school because we have been
throughalottogetherovertheyear
rs, I've learned to forgive and forget but I
neverforgetanyofmyfrindsspecial-
ly BM-EART. II EK

Matthew Barbieri
"Matt"
Ambition: College
Memories: 4yrs, in Band,
TUBaasCT. DRUMLINE JH-DB,
MM JSJP D CanMM . UNTUNK
A2arties RUL ZFla. 9WIL
NA BC. NWO. PP al. EC-FNS-
GTS w/ML RC BAPRSKU
FISHIN wRC. JB JS. J=AM-
TOR IS 13 . CT-MUD. WET
EAWG/F. E It. Showing . A-
' T. You're welcome. I guess. thats it
Thanx-Mom, Dad, Steve, Justin, and
everyone else.
Secret Ambition: To own and operate
my own A&P.
Katherine D. Batycki

"Kathy"

Ambition: To have a happy, full of success and interesting life.

Memories: I'll always remember those 3yrs at PV. 2All my Friends: JG, MS, CL, DD, NC, thanz everythng! SS, DS, PC: remember all good times we had! LUV U! GUY's Fever. To my home country "Pozdrowienia wszystkim" especially. MD, SS, BS, MK, MG I miss U MOM, DAD AND GABI diezkieue, przeprasam, kocham & mietam na zawsie Thanks for everything CLASS OF 1999-GOOD LUCK!

Secret Ambition: Aids Research

Jaclyn Marie Bergeron

"Jackie, Jaxx"

Ambition: To be happy.


Secret Ambition: To have what it's NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Tifanie Bocchino

"Chika" "Til"

Ambition: To become a nurse


Secret Ambition: To be successful in whatever I choose do.

Sebastiano Boscariro

"Seyo"

Ambition: To become a detective.

Memories: ... DA/RT23 Racing to Wayne Manor JD/DIB Supposed to shoot pool FL-hanging out at JD house PU-hanging ou twith the Mus­ tangs DDB=JD=Union Blvd RACE MB=Thanks for being there When­ ever you need me don't be afraid to ask Mom and Dad=Thanks for every­ thing.

Secret Ambition: To do the best I can so I can go far in life.

Eric Beagain

Ambition: To graduate High School.

Memories: ALL/Myberg got6luvU/All! DR,DC,Gaz, MV, JG,SO,DD, ND,NS,KH, MG,LM, MK, MF-CN, EM, EMEM, DYWKN DREWY/ RYDWAKE AN­ D-BKEPTY. JUHELOT, QRUYMP BeachHouse Swifting, SF/NX/MSQ BEAT-D, MKUR LELC/MC. DRWATCH thatCARDIC ICANTKEEP ME/EOPEN MV MG PF CILK, NAYTS, JGMYBAD! BUPHIND, RAGENG/JR. AM. NALLYNH TATION SMSKL- MMME- MDL-II You Brcalling You. PEACE. KILL NEVER4 GETUMOM- DAD BRIAN RICHRAB. BANANA THANKS EVERYTHING ILUVU!

Secret Ambition: To do it in 4yrs.

Dave Bitman

"Bitman"

Ambition: Music


Cheryl Bonsey

"Cherlee"

Ambition: Physical Therapist

Memories: ... Gt X's chillin w/DM, JK, MV, JJP,VP,GP,DP, Bike's 2 NYC/NVR FGT U's! MV-telli's:" Shut up!" baby"GP-vertigo ME- Summer of'95 ABABS3my base­ ment W/TSN. TR3N, TR-a got plne on acamp was fun! DM-NIGHTS OF SPYIN, egg3shavinCREAM- We're Psychol LAB DAY WKN97? AKURA'96-97, 12-6 Limo MOE-17- 31707-1. THNX 2 my family 4 EVERTHING3 my BF's 4 being there 4me. Good Luck C.O. '98.

Secret Ambition: To always get my way.

Crystal Boss

"Cheese Face"

Ambition: To help Jenn, Jay, Nick, and Ang find Waldo.

Memories: ... I'll Miss All You Guys JP-It's In The GutterCookieChunk And Puke and Apples Brick Wall No water, Preventing Crime This Sum­ mer9? Swirls Swimmingwith Dylan MDL=KIlLYou Breaking in JFur­ ther TM- CamdenMiracle Were You Swimming in the Brook Notes On Rest You Were Outside You Had Turkey Last Week I'm Not in this Light Show SMRS. Crutch- PAKO.

Secret Ambition: Professional Peashoot
David Botero
"Dave"
Ambition: To make it to the top.
Memories ... What's up every 1 4years went by quick! There's many things 2 list Going silly in WildWood/ sorry-officer/ 1 more ticket 4my collection/ AllstonHag EagleRockin then west 1/ DCDRAEM Playing ball/ every 1 Ritawhere my CDs Iaen't believed 4years over 4ready Peace 4ever!!! GoodLuck where every 1goSee u! Tiaqueros Mami,Papi, y Alex Gracias por todo
NATIONAL HONORS SOCIETY
Secret Ambition: To live it up and have no regrets.

Dennis Bowie
"D-Bo", "(Bo-Dog)"
Ambition: Defense Attorney
Memories — Football weightr., Dogfaces, Jr.dogs Mommy Auntie-Uncle Love 4 Allocache PTearthary clifffill RRTD TJTY5 MyBoy 4E Murphyman S5quins capitn atletic madwomen intheworld SACIM- CLAhHPauliBoDoB ustaBus-Big WEPVM VDCSGLA JiggyV What Roller girl coasterJanti F 4E 4rides everyday RKsanji LarryDEP-Town MyBrothaMr. I Back License Jiggyjobs Rite$ Dillyye God guilesme Letemebeall! Icanbeuntill wemeeatahan PVlvdB
Secret Ambition: To keep it a secret.

Brian Britting
"Brri, Britt, Britting"
Ambition: FBI
Memories — Froshyear hangout/ GPMH08 JRTMOvI evySat. nights Summer95' Arubahhave anotherSoph yearfight in!JunLunclh w/theKiods FiteamGouse night Gounsett GPhamanPBA Card-Halla JUNIOReyear Agostaasclass chillen/w GPMHBNED summer? Went downshore w/GPS CMJKGCGHILLENLIKE AMUG w/Svee Countsquick w/BRPppike headso fence DaySenior Yearworknat Gelottiss PeaceoutGert — WaGiPWin Hs----- MOM-Rob-Tim-Thanx Lu You
Secret Ambition: To be a P.V. bike cop.

Milena Caci
"Jen"
Ambition: Pediatric Nursing
Memories — Thankyou Momand-Dad forallyour love & Support Jess,you'll alwaysbemy littleaster ILoveyou SDyou'll alwaysbe #1! JAPSSyou guysarethe greatest! SRFWT! Almylove toNDG! Thanks for puttingup withmef SC,BM, RE-Thanksfor beingthere. GoodLock classof 98 D&C-Lu-Diners! Sr-Fun-You! BALLER I-NIGHTS!
Secret Ambition: To find an "Honest Man"

Hector Botero
Ambition: To experience life to its fullest extent.
Secret Ambition: Have my own C.C.

Kelli Brady
Ambition: Writer
Memories — How long until we rise from the feet of our demigods and brush the soil from our bloomed knees? How long until we learn that the dreams sacrificed on the altar of uncertainty will haunt us always as we drown in the deadly sea of regret?
How long until we realize that the view from a star, even if it's falling, is far better than that from the highest peak? How long until we realize that in order to say I love you one must first learn how to say the I?
Secret Ambition: To see without eyes, hear without ears, and speak without words.

Janine Buscema
Ambition: Fashion Designer/Buyer
Memories — SC-HapyGas Station CL-RKeote&RA EL&DC- MasterMy TheterEL- His Brwn Buti To all my bros DD PV DA FL 96-97 PerbLunch DDAFL-Was T1-BF-When 2 TWIN DM-MisUL&Ping- Pong SR-Adventures w/EL's car GRSTMZ at GreatAdventure Summerof96SCBDAY Cher B- I’ll Always BeHere 4 U RR-How D0l livell you ever Go 8-31-96 Dorney Park GRtimes 96-97&more I love You
Secret Ambition: To keep wishing for big dreams but take time to enjoy life's little pleasures.

Christina Canning
Frank Capalbo

“Aappy”

Ambition: to be successful

Memories: ZebraHoldin itdown
WillC MikeBGaryB Neverforgetn
Petehas DennisJamie Montclair
Neverforget midnitesnakes near Cropp
ys VicGaiaRoss VikingsFootball
6thgrade Davestrais Yomemorialday
97Madness Barcelona Seaside
August 97moreMadness EEDoyour
thingDogg Counsiregg inchurch
rock buffduction Edchicken Mom
Dadthank youfor everything! lovey
outhou 4595Iloveyou omuch
Dadthanks thank you for
ecrct Ambition: To travel the world
with plenty of money.

Amy Michele Cappello

“Aim”

Ambition: Pharmacist

Memories: 1styear/S/In Lunch&
makin pizzaMeISSU dyourlaughhs.
2ndyr geometry w/AA talk aboutMO,
Larry&Curly couldnt
name themnow? socialw/ MO.
3rdyrhistory w/ MG dance/ MG,
JKB,Coilison w/MMfromNatley,
MZyouarea greatfriend. MMy
BFthanks for alway beingthere,
F.FMomILOVEYOU thanksforall
yourhelpand confidence imme
icouldnt make it withoutyou,
&toJim &theboys. thanksfor
beingthere. 2the rest of mycrew
GOODLUCK
SECRET AMBITION: To find a
place where I dont have to be any
thing else but who I am.

Daniel Casasnovas

“Car” “EFEX”

Ambition: To Chilf for Life

Memories: 4 yrsFB Capillaw/
DRSGM/VJMG JGBDMMSKL
NSEMaddys MMGM MKEKH
MJPJEFGRMDW97 Crazy
w/daboyz mrig LB97/ w/ DRNSIG
MGMS JGubumatG 1stBuddKRG
SBQWRECKLI FLOTMILL all
that DRU/mboy JGudabadboy
JGlikemybro EBCtown DMU
Crazy M Mcool gMCthnx BFP,
wishit wrrLUV PrivatNSCNV
SJJ 12DESTUCTION madaCar
Lcos jensulethnx LOVUGNSGOM
STL havefun JC PeaceLovn chicken
wings HlVRstay real NSdailot
nicboy2-forgetmenot
SECRET AMBITION: To be a player no a
player hater.

Tania Cavero

“T”, “Taan-Juan”

Ambition: Lawyer

Memories: Grt Times w/ Q DJ LM
AA JMSPEM RK JB MB DB did u
bust heads yet? D some Bubbys? MB
cotton Eye Joe u crazy Bruno I saw
the Cow! Mem Day Great Ad
Sp’Footlock 96’wke GreatBear-
Tory Rick Boso From Shrimpssweet
160 following waiter in Red Lob
sterlost at midnight! sleepovers sug
arhigh zucchoo-cozter-bananastD we
alwz endupal oneDRVball MOM&
DAD thanx 4 all your lvk&support
SECRET AMBITION: To live the Perfect
Life.

Nicole A Capalbo

“Cole”

Ambition: To believe in love.

Memories: 4Jtihx 4everything
foomyangys &downnw/ u coldhand
scoldheart Burnedburied waking
away bowingNewark anyone44luggage
81Stbk 4hesongs TTYTW FAK
marware length lightean Ikeyyou
mom&daddths helpingme Imadeit!
Mom/O4 helpingme smilethrough
theetears JluvLChtx4 theviewdance
onesay I’ll listenpromisse littleworm
Openyoureyes SGMSilly Puddy
397297 Ivehadnt imeofmylife
Imail ereadout overyou!!!
SECRET AMBITION: To find the book

Barbara Ann Carlo

“Barb”

Ambition: College

Memories: 1Seaside “97” Lee &
Shorty carnival “97” Joey Shorty
buy the dress Tk&Shorty I saw the
Cow run Moo — Shorty Bruno
Anthony Bruno the Short 1 Smacky
D’s Crew w/J&LA Shorty & Lee Im
coming right back Lee finding all
the guys Shorty did u find your banan
yet? Shorty 6yrs of Grt mem Lee did
u see Steve yet? Mom I luv u Thnx
4 always supportin me.
SECRET AMBITION: To look back and
always smile.

Daniela Cassanelli

“Dan”

Ambition: Business

Memories: SD 945yrs I did it all
w/you. NCU DescrCool Club NSP
7thyear TR: RICE JX: IwashwurU
TB: LetmeinMyThrAJ1. Sylsabrg
next JJJ JansL JLDSCellBlxx SD
NC NS TB KKWldwood EL&JB
Master my Theater GA Flash RU
Z’s RC sharpen NSEr TB BK BJ KF
MY LD CL-It’s Been Fun Mom,
Dad,Mike, Cathy, Frank1 i loveyou
Thaxs

Marc Anthony Cefaratti

“Mac”

Ambition: College

Memories: JOE AND DABARES
CR.CJ.MVB.NP AND THE REST
OF THE PLAYERS GOOD FUT
THAT I DA RIDE smiles 1972
JOE D SORRY FOR THE COKEs
G/QIAINT TIGHT MAN AND
GO DEVILS JC CYA ALL WHEN
DA GIANTS WIN THE SUPER
BOWL CIAO!!!
SECRET AMBITION: To see the Giants
 go 14 and 0.
Alicia Ann Chaffee

"Lee"

Ambition: To become a nurse.

Memories ... I Cant 4-get 5th lunch with MD CL IL MT Ill never 4-get chillin' with CW SD MM CC JG wanting everyl play basketball RD JG SD JX. Hav all u Guys I'll miss you guys Don't 4-get me Well always have girls night out at Cheryl's CW MM- mcCan 4-get Mom, Bill, or auntiee Cheryl always remember when we met 4-ya. Keep in touch.

Secret Ambition: To stop laughing.

Joseph Ciarfella

"Hockey Joe" C

Ambition: Pro Hockey Player

Memories ... Playing Hockey and hanging out with CkR VM CG MVB JD MC and therestof DABEARS, W'hoppin Totowa in hockey was always fun. Games at Amity rule 6thperiod lunch 96 and Chemlabs DBen Billiards, cards C's w/Pet fun Wildwood 97 CHey Yin look out 4thatwave! Yolohyyour literatureON! Repopensource in Wood What are you talking about? Michr NY bring asthe Cup ThanxEvery-thing Mom Dad Tony LET'S GO RANGERS

Secret Ambition: To go 100mph on my rollerblades.

Danielle Clemente

Ambition: To see John Lennon Alive.

Memories ... LOTsoLUV2RJY CP CM MY DB EM LSE CG ZD DJJB SummerOf96 "BADCAR" CAHA MAN97 antifreeze BANC AAMW/ SE CP CM NS&MUSE KY THANKS LUV YA!!! SKIING FEB97 w/CP CG DMM MVJL RL MM BL Takinhitscits BRO JOE Sty &CP&CM TRY STAY ALIVE!!! @#$ dachild QUEBOSOT LSH CUELA BOARDING/ CM&JH 97% Addict 4guy CPCNESP NSTAMONS DADDAD ABAN CAM NOmorePLUGS CHKYCH- SEw/ CP&CM THANKX-2-GM @Pilava OUT of HERE!

SECRET AMBITION: To walk across the moon

Maria Comparatore

"Marie Ree"

Ambition: Public Relations Exec.

Memories ... RR-mch2wnts- altw- srnmb-DINK, ARUBA96, GRNY-e all grows BACK HOME luv- ya 4eva DS-lab3 Jy w/ B'd. ED- LebHal, Capone Ame. SH-Famey & FRIDAYS miss ya- luv-ya. LN-bottle opener?AM- U wre 1st-wnt 4gt tht my social prty-ace it outside metallica97 w/RRJP&R. B/F John & Lauren- luvyyabf! SB-Jetz2li Mom, Dad, Cassandra & Marisa thanx 4 all your love & support-I'll make u proud. RR SB EC-USY198 the end

Secret Ambition: To one day wake up and realize it's not a dream.

Danielle Christian

"Serge"

Ambition: To continue to live the good life.


SECRET AMBITION: To propose to my girlfriend on the Nikki Lake Show!

Michelle Colletti

"Mich"

Ambition: To become a psychologist.

Memories ... NFP For 94gotta thoughtfult inflow. Perbgreat talk- sw/MS, NO. ILUVU SugarJkthanks for eveyrthin. VDthanks for allly- ouradvic. Tomovdest friend- s R'R'n'TM, MN, MX, VD, THANKS4always stickingby mean showing mewithal's reallyabout. N'Y'have mademylife abetter place couldn'thave doneitw/out you always being in my heart &LUVU12- 1.95MOM, DAD, LISA, BEAN, Thanks 4 believing me, I'll make u proudLLy- you Thanx

SECRET Ambition: To have all my dreams come true.

Sergio Cirillo

"Serge"

Ambition: To be a scriptwriter for Semi.

Memories ... 4yrVaty FHcptw/ SL&SBY4ysGrn X4yrsSB Widthst- TB, ER, SD DC, NS, JB, C.P, LD, MV, KF,JA, KK, RUS* Ugahpph Phisby MyLW0PO3rc PickemKwil- cib WveDnrcPc3g Jy JasyRepct SpAutb Busted, 3MBltthe 4Mxt peComp Iarsn*RICE* TgLatPwen- Jwl BOP*CA97FshDns LbrMem DyJAs2dsHs KyFin NrdFshSB **WW97LA-RdRib 911Lt Hbkn- MM- Sem L-Scr KW-Ohmn WC- c1s RM, KV-Ask 4KyteJLC- Lvy*KR-Fsh StrYThans 2Mom, Dad, Shaun, APULand cuzIlove You!

SECRET AMBITION: To never let the laughter die!
Stephanie Cryan
"Steph"
Ambition: To become a psychologist
Memories: 4 yrs gr8 memories DM-Your the BF a person can have. Luv you SR-Poop! Thx 4 being there 4 me.JD-Who's your daddy/CL-big red guy. You rock J-B-Petb. Amboy & do-it-dit. TI-Girls Show,CQ&SD-Mickey/SL,Wl & Peetsy Gr8 times w/PV DM SR,DA,DD,FL,JD,JB,JC,CL,NC,Pete/3-22/97 You mean everything to me.Doveyou.Memories of last summer are w/me 4ever.Mom,Dad. & Matt-Thanx4 your support.Love you.
Secret Ambition: To smile forever. NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Joe Csalovski
"P-Dog"
Ambition: To keep in touch with my friends.
Memories: Hanging out with my friends John G.,Rich C.,Justin J.,Erik M.,Chip V.,Rich D.,and Mike M.
Towata Carnival with John Justin, Erik and Rich. Falling out of a tree at the carnival and Erik's house. The best thing was meeting my girlfriend who I love Janine Gould. Dates to res: 6-7-97, 3-36-82, 5-13-61, and 2-28-97.
Secret Ambition: To go on to college.

Dean D'Aiuto
"Cousin Deano"
Ambition: Live a long happy life with someone I love.
Memories: 4 yrs Baseball 2 yrs Kross/Kntry Chillin' w/my boyz CK SM Cruz w/no destinsh MDW97? DaBomb Cat. Weigt 4'8" S/D at the Q RYD CJC GBP & MP alwys the best. U were so cute. 50 Always smilyn 4 JD Wrd up to all da curns JT "Phat Shit" Bre C U in RU Summ'r? at TP FT. Who's 4 WD? W/HAPIMHK. KK Keep n tuch Alwyz be Frnds w/AM EC SP AM KC I'm a College Football and Pool God Thax Mom and Dad Good Luck in PV Scott Jenna Jay!
Secret Ambition: To one day be on the cover of GQ. NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Lauren DeFeo
"Laur"
Memories: 3 yr Gil"beepaboy" yr Sftbl summer 96&97 menday96&97 adl jby soph Inch docker96 jewel I live@journalism/Girl's w/ZS,MJ, RU BidingDaw/NC! KB-Wefall2 ght! DCL! MY K-N-surthBest! CP-nv r4get UofMD,singinInDC!! LGaierge fr Dig!! Mommy,Dad, Mag,Aunt,Pam &the rest of my fam-
ily — DoveyouThaks4everything.
Secret Ambition: To live long and prosper.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Richard E. DeRosa
Ambition: Law Enforcement
Memories: Gr8 Sftbl w/SH Ld RF DM KM AC MG IO & ED Ld RL SHGrb can VM-the Hoop r/3 trer dryv by w/tricab GW-dwn 4th oJfy pms yr dly BOOM! Crust 2Cl Bed Whl. LRa 2smlyr, I ld. em. Ld thrss no Li Chy. Hey stats! 2 dwn 2 720L20Dpr Ird ps Ammo, wrsFAO?JD- uow me a rd Ac-1,295. 65 VC Ch 97 th bg Khu ha WW w/Crw tr STOP" mama trw me dwn dirL0. mom, dad ur the best. THE!
Secret Ambition: To be able to wake up in the morning.

Rob Czyzewski
Nature Boy
Secret Ambition: To live in a van down by the river.

Melissa Marie DeCaito
"Mel"
Memories: Melissa will miss all the memories with her friends LI. sister-begood LI. brother-begood also-sam-Lucy Missy-Am Miss Agostallo-
vd YouClassSusan Never 4get6th Per LunchCeri Never 4get7thPeriod LuchBigGesseMALLS FOREVER We will alwayz Luv Big POPPA FOREVER.

Rich C. DeRosa
"Franz"
Ambition: To live my life.
Memories: I would like to thank my Mom and sister for pushing me to pass.
To: beanie, Joe C.,Justin Chip Methven Mikey and Justin J. T.C.
ha ha
Secret Ambition: to be a janitor

Seniors/53
Steven De Stefano

**Ambition:** To show them jocks who's #1.

**Memories:** ... CHILLIN' WITH AGSS- CRMSAND THEREFORE THEC- WANT-PARTY INGHARDTORTHREE- YEARS SKIIN SNOWBOARDING- MSFELLIN THEWATER ROCKY- BUMPIN MEWINTER VACATION MADEMEMORIALDAY DAYS NOW- ENDWITH AGJITANDALL HAVE- TOSAY ISALANANDAG SHOPTY- WORKIN' WITHSCOTT LIONE RIT- ITDIN'T WORKOUT ANTHANKS- Formats THEE INDIVIDUAL THI- PERIODART W/TEMDROY TONY- FAMILY THANKS FOR PUTTIN- GIUWME ANDHELP IN' MEOUT- TOALLTHOSE WHONEVER LIKEDME WOCARES-PEACE.

**Secret Ambition:** To be a rostamon

Jason DeLucca

"Doug, Mr. Barcelona, Montichello"

**Ambition:** Police Officer

**Memories:** COUSINEROGRTTM ZSPNHE INYONTHAPCY WCRN SQUEEZ! FRKY BNSM XNITUP ISTTM O21CH LIONE SIPSNO- COAFT SICHLN IMANAMWLLYTH AWORD JISJOURS ILOTTOHAVER BRONSUPYBURDHEAD UBUGME OUT CHLNWIT BPBJU DP- BRUED DUSMCN SJDPDLC CUBIC "E" MISSYAHOMSALL THAOTHER CHARACTERS MMISED PEANCES GTIVAN DTSKRFCREMON TICH ELLO WZUP FKN BOBMOM POPS THANKZ4 EVERYTH ILUVU GUYZ BRO LOU- FORBEL EIVN INEMELUV YACYA INCHUR CHLUYA BROUCKY- WZUP UBBASHOE!

**Secret Ambition:** Living life with no fear.

Daniel DiBlasio

**Ambition:** U.S. Marines/ State Trooper

**Memories:** DA nicesweater/fords ruleFLswaitwaithowabouthis,Hope PV watchthekidviewmirror/Big* PSSB=yourcaratDunkinDonuts JDiseaseoutboxinggolves/Can't playoceanamoredR+51597for- ever, 147Hit'sbeengreatallthese years MOM DAD Thanx for every- thingyoudidformeADB=I'llalways bethereforyouD=FFDTFLJFD,Flul- timatemyGNB=thanlec4thewasXN-, DunkoverEwingFamfriends = thanksoverything.

**Secret Ambition:** To take but to never give back.

Nicholas DiLuccia

"Nick"

**Ambition:** To enjoy life to its fullest.

**Memories:** 4rs PV/McfT I would like to thank my friends and espe- cially my family for all the support- through it all. Remembering Good times with KL DD MS MV JG and the rest of the Gang. Keith Don trip remember the Water fountain Memorial Day Wizelled and the tires. PV it was a Breeze can't give away my secrets LATER ....

**Secret Ambition:** To keep Don from finding his bike.

Keith DeYoung

"The Master"

**Ambition:** Computer Programmer

**Memories:** DS DM PREP II RC.SPM.M. FOR MONTHS A&P LAY DAYS OF SUMMER ENJOYS DFS FRIDAY NIGHT BOWLING,JOE S, SPEEDY GO FOR JOE AND DANS HALL FUTURE DAYS OF XS'S AND S GOOD LUCK ON CPA HI SOPHI ENTHANKS FOR HW IN ALL YRS LUNCHES OF QUEEN & ALLE HIZ WIZ, WIZ, KENAL & NALA FOR EVER NEVER 4 GET JK STICKY MAGS DAN 4 YRS, OF DM GOOD LUCK TO ALL.

**Secret Ambition:** My '80 Camaro on the road.

Giuseppe Luigi DiBenedetto

"Joe"

**Ambition:** Chemical Engineering


**Secret Ambition:** To leap over Springfield Gorge (whichever State that's in). Maybe.

Sandra DiLizia

**Ambition:** Physical Therapy


**Secret Ambition:** For my kindness to lead me to happiness instead of a brok- en heart. NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Stefanie Ann Di Tondo

"Sst"

**Ambition:** College


**Secret Ambition:** To have the road to nowhere lead to me.
Donald C. Donadio

"Dando"

Ambition: To re-open Arby's.


Secret Ambition: To find out what happened to my bike.

Janti Doughoz

"Jay" "Tay"

Ambition: Business

Memories: "Enjoy yourself. These are the days your are going to miss in the future" Chillin at JPs w/JP-BN-KK-SL-RR-CW-EC-JG-MF-ND-SB-AM-ES. Never forget meeting BB at 7-11. Mem 97 was da bomb. Chillin w/TY at UC. Late hours w/Ro at KR. Partying w/WW crew. Learning to skank. Getting a Tat at TF. Going w/SC to th JC MOM. DAD SIS THANX FOR EVERYTHING. I LOVE YOU ALL. HAVE A GOOD LIFE.

Secret Ambition: To be different.

Shannon L. Eisler

Ambition: music therapy

NSJSJDSGZ-Ch? chjps, OhHl SP-unknowM/Moody DD- BrocilGrl, SomethinInMyEye SR-BF, NYC ES-AnksNears KH-1 1-99. SWM, ThinkFellDownStr Flordo996. Bahaus7& w/whereHappns InCanA-

Secret Ambition: To see Kenny live in South Park.

Kathleen A. Ferguson

Kai "Fergie"

Ambition: U.S. Ambassador


Secret Ambition: To regret what I did, not what I didn't do.

Jack Donnarumma

Ambition: To become a doctor.

Memories: "DRememBersOPS nLOOK HOW CLOSE I AM/GOOD LUCK in the USMC-FL STOP! LOOK AT ME I'll never 4get MB TROLL BOYwhat happened to your food!! D in FL. I ALWAYS LOOK JUST NOT THAT TIME PVTLnever4get 6 Lunch/BigN! SCWlio's YOUR DADDY/da-down. I'llnever4get GREEN AVE-SR UR TIRES FLAT! U Roach BN watch out forasyPOLES-DPhotel-clubclosed cause of u! EL I'll never4get DariernSB!

Martin Dugan

Joshua David Feldman

"The Bear"

Ambition: To succeed as a parent as mine did.

MEMS-273&dwn/SPH Bball/ Frnds- sNgrl/ AM&TSc/ Shyfy/ Succ- cess! Thnx2ALL myFRNDs! 2ktnbOUTs- Paul. ALWYS aRTHA? Carla. PAY? faxboth/ WUZup2ALcns. Mike- brothahud MNS soMUCH inse4p4r. Mom-Ubrought MeUp2b theMAN Im 2day. Dad-thnx4the GUIDANCE nKNOWLedge nTENDERNESS that WillGETme THR/lfes. U live YOURlies 4me& LUV U SOVry Vr much! WE HAVE SOMETHING SPECIAL! Im the Lucki- est& Happiest KID EVER! steak-N- cream Spin Mc/K/20m.

Secret Ambition: "To be loved, to be loved, oh what a feeling to be loved!"

Sarah Fernandez

Seniors/55
Steven Filan
"Steve"
Ambition: college
Secret Ambition: To see my brother hold a job for more than two days.

Heather Foster
Ambition: X-Ray Technician
IwillNever ForgetComing TopV mySophomore Year ThatYear lmetJonathan IanSo Happy- With-HimloveHim VeryMuch AK LipartiesAt Rutgers Were The Best Erikklove YouWeHad TheBest- TimesTogether YouWillAlwaysBe MyBestFriend NeverForgetMJ Agosta YouWere My Favorite Teacher At Jonathan's Prom096 WasTheBest WeHad ManyGreat- TimesTogether WithMuch MoreTo- Come YouWillAlwaysBe In MyHeart TomyFamily loveYou.
Secret Ambition: Bartending

James Gaita
"Jim. Jimmy"
Ambition: Get out of school.
Memories .. Thank God ImDone with HHS has been fun though. Hanging at Robs house all night when he is not there was cool too. Oh ya Josh stop asking me for my #. The parties every weekend were probably the best party of the year. After each party you could find most of us at McDonald's. Well I hope everyone gets what they want out HS. Good luck with whatever you do.
Secret Ambition: To be a Powerful man.

Joseph Garcia
"Graz" Ambition: To be a good father like mine.
Memories .. GR8 Xs w/ BT AT RC MH and others told Grads-OH DC MI. JK.Froshyr w/GaGo. Senheryr, Jyr. 7erLunch. & MfG Aigli. Seny is going 2 kick OZZFEST52 and my pants. Still more concerts 2go. Fun Xs w/ out of school friends LG.DR. CCC and all others. My Chynadoll I Luv Let's go'S @#e crazy.
Secret Ambition: To run over the Hornet mobile with my truck.

Elisa Fonzetti
"Leo" "Liz" Ambition: Lawyer
Secret Ambition: "To learn that true love is when silence between two is comfortable."

Korinne Aida Fugate
"Korn" Ambition: Starving artist
MEMORIES GR1mems with EF. KH.MK.GM.MM.LG.TL.DC. ER.GJ. KL.MY. Hanging at Quarry, the Lott. KHouse. Memday 97 Prom97 MK.GM.MM. (Club'n)KH sleepover, if it wasn't 4 the punch who knows. MK thr 4 walks. EF(mom)n- M(dad) & myBSEF. I Lov U Lik a sister. Nev 4GetAll the times at MJK. Mom.Dad. Mon.Gram. Gramp. Without u I would be lost. I Lov U mom thn U'll ever know! Mon. hav FUN 4Evers. UGWI1CBH.
Secret Ambition: To know that it's better to regret something you have done, then to regret something you haven't done.

Katyia Gastulo
"Kai" Ambition: Compt. Engineering
Memories .. Mom & DadFeast4 everythin loveboth Markwill always loveU &keepyoupinmyheart. 3yr. Basketball Soccer. 4yr. basketball chilling w/MB. NN. KA. GS. GZ. Toalltheseniors Iwishthemgoodluck more.
Secret Ambition: To be a powerful woman.
Leah Gelewski  
"Le-Le Lah"  
Ambition: Law Enforcement  
Memories ... YRWHITE RARRA 2YRSHD 97 AV98 RL 3YR SVAR 
strl. GRMEMMS W/CGS0GMKM MM& KHTLRRM PKKFF BOYZ KLM SIGDM DRDC MIGGD DND0S. KJPT DJADWNNHE FDAT NITE! EFWHITE VRHPND? 512X? W MTKLATKJD DDBI 
OINT WYDADS BLS1&W RNBUK BFAE. RPLAMJ MKFMDJB MKHIDN INBUSHS MRSPST ONE! PRUNKN DXMMPUR LITBUSNN! GMBDPR MKRN 
DTEMP CANCUN98 MADSE NUR NEXT DCITHTP DNSAJFEST LNNYCR NELST? MEMWKNX 97 NVUS VDM1E2797143 TXNX2 MYLVIOMFLY ILUVU. 
Secret Ambition ... For one day to see my mother put herself before anyone else.

Jeffrey J. Giannino  
"Jeff" "G"  
Ambition: College  
Memories ... 3yrs Varbaseball Capt #12 3yrsVar Bowling Hangin W/PS VM JC CR ML remember Mama luk abouboo dayinyrbk! Kil 
lyou nowh0? Summer 97 cards& billiards. PSTxs being afrod ovtherys. VMrynotto gethtrang. CR BSkinnder. What areyoural kingabout? C Dvls #1!Goodluckclas 
sol 98 Mom, Dad, Jenn, Jodi words can't express what you mean to me. Bob thanx for all your help. I LUV you all!  
Secret Ambition: To play in the Major Leagues and win a World Series.  
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Anthony Giordano  
Ambition: To be a chef  
Memories ... JD, AM, SD, MDWK, MBH 3FT Allen is the man mustang KRSI Allen on balcony blood every-where Oldschool JG MG SL VSXX, WVV, PCSL, IH NYChatpips JMI SD Basement, BH JL, SS, HB JG F Backinthesday bowisceel. W Funk 3:30 JD, JA, a5 ObustedNY. Hard 
core, TV, MS, TO, 3, MG MS, MK, BB, chillinBS, JR, FwRoe, smo, AXE, haet, G, MW, G, JG, FA, RP. Mi amen my heart goe outomylove JMI ANY THING COULD HAP 
PEN MS.  
Secret Ambition: To be a P. V. Superstar.

Nicholas Greco  
"Nick"  
Ambition: To see the world the way it should be seen.  
Memories ... ToJayJenn Angelajag &thewholcrew. Remembersume 
mer097 wasthebest thereeverwas. Iwon't for getyouguys nomatter-whatthappens aftergraduation. Jag 
watchfor thosewhitehearts who 
havehabito findingyou. Jennpatu 
pairofjeansanson andfindajob. Angelay 
uu areagoodfriend anddon'tforget 
hanging with JD. Jayremember CL attiturer. ToMurph and Rich 
wehadyour together and itwas allgo 
od. ToDSyou canFO fro mthe 
entircrew.  
Secret Ambition: Think only of today not of tomorrow for today could be your last tomorrow.

Joseph Gencarelli  
"Joey"  
Ambition: To be the best auto body man.  
Memories ... Firstsofar tomybeautiful 
fulmother andtomyfather Iloveyou andthank you for everthingomy2 wonderifulsisters youguysare thebest. Tomyboy Chris chillin hiswagon whatup. YoChris letsgo halfonit. TomybabyNeke ishoyu meanso 
muchmore andIlove you. Tomy oth 
ebloys youknow whoyouare whatup. Tomygrandfather Imissyyou and Love you. R.J.P.  
Secret Ambition: To be the longest 
bagger that ever lived at Shoprite.

John Giordina  
"NASH"  
Ambition: Electric Engineer  
Memories ... Hanginoutwith JoeC "HockeyJoe", LP CG, VM, CR. JG. Playsvolleyball Torturingthe 
techno drivers. Makingupnames inthelunch97. Torrecham 
les andCSaying mycarnothing atWendy's. Tyingbokhags tolunch tables. Lastlythat axtomon, dad, andbro. Ilmyloveto them Allsototh 
elove ofmylife, Crystal. I'llloveyou al 
ways. Lastwords -Goodbye P.V. Ever 
forever!!!!!!!!!!  
Secret Ambition: Teacher

Katherine Goyeneche  
"Goya"  
Ambition: Pediatric surgery.  
Memories ... What a wonderful four years of high school I had. Even though I didn't spend three years in PVHS. During these past four years I've been through many things like winning a state championship in the 
atre, getting recognition for piano, getting honors, and most important meeting great people like my friends. In conclusion I would like to say. 
Secret Ambition: To be an actress.

Marco Grieco  
Ambition: Success  
Memories: 4ysrscer 2yrsrvrs buggin 
wit S0BDRCJGMKS KGBE 
NSEM VITDMLBI miGATDCJ GNSD Roomin withall theboyz vo VTThelpme! Summer97 onth 
boardwalk miDCDRJGMSWITE BCAKTLGSMMDM andalltheabouts nuffintree sondaech farparty sat 
JG's chillinthequarry witchereveryone crazy 
nightsats jinninycystopsthe 
subway gatmdwetelatetrwtnl. DRCATVITDM JHEBKLSMNSN 
DCM WEl W BOYz FOR 
EVER Mom&Dad, Adriana, Dana 
Thaxn& IloveU.  
Secret Ambition: If I told you, it wouldn't be a secret.
Groz  
"Christopher Michael Grosik"  
Ambition: To design the house I'll live in.  
Memories ... Joe C "hockey" Joe team: MV8, BC, MAC, JD, NP, KO, CR, JG; 6lunch96 "theview" VSO8&K; Jhhouse& theblanket-PALs: ZAC, CP, TB, ER, JB, MV, LDB, NC, Wrestling IN MY HOUSE: ML, TOR, ROB, MB, AT, DF, AP; IMcDSuperbowl: LJ, NVTheBacon; theband: JF, JB, AT, ZS, RobC; Sorry4any! I left out!! SHUTUPMARCI Thanx2my pals at Petco: TW, JK, TM, F A; specialthanks2my Mom&Dad, Tim&Grandmothers Good luck and best wishes 2 every!!  
Secret Ambition: To one day own my own Petco.  
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Justin Guidice  
Ambition: To be your daddy.  
Memories ... Let's start off by thanin my moms and pops and specially GODBig up my to my peoples and a bowl down to all Playa haters! Why yall rid ing mine? RepresentInPaterson baby, cant forget my famima.Glad I can leave this school, Finally! look to ward the future wit open eyes, Pack the Hydro,and stay away from these chicken heads! PEECE! OH YEAH, U Know im bout it!  
Secret Ambition: Lets just keep it a secret!

Aristides Guzman  
"ADI"  
Ambition: To be your daddy.  
Memories ... Let's start off by thanin my moms and pops and specially GODBig up my to my peoples and a bowl down to all Playa haters! Why yall rid ing mine? RepresentInPaterson baby, cant forget my famima.Glad I can leave this school, Finally! look to ward the future wit open eyes, Pack the Hydro,and stay away from these chicken heads! PEECE! OH YEAH, U Know im bout it!  
Secret Ambition: Lets just keep it a secret!

Kristina Hill  
"Hill" "Beena"  
Ambition: Broadway  
Secret Ambition: To always have the last bow, but never let it be my last.

Rachel Grotz  
"Rae"  
Ambition: To go to Germany.  
Memories ... Goingtogetherthing!! Thanxxmom,dad,David E.S. Thanxforthetimes!! Suspensionwasgreat! Luvsya! M.G. cowboys! N. those boys-were losers! Thanx too 2 Pachurch!! J.J. the window! J.G. covers ofnight!! K.M. V.K.A.O in-the back yard! C. missya! E. M. J. G. R. D.M.O./N."Vanilla" holiday inn.  
William  
10-24-94  
Hotel California, wagon, Van, Firebird, Jett, Gumibears! Love ya!  
Diet Coke!

Maxine Gutschmidt  
"Max, Maxi"  
Ambition: To be a nurse.  
Memories ... To start off I would like to thank my mom for being there 4 me! I love U RG-lets go on the highway AC-Lacadsaice dance 97? "I Know U" KB- wannna get lost? all of my other friends in P.V.-good luck! To my BF- windshield wipers and fluid rules!! To my PB- always remember the good times ... I love you!  
Secret Ambition: To stop buying single cassette tapes.

Kelley Hayes  
"Kell"  
Ambition: Daytime Soap Operas  
Memories ... BF Wit-Mk- Ef- Kf- Ti- Gl- Mm- Lg- Mps- Rr GrXs Wit&JpSum96 WildstPktPio Ef-living2 ghtsKs glt UpshieldsMg-puTda Jd wnMm- Sum 95 Gin-Ngberthks 4rides-Dc- UrDa BESTlu- v- U- Dr- 2many mens (wishThs Xa Chngd) S-always Here4U 122daysTl "CANCUN "as of today 12-15-97 chillsWit- Ef MsSgKim daRotO- da Boyz Jg. 1sBUD lo.- KL-4E-lacodaire. 12- 92Ms- HABtBinMy hrt AlwysBF Tr. UrDaStayPght 2Mny Mems LUVaKd- Vx4E Da- 8/26/94. Mon- Ky- Fam- MsR- thns4all ImOut EF GUOdadByMy- Looosooove!  
Secret Ambition: To be admired for my strengths, and not taken advantage of for my weaknesses.

Lubos Holy  
"LUB"  
Ambition: Make Money  
Memories ... 4ysofTortur- itsover finy 4yr vartenis/# RSDBFDCL DB-need!8Gus SBHRPRAl-good plans-tooBadNever workout! Raci- ingsMaxKuang wRG psuOnEmAll SC nice drivin LUVa always End of3yr settin toCrRmonofire DP thankFordyHLP Breakinfypp Mach- inw DParkinTicketsC5s CRwoops GetinHumed wTIRGMRMB and kickdout of6Bros. DBthanxFor help- noutWaxstopflightREPARKO/ Thanx MOM&DAD BROTHERMATIN & EVERY1ATPV.  
Secret Ambition: Take HP for a ride in Porsch 911, Twin Turbo, there is no substitute.
Joseph R. Huber

"Huber"

Ambition: To work for a major TV station.

Memories ... IM NOT GOING CRAZY IM GOING SANEIN A CRAZY WORLD! BRIAN & NICK- THANKS FOR BEIN MY BUDS-AUSTIN, NOODLES JEFF JOHNNY B NANNIE, CARRIE JAMES & THE REST-THANKS 4 EVERYTHING! SANDY 3 MORE YEARS- HA-HA- DAD-MOM, GRAM & GRAMPS- LOVE YA TEACHERS-THANKS, JEN-THANKS FOR BEING IN MY LIFE-143-MAY GOD BLESS SECOND STAR TO THE RIGHT & STRAIGHT ON TILL MOR I G.LIYE LO

THE K -LOVE YA 1 TEACH THE TILL MOR I G.LIYE LO

Ambition: To captain the U.S.S. Enterprise.

Marisa Ingraffia

"Mer"

Ambition: To own my own business.

Memories ... 2 yrs WHITE VOLL, CABG! w/SBR GoodXs w/SBR-PEISJFPP FSBR1CHMBM CRAI NORTSC Liz550 Cratch 2yrSSs Guy ProbisLuvURP- "Diary STEP UPSB- Alwaysfighting onyou! JSShi beslmmn T.R.T.F.E. w/JPPICAIJP- JMY BOOS- YOURE THE BEST I LOVE YOU VP Happy Happy Joy MemDaywk w/RPSB SDRRAI JR VPPCK, LI 85- s WEHADFUN LOVYASB Thn4x all thetalks JTlets-go JOE318- Mom Dad Amy Stef Thn4 x beinghere- LoveyouNAF PLUR- LATER.

Secret Ambition: To finally pass gym.

Rosaria Ippolito

"Roey's"

Ambition: College

Memories ... B-FswELJS,IM,OD, SS, LT, LN. Chillin w/MS, LS&crew GoodXs-sum96-wld- MDW96-97 Seaside-Gab's house.4thsloJykalycolle

gepphy. Hangin w/Gdhcrsty-cyfdl-

park. JO-pattatin ins&ago-Thatse-


Secret Ambition: To laugh til I cry and love til I die.

Dana Marie Jenkins

"D, Dane"

Ambition: Actress Extraordinary

Memories ... TC, JM, JO, LM, NS, JB, LJ, RP, MS, MB, SP, KH, RK, RC 2 yrsBand, 4yrsDrama, 2yr Choir, 2yrs Girl Show, CIBYM?, Uno's. Zucco, Empire Records- World End, JQY, *DD* SUNSET, Ritardos, sleepovers, McD's, Bosco-Prom, Beefcake's shrimp! Stand- ByMe, SouthPark, Rainbow, Brite, Bruno, mall, BONE, bust some heads, BUBLLY, @#*!!SCLUB, Bananas, JM-Rock, TC-Sweet 16, NSF-children, "Who knows where the thoughts come from? They just appear"Meow

Secret Ambition: To be a Thundercal.

Amalia Ingraffia

"Amy"

Ambition: Fashion Industries


Tee, Lucky

Ambition: Child Psychology

Memories ... Gr8Xs w/MD AG MM RD IT SR.JB SC CB - Til AI-2 Spe BJFEJ ADK DD-LUV YR both! CLAD,LT-Muse Factory! SC-Girls SBB+FETTB fun w/AD MD LT SR. Serg-Thax 4memories! 143MOMS-LOVE ANGELA- TIR LOOP 4EVERYTHING I LOVE YOU! JoAnne-Luv U is like a sister! Liz Lizz and Andrea-4 in my heart! Zia Lucia- Rimani sempre nel mio cuore! Nonna- Ti voglio bene! 2many memories! Good Luck Class of 98!

Elizabeth Iftkn

"Liz, Lizard"

Ambition: College

Memories ... 4grmenw/BJF's R1, JF, LT, IM, TB Chilla GR-Mares MS Acrew-Garfield- sumr 97 Thanx MNCA- besides atime I learned a lot since then! Al what would I do w/o it? luvU! M1 "guy problems, but we got through them" MLJ25 in SS-96-97" Franco thibeslammin-Always- Bbrer!!! To all my girls u know who U R! TB stalkin' in da night RLLT JS Thanx4 everything UgysR mylife BF4ever MOM DAD FAM thnx&l

Secret Ambition: To teach the heartless what it feels like to have a broken heart.

Jennifer Johnson

"Jenn"

Ambition: Bartender

Memories ... Thanx4thegr8mems NC&AJS, Letisgobowling, Newarkany-

Seniors/59
Justin Korabal

"Jus"

Ambition: to graduate.

Memories ... English Freshmen year Freshmen yurlunch Hurrying with those labs for biology Skating/ats... A Anna Playing Hockey on weekends. USHistoryII Junior/senior of it?with TandAP splas mpapt Photography with APandJAlways bussing my heart beat it was fun while it lasted stuff happens.

Secret Ambition .... to become rich

Talia Leone

Ambition: To run my own business.

Memories ... YOU ONLY HAVE ONE LIFE TO LIVE DON'T MESS IT UP. SCHOOL WAS OKAY BUT THE FUTURE WILL BE A LOT BETTER. TWO YEARS HERE WAS ENOUGH.COOl PEOPLE-

KELLENEKELLAUSTIN.MA

TT.AND ALL THE REST-BEST WISHES. TREES. SUBURBIA. EXTREME CHANGES. THE WEB-

MASTER.ANOTHER WORLD. THE SITE. FLASH FORWARD TO HAPPY DAYS. NORTH BERGAN TO LITTLE FALLS.K. CNT.T. PEACE AND HAPPINESS ALL.

Secret Ambition: To own the world.

Jennifer Rose Ligieri

"Jen"

Ambition: To go on tour with "FUR-

THER"

Memories ... I remember the harrass

ment I faced as I walked through the hall all my years in PV People are cruel! I had a miserable time in high school when it should have been a good one You know who you are! It will all come back to you. You did not shape me as a person so why did you waste your time! To my Friends thankyou I had some Fun Thanks and love to my family.

Secret Ambition: To reach a high

point of Astral energy within me and stay there.

Keith Lisco

"Lou"

Ambition: Law Enforcement

Memories ... I love To Thank Mom&Dad&Frank -Bri-Nana Iloveyou Loveny Baby &Ever Chillen with Vit-

GatMSIGNDCasSGBDEBBDMG-

Girls TLMMMK EFKHGMUGFK

Children LTth Comeback TO ME.

Day97CDnnesedupagainX-masEve

M6al mortgage/mortgage Dawnshouse MVSF MAMM losinorminds Bud's houseFido-TheKock Kick

inchhead Masebehind QuickCheck MFBRP Bronco 2neversetting do scallsummer.

Corey Kuepfer

Ambition: To be an animator for Disney.

Memories ... 4 yrs art drama interac-

VP Gouda Buddies City Chilis RENT diners South Park Snoopy Cast Parties Janeane Bette * Play People: NS LD MS GC Jmo * Kristi-


Secret Ambition: To stay an us

instead of a them.

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Frank Lepore

"Frenchy around"

Ambition: To be an accountant.

Memories ... 4 yrs. VAR. Soc: 1YR. TRK. BB. GF. GT. Infht w/DD. JD. PV w/BE. JE. DA. fme. JD. HOW ABOUT? NOPE! DD. GDuki-


SR. I thanksMomandDad. Lov

U! JD. STOP! LOOKATME! urat! itso cool DD. digrow! JE. APPies-

nating! waitomite! LaterPV ...

Secret Ambition: For JD to go one day without lying.

Erie Lia

"Patz"

Ambition: College

Memories ... GB87. SW/CW. DP. FC. JD. JB. BN. Bestyr 2 w/EmiM. Love U Always MasterMyTheater DECO'S & ridetoGreatAdven-

turer DriveHomeSR. JB. longest-

PhoneCall w/Cp. underTheGunDP. CW. Back in the Boat. FL Snowboarding w/DD. JD. JM. BN. Carvel JM. SB. MG. JF. BTV. WindowJumpDP. Hok-

y. UnderBilding &TheLandTurnOnR.

CrazyFlip w/BN. I thank my whole Big family for all their Love and Support."!! Good Times In Mex Cloo!" 

Secret Ambition: To live in a car-

toon.

Rachel Anne Loforese

"Rae. Rach" 

Ambition: Marine Biology

Memories ... GYVRaRacapt 4YGS-Whead. DS-RUFF. thanxs4 AlwSBelgTher 4Me. LevU. NY97 Clw ShwBtr. AlootChin. Lgs. 7-11. CB. DanZCSRTmD &BAtBvd 7597 GrtAdy NY97 Clw ShwSn dHk-

KerpUR top0! EM. R4KwPSstring-

blsAction KRUgJp. twn Wha-


Smorry. CL-MixuFroshFnd. JP. 92796EvBrkUn. Pop-UrmlyLucky-


Thanxs4 Everything. IuvU! 

Secret Ambition: To find out what is really on the other side of the rainbow.

Seniors/61
Steve Ma

"Ma"

Ambition: Be successful Memories... Like to say thanks to my family esp. Grams see you later RD MAYAII SR YODER S'95 MM DA HB JLB BB GF SMJD DMSM Billy Bob NM to every body else KSB see all of you in the future... to Rich and you know how we do it if you know what i mean!

Danielle Martello

De-De

Ambition: To Be A Cosmetologist. Memories... BF w/JK LUV YADont 4get r trip 2 broadway CB Luv ya Arbor 96 LIVD 97Nights of SpringBa-bies The TruckMN thanx 4 always being here 4meAnuah 4 all my GF & The Class of 98 GOOD LUCK Busride 2 MC it was FUN! JR 4-6-96 I LOVE U! u will always have a place in my heart TB Like a Virgin & all good times Thanx Mom & Dad 4 being there 4 me &putting up with me I Luv U so! SP comingsoonArub98. Secret Ambition: To Out Last the Energizer Bunny.

Scott Mataya

"Scottie Mat-Wah"

Memories... Hobbies: BASEBALL FISHING BIKING FOOTBALL TRAVELING SPORTS BASEBAL TRAVELING SPORTS BASEBALL CROSSCOUNTRY TRACK MEMORIES:FOOTBALL GAMES PAR-TIES SILOEO'S AND COSTELLO'S CLASSES POST HSPLANS GOTO COLLEGE MAJOR/ENGINEERING MINOR/ARCHITECTURE WORDS TO LIVE BY: "LIVE LIFE YOU ONLY GET ONE CHANCE SOMAKE IT COUNT!" DO WHAT YOU WANT WHILE YOU STILL CAN CAUSE IF YOU DON'T LATER YOU WILL REGRET THAT YOU DIDNT! MESSAGE CLASS OF98 WE FINALLY DID IT! Secret Ambition: Travel in time. NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Eric C. Methven

"Me, Luna"

Ambition: To Become a Master Chef. Memories... 3yr PF FIBI 1yrTrk SOCK JG RRC &MMW nk/MM CVB 19/12/97 w/NG RGE MM JJ BEAN RD JG JC FRED BM'SC PC w/JH MM DEAN FRED RCD JC JG SICK AT MM's P' Chasin Lua 96/97 Just PLN CHILLINJJC RCD JJ CVB JG ELKIn JA MM TBM JA NN JG CRG Jay NG DEAN JA CB HB MS LP MA JG FLORham PK w/JC Dad Mom Amie and Scott Thaxn for puttin up w/ my stuff. Secret Ambition: To live life to it's fullest and die happy.

Mike Mastropolo

"Ghini/Wop"


Jennifer Mesce

"jennmesce" "mesce"

Ambition: Theatre Memories... 4yrzs Choir Drama (Treas2yrs)DramaAmigos: It'sbeen GR 8 Luv/UsoMuch. KeepDrama &Scaream Alive* ThisGR* TLK* PQU SOUP* Blue* PYB* Dinner* SciGd/U3/Year*/ HAIL! *Tink* RK-WhereWould B W/out U? *KB-Thax 4AllLuvUJT *KE VideoShowcase *BIS *Luv *CK-LionKing* Tobias! *DJLyvs* Movie Night! *CLUB Emp RecL JQ *TC *LJ & NS- TIMB * CBYM *GC- IKnowWho UR! *KS, SS, LD, Mz, M&SB. LUVU: MomDad KyleGram Thanx4 evething ILove You. Secret Ambition: To go through life in a positive direction and not forget all that has gotten me where I am today. NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Lisa Suzanne Micchelli

"Lee, Luna"

Ambition: Visual Artist Memories... 3 Yrs PV - Thx To ThoseWhoMade MeFeel Welcome-JQ, JM, DJ, TC, AA, MB, JC, BG *WKEds ATUOG's Me's Steve. HeyHeyWe'reTheMonkey's. Super-High CB-INFJMBLuvYourHair *Little One-Summer Of97 WasThe Best! 2MoreMinutes, TheseYrsHave BeenGreat! Tuna, MySister, Friends For38yrs, WeLuvDannyTonza! To MyFam. ThxEverything ILuv U- FattyThu4Dealng W/TheLightAnd-Paint! WeAreFinallyOutOHere!!!! Secret Ambition: to finally be able to catch those butterflies in my stom-ach.
Steven Miedema
"MEEDS, Boo"
Ambition: To be God!!!
Memories ... 4 yrs ina jungle -ha-1 survived! Cousin Chris-dnbreakda
seal SSS? KCMem-day 197? tunnel?2-
6iwon! dagger-wow DCstary GNl-
yourcool now! GM-Eastside baby-
Amthepzza wugreat-DD tough guy
Taggingtime steelcage-KC-rem-
lace-lap dance jumpin Fitz pool
pinned MS-MH-CK-EL-JMAC I
didn't! DrSteve-Freak EM-cancer-
MGkeepitreal-Kdogwedakings for-
ever! ThanxMomDad - JM -JM
I came I saw I conqur - I Am God -
Coolbeans.
Secret Ambition: To walk on water.

Brian Mistrette
"Mistet"
Ambition: Construction
Memories ... Its Been fun while it lasted Four years goes fast while your
having fun Just like to say Thanks to
all the teachers for putting up with
my staff Thx to my Best friend IH
for all the good times especially
thanks to JP for always being there
for me Also thanks to my parents for
keeping me out of trouble and help-
ing me out.

Beth Ann Moraino
Ambition: To live successfully.
Memories ... 3 yrs colorguard 1st
place Giant's Stadium! FL trip our
tm. NJ-Don't look now! P-P thanks
4 years of true friendship. JT,MS,
JM,NO,JQ, BC- see Guys R Great!
MS,JQ Piano, CC- good luck JT-
EGG!! EJ go! CJ for you I will NS-
Spider?? Mrs. Levash thanks 4 being
the best tchr. Mom, Dad, and John
couldn't have done it without u.
Fam&friends I luv you all. Hakuna
matata PVHS!
Secret Ambition: to never stop hold-
ing onto dreams

Albert N. Moussab
"AL"
Ambition: Teacher
Memories ... I wouldlike Zhankevich-
-Yom, Dad, Jen, Mike, and Jay,
Thn4 allthesupport. Hangin w/
RSCWS, LECRBRN KJDJP gr8
times. 3bballbash. w/DICKSPF,
-askin wRS2 bstones MDSWLu-
like? CW gambino nodoubt BN
keep playin'R Repres. hoireKKth-
ux&4min Pin RP greetres JDbabhs1
fameenalo.2cm. CK34c&2jays
friends SPodadishes HumatiswSB
RR AMMMJMG CGWankru SEx-
just began SSs coming backCC
HOOTIE 4evr Thnx2 therestof my
famiy&friends.
Secret Ambition: To be C.D.T.C. of
the CU.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Vincenzo Miraglia
"Vin"
Ambition: Chef
Memories 3yrs Soccer. Brawl
w/WO. WW w/Rd CrGwP.S. by-
woes. RDK colorblack. Mr&Mr
ThanxforthHelp inKingfortheHill&
Panasonic. 2 PIKH. Mr Atrying to
havefun. ThanxMartin & Johnfor
help sorrypanasonic. JTPamarin the
Clap. Bathing suitenWW. De-
stroying ThnjkOckey, Dan&Nicks
Fights, &P.S. hitonDA. Thfi. be-
tween me. CGW carboflax-
JG&The cardgames$45. Thanxto-
myclass. Mom, Dad, sisters, and
closefriends!
Secret Ambition: Words are easily
spoken but never forgotten.

Anthony Nicholas Mongiardo
"Mong"
Ambition: success in whatever I do
Memories ... Is this the end or the
beginning? EC. I'll never forget you.
Times w/RS,RR,CWD,BN,MC and
the real. JJ, you know where you
stand. SP,CK,SM,DC,ML, MG; its
beents Everybody at Gimpys'. CP
VL, TE, 5 am w/ GE. Boink? Luv ya.
Finn me Imok. HH CD. RR. Can't
forget PD. Oh yeah, SMPJDK.
Family: Mom,Mike ... Dad, miss ya,
you could see this. Sorry whoever I
forgot.-The End-.
Secret Ambition: To live My Life My
Way.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Gina Morano
"Gynz -G"
Ambition: Party at UMass w/CQ,
SM, and MM.
Memories ... 4 yrs SoccerCap 4 yrsGs
CoolGirls MM&MgVLef KhkIM-
pRyiTIMe. Our boysThnxxLubU
TempsElEpleOv MemDy9798 KHe-
WhtLookinAt Sum97XKmplex GA
best. 3TRF Luysa LabHd Cha
chaS AlwaysLuvU EfiK MeSoft OC
"PAtY" IAren CANCE UN Sp trh-
MXHerid Strpant Lvinat Home MM
Mmlo. Cheat Drivnlet CarPh Sinc
Kind 13+ MS4ENDY ClfQary JB
Luv Me Mom,Dad,Mike,Ant Can
Always Count On U Thans Luv U
ByeU.
Secret Ambition: To never be ashamed
to say what I'm not ashamed to think.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

David Murpny
"Murph"
Ambition: Be a Physical Therapist.
Memories ... I want to give love to all
who loved me. DBo-sorry I broke
you all still don't care how you look.
RL- we stayed 2gether 4 yrs. thanx.
luv u my children. DS- thanks 4 the
seat on the bus. U've been a friend
RR+Kk-Alg.11-Mrs. A AS-made
Bio Illgnt.AC-1. miss U JA-shldve
stay th same 4yrs FB 2yrs TR DPL-
the man. Much fun but its Time to go so
PEACE!!
Secret Ambition: Play in the NBA.
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John Mutovic
"Strawberry"
Ambition: Police Officer
Memories: My Friends: Andre', Scott Ted Roger Michelle Rob Paul Tyler Gary Sheldon Jordan Merse Ferrare Deneve Dino And all the Wu: Mason Viglione Sweeny Deliso And all the PrepCrupe Don- ahue Ryan Brian Adrian And all the Hippies: Garret Roth And everyone I missed including Mom and Dad and Andre’s Jamaican roommate.

Aylin Necimoglu
"Ay"
Ambition: to become a pediatrician
Secret Ambition: To be a great parent as m~ as mom was.

Melissa Nicosa
Ambition: pediatric nurse
Secret Ambition: To always be happy.

Dana Owens

William J. Nagel
"Nagel"
Ambition: Criminal Justice

Natasha Nelson
"Tasha"
Ambition: Veterinarian
Memories: 3yrsbaseball 2yrs track3yrsEclub Great memories withAT SF MBRRCP missusom- dance withDBUwuz agreatperson &11 never4get alldathings wedid2gether I willalways haveaplaceinyour- heart DDDardaluslovingmily umeana- mother &a thanx4puttingupwithme. Luwuz greatfriend luVawatgren- fight withKMK. CGAndIDDD wuz danalou?DangerPWESuragrg person- uwillalways haveafriend inmetu- vvaalways Thaxmom & dad 4being therethere 4emTN&CGlu butoo!Secret Ambition: to play In the WNBA

Nekeisha Ortiz
Ambition: Sociologist
Secret Ambition: Filmmaker

John Palumbo
"Johnny Boy"
Ambition: To be a Rockstar
Memories: Musicislife Nevercan- forget SabrinaLoveU SaraRocks FHEREinRand Partyin BillyD FTH IM Hi BabyRobRFB CPTNYH6 JodILove UAWoods6GT MHAG SF AndNPJ6JA SandraStillLoveU Ritax Miss you Maria Renee Carla Buks Mem Day Kicked Best Time Lauren Forever LA JSJJ GNDCM GirlsRate OZZYoacours MAIDEN- concerts QYPits RoughGun DARE METAL HEAdStilI HYDE SECRa TERCATBJZ Sura Animals Guitar DRs GoodLove Daas JantiBroth ThanksFamily I MomDadNam Secret Ambition: To hang with OZZY.
Rita Pantusa
Ambition: Physical Therapy
Memories ... MRS BIPCLUB-HOUSES/thanks advrsePsychic
Dn/Stripspeaknout NiceSTlades RR-Lm2sik LCDSAYAM Metall-
asB-Sleep30 SPY SPARTA GtimePul& K &EveR ML-StepUp
1st bufs cofomachine6AM DIARY
-DDHELLO*thans 4buds Dnt Lose-
hat-I. Hts Me/WhenU matur IB
here6/12/4/97What U Do? DoM1-
LOSTLUS HTE-BOLONY&Skig
MN-UWMeC MScoo/Guy JG-Prett-
yBoyDG-DntBreakMyCar MOM&
DADAlwayLeuLuv thans4everything.
Secret Ambition: To Always Remember and Never Forget All of the Good Times, and to have no regrets.

Christine Michele Pasquariello
“Chrisy-Chris”
Ambition: to write for Pop-Up Video
Memories ... 4 yr BSSI TB JB
enitrice 2yr SIflh GnxHd w/jpPgil
1yrFlg JBHeww Aclk! BlockC1
4Dgiser SD My Book M2Ls Vicari
NC Bx-2sik KF CanPIy DC KB KR
J ANS Thux4ldts lm dizzy LitC1 J1S
Stks lsoShoesAT RC CG ML even-
Rl “group” wz, fun WdDntHe-
gout/Wy Boys KIM-E My SU/nhe
LD UM M1r 21/2 DM MyBl.am NvB-
s0Co/Nlas JD-4Jurnals KE Thnx
J C GRX8 U/mike miss U Mom
Daddy Shniz (love)1 Thnx
Secret Ambition: to drive my red ’66 Mustang convertible
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Sonali Patel
Ambition: College
Memories ... 4 yrs Cigrd, 4 yrs
GSGradPatr Asst Head, 5yrs
SIflhNS,LI,SE-Ch/TGz-GrI rizz
NS,LI,LM,CC-Picel/RRST TD CMe
P$-95Pbldng,blkyDy-DD M-MeD
M CC-Appart SEMe/yrns? BM
Wenamed! NS-X/SIMYBSMENT
lbeveleny!!E&2E RR-Sob PR
what? KB-Saunt Spurrobthemo6
drives Urvi-Alloargeatx’s can’t-
count Luv/UFFTE Toulmyfrench-
thinks4 evryth! Dad Mom Meeta,
Priyesh-thinks4veryting Luvuy
guys
Secret Ambition: As we gaze at
tomorrow with hopeful eyes, OUr
minds are left dreaming of all that has
taken us here and all that will get us
there.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Jennifer Pereira
“Jennifrost”
Ambition: To help Jay find Waldo.
Memories ... MDA’13Yearsoh
Wee-
skIllive APDon’tChopOff!(yfing
-er/.Yer UnderweaR/oSide JACo
CallaTaxi NGarbage CanSwimming
C/K M’ Vermont It’sPrettyLa-
You On? CBWherezDaFone? Were
USSwimming InDaBrook? LookUn-
derthe L/TreexNudeBeachWrocs h
Wildwood7/lockedOut Wi/PilLO
NDillon GDTthey Were Chairs Not-
Cars DNI.DriveYercar OnBrick
WallNight TheCheese3Old NMoly
WantSum MoreRice? Bagels Oh
Sticker, IloveYou YesWereOutside.

Louis Paolino
“Baluger”
Ambition: Electronic Technician
Memories ... Hanging out with Gw
Vm Cr Jc Rd Jg and Mt Torturing
Tech Bus Drivers Working On My
92CHEY4x4With Mt I would like to
tank my Family4supporting me
through the yearand set me straight-
when was outof line Igladdlwent
into electronics solhave something to
do afteR.SGoodbyeP.JV and I hope
all my friends keepin touch throughtheyears PEACE OUTTTA HERE!
Secret Ambition: Become rich.

Jeffrey Pasquariello Jr.
Jeff
Ambition: Pro Drag Racer
Memories ... Memorial Day Wee-
da97W/SF BD JM MAPall good times
We may never thankS for always being there 4yearS BBall Frosh Football
NO-never forget you STAY GOLD!
Mom Dad Patty Jo+Ant Luv U All
Thanks 4 everything GRAM- U
changed my life & made me a good
person Luvyou.

Steven L. Pelonero
“Pet”
Ambition: Clerk/Swinger
Memories ... Wasting time w/DCMGAMBPCKDOSMML-
RHVRMHKWQOFT-FJ base-
ball 4lile — DCMGF-itme me in
trouble,riding in the jeep, mkg fun of
MG BRE-reaction,thcKkrs AM-
BIV,eggURL CDKDDAM-FTS sink RS-
when we gonna play b-ball/ L’Amkmg
fun of MF TEKDMW-pas of PV-
CG? MOOOSF Jeff C-K eep ridin’
SHUT UP Always keep in touch
w/JFECVLMULLCPBDMSDS-
FLK Mom/Dad thnx for everything
you’ve done GD LUCK class of 98.
Secret Ambition: PB baseball coach.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Vanessa Perez
Ambition: to stay with Andy forever
Memories ... “Summer9 LittleFalls-
Girls“ DPM” Thebomb! 5hAsx Lit-
tleFallsGirls IloveU! DPM ILOVEu
GuySt PAPI thank you forallyour
support loveYOU. Mom+JP IloveU
Guys. MemorialDay, Happy, Happy,
Happy. Joyo/s Lovey ou to Never-
forget Everything that happened-
ToUs loveYOU. DP iloveyou never4get Everything we’ve Gone
through. FriendsForever!
Secret Ambition: to stay with Andy
forever.
Melissa Petty

"Petty"
Ambition: Vocalist
Memories ... 3yrGrnCheering 1 yrHd
GrnRlayHd97Beefs- RR, MM, MK,
GM KH-party95 WaynePriy Admn-
ralW96 CasaB 97. GrlBeachPrty
RR- ILYver4get. LsfitnTowaco
FairFBoy& singing MX- eskimo rm
WildwoodSmm97 TripleD. Giggle
Now! U R the bombHiPaul 12/5/96
yabstn rm2 ML- U mean the wrld2
meHold On4ver Ill'always loveU
11/7/94, MrdMrnL. Thx4evrythng!
Mom,DadDoug& Heidi-couldn't
have made it WoutU IluvUall.
Secret Ambition: to become as good
of friends with my children as my
mother has with hers.

Jessica Lynn Pistone

"Jessy"
Ambition: Kindergarten Teacher
Memories: ... 4yr.Grnx.hdw/Cp 98.
2yrRahRah. KH & EF PadrePlc wd
silk Betty. EF NCrlma. Froshslpovrs.
RR 2Il Boat 711 BadGrls. BF. DC
thx4carin BF lluv U MC. ivin2
gethrbikout. Pwr LineMDwknd98.
CG Lites. KMSGe) wht hapnd'SC
mylonky I lluv U Mre thananything.
Mom Dad Joe thnx1 lluv U/Mom
yerMy BF. Jason Imiss U! I'll lluv U
always. 4yr= 2many mens. Its been
Fun!
Secret Ambition: To have all the
things in life that money can't buy.

Ryan Plesniarski

Ambition: UMass with MM, GM, SM
Memories: 4yrFB1-yrCapt4yr-
Bssl-yrCaptGrzln & Ikn frdBo
atth Qr. Mdcs afr with evry1. BC
the LIT&D 4. of July 96. Mldden
wth R.H.DBo snatalhecticnd in the
beof mycar. RH Mr.Inbcks Meet Norm
Stee who u lik ths wk. JP th edny b
and the trck. SG whchforthe
RoachTLwrrthatRcHse Gump l-
dMaabns blcmp. RW hswhant
1wshoswd u. Mom,Jen, Pat,Nick
thanks for everything. Later.
Secret Ambition: Never regret the
past

Angela Pirotti

"Snana" "ang"
Ambition: HelpJay and Jenn P Find
Waldo
memories GrtTmSNlor Mis-
sons2EOSum Scb7LiSts Longs-
WhoHdAColdRUBOFFS Mistauc-
cita pigged/sausage manInevr Jump
On AMovin VehicleAgain HCTB
F1asghpNo 3 Evrythng WLsMr
Pool TabWngClfWak JDNGLys
BglBk Boot Luv Usrlutugha Pecs
N-EmpRec 4ERVGo 2Lmn
NoMore/sfsOK? SRCjCPnkLs On
CndF1rat HsbwJDridden JPEG
Stkr fallTrou Defence chick Leg MJC
Mom NDaD Luv U THANX HBMo
Guardian Angel Cl. wifllsh bogn
Guys dontevrchange.
Secret Ambition: Find Steward.

Donald Platvoet Jr. Don
Ambition: Surpass every goal and be
the envy of everybody.
Memories: GoodXs 2manywords
cannotdescribe. Inaspace short.
Itsbetteroff nottried thepeople who
were there, theyknowwho theywere
toleaveanybodyout, wouldn't be fair!
Thanx 4the memories, lluv it been
real fun. We twill neverwilleveryone.
Keep U 4ver U Touch Gotta run! Luv
2 My Fsh Thn the teachers NOREGRETS
outth the WindPain tempPride4ever
No Fear 4st Repect U ONLY LTV
ONE 4 Maybe YOURSELF4RECO-
ITION ANYBODY I FORGOT
CHAERGEIT2 MYHEAD AND NOT
MYHEART
Secret Ambition: Make it from the
rise.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Gary Potenzoni

Ambition: Culinary Arts
Memories: Freshmn Year chil-
whelBWNHBJARMAM- chil
natT bowl - my neck my back NM
Summer INARuhwth BBHAIH
SophYear SorryHB AM Lunch time
fightwith FB - Players - IOUFun
timSAGUSTA Sclass BBNN
MTBJuniorYear JusttchinginNoPro-
blemsAllGood SeniorYear Problems
sw JFT JKM Gnd More Good
lookingout JGSCBB ASMN JAH
PJHM/HBandmore MYC3Dv's- JF
G 3974Ever 4thankU M - D66
everything - JR-GP -4ver - 143.

Jennifer Teresa Quinn

"the short one" "Bruno"
Ambition: College
Memories: 4yr V Track Seaside 9
w Lee D & Lee Hey Hey were th
Monkeys Sugar High T Great Bear
Tony T Were D The Cow go
Gizmo Chilling Smacky D &
LIT&4. of July 97 Lee Bruno
Anthony Bruno the short 1 Footlock
er 96 Lee got the #32 Leeham
beingthere Barb - Grt mem Mon
ChrisPat&Nick thanx 4 everything
Luv U Dadd11-3-96 I'll make u pr
You'll always b in my hrt I Luv u
Miss U
Secret Ambition: To remember yest-
day, live for today, and dream fro	
tomorrow.

Christopher M. Quinn

Quinnny
Ambition: UMass with MM, GM, SM
Memories ... 4yrFB1-yrCapt4yr-
Bssl-yrCaptGrzln & Ikn frdBo
atth Qr. Mdcs afr with evry1. BC
the LIT&D 4. of July 96. Mldden
wth R.H.DBo snatalhecticnd in the
beof mycar. RH Mr.Inbcks Meet Norm
Stee who u lik ths wk. JP th edny b
and the trck. SG whchforthe
RoachTLwrrthatRcHse Gump l-
dMaabns blcmp. RW hswhant
1wshoswd u. Mom,Jen, Pat,Nick
thanks for everything. Later.
Secret Ambition: Never regret the
past

66/Seniors
Chris Radel
Memories...I want to thank my family for everything, especially putting up with me. Won't forget; West Paterson Ski trips, memorial day weekend at the Barcenoica, Memorial Day Weekend 98, mad k. Joe, stop ordering from P.F. Frank. I hope people stop breaking into your car. What up Funk! Good Luck to my whole graduating class!

Jay Reynolds
Secret Ambition: To help Jenn P. find Waldo.

Anthony Rezzonico
"Rose" Ambition: To Make Millions Memories...I want to say much love to my family and friends who watched me grow into the young man I am today. Thanks for the support I love. Peace to all the Heads I went through school with During my life time. It was fun while it lasted. Peace to all the Real Heads know who UR and 2 shots to all the Heads that Play er Hated Mean to the chicken heads keep chickin. I'mout.

Erin Nicole Rice
"Rice, erinrice, Twigg" Ambition: Success and Happiness Memories..."4yrs CHEERING" *4yrs GREENX* cf GR8 MEMS/ TRANC JB NS LD CP MV KF SD KK DC JAK/heres LBPWW/Repent/ BSll GrnBrkr20. GA-Fish! KRR's "JWY" *Firewkrk JEWL* Dinners Mad- Vin Bchse Twink Dole Mem & LHAYS 2nd Hse Bsamts Group-Rmbr Wha? GCI JBJ LCLcb BKB JOut-Nvr! Halwan DRVN MngPpl 3.5 Apollo1 SMMR, WSSX, Rlgwd, JP, GR prtyls InDoubt! ALMy-3 Mem & Dad, MEAG&LAWN Njoy P&W Fam-LuvUall!
Secret Ambition: To never lose touch of a friend, or forget a single memory.

Patrizia Stephanie Reisover
Secret Ambition: To be as wonderful as my parents! NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Sanders Reynoso
"Sanders" Ambition: To become the Yankee's second Baseman Memories...Chilling w/SC, JN, AM, JD, FL, DD, HB, DA, EM, JD, ER Nevr4gt GrtAdv. JDForms ThWall DMB exos2F LI/wnn Taco EM School) DysSepUr Lakerikeater2me ILuvU4 Eveyrthing U'veDone4 me Lt MeTheFuture Nef! Frish AIPC/w th Cruel&Jin ThBat JNNo Mater What, ILAlways Bither 4U prpct Theres iNo DyyhatPaas By/ous ThnkingOfUllmust/U Mome&Dad Up2End ThckTome &4ever Greed J. 
Secret Ambition: To always Be Myself and to go to the Brin Mrs. Brown's class.

Danny Ribaudo
"Baudo 3yrsoo- chlin w/myboyz: DeSglpMe-rKmg JGEMs NaDm-havn fun w/ladlakz. MmKm Gm&TRM-MplGJ Thks 4mens -Mem wk/Dk -kptitow -UdaMan-3jg-wolKU. Mr-si gnin -Mon-siwaSSPCILR/WO -1H w/allmytruboyz -wealludpataJgs -1as -mMmJpMk -XMrs-k dAspStQs -1wntadrk SU/Mo 97 dabhomb -De-2fmymens-westydru -JpMdm lubwug w/ -jg Livtup -Kthx4bngth -MBluSwtr -IDjc -weindazon Eb GRBabat -Ma Dad Sal-cndthavemadeit w/outuluv-u.
Secret Ambition: To never get another ticket.

Ryhan Romaine
"Rhy" Ambition: Journalism Memories...4yrs. GD. Hed/BR &JB. 2yrs. V. RahRahDB #4! B+Mems W/MPM MJPGMMK KHLMP. 2MysMems. TowacoN- TheBoat, EtrmFlm NulMed4, ILY! SF-Ch), Go, Siver n Bc, ILY. U'meanThwrd 2Me. Casa-B97Gril BeachPry! FunGal! MM-Giggle! LiuntamhArt. RM2. RYLA/GE. DS-IwuvUAU! WPJ-BadGrlsHave- MorFun! 711, BrutsHouse RK-We Have 2 4ertty! I Love You! Mom, Dad, Matt-Thaxn 4Everything. Sorry It Was So Rough. I Love You Secret Ambition: To remember that the soul would never see rainbows if the eyes did not see tears. NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
Carmine Romaniello
Carmine/Carm
Ambition: College
Memories ... PV=Hanging w/JTWV
GWGCP SBR/BDMV F-ballAt
ThePark LP Hockey Rules Bill DS
Poker Ngs Boling Fishing Gwrmbm
TheGoat Hey JT & Vanitts Eggs
The Fins Will Win Hey JT what Ryan
talk about BhalLatJTsJaminin
Metal Rules/ZZY AlmostsetChem
LabOnFire LFSR HangingAtCBs
Watching Howard Stern DwIn
WILDWOOD w/VMO&F. Devils
Stink GoRangers BringHomeThe
Grail Thnx Mom&Dad & everyone,
ElseFor BeingThereForMe.
Secret Ambition: To witness the
Miami Dolphins win the Super Bowl.

Katherine Russo
"Katie"
Memories ... 4 yrs gymnastics White
Rulz! Girl's Show96 acrying 2 CL
Frosh yr NC&KF duck stories soph
In JA wisdomJA&CL I know lm
Fly My SoCld LF'll miss you guys "I
guess" Blocks class rocks JD wah
Ross 4 Ross LS Luv ya Thax 4 a gr8
yr Urgo-NOW CP&KF thanx 4 alway
listening FL-u Rock Physics w/EC&M
Vicari Darren-Even thrgh tough
times-Ive always loved u! Mom&Dad-
Thank 4 everhng I luv u!
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Natalie Sabino
"Nat"
Ambition: College
Memories ... GrnX98, WW97, Drv-
ing in Dwnwn P-Twn, BCchase,
Ridgew, Gafflash, basements, din-
ers, Kups in my new car, Wally,
Wexses, AYL, GrnLake 6-20-97,
BKRJ, SD-Shoes, RICE-Amish,
3.5M, TB-didio so, DP's4evR, KF-
Skibees, JA-2ndhouse, JB-meeting
pl in the srff mobile, crs-ugachak-
abeep, DC, MV, LD, CP, KK, ML &
the grpl luv u guys 4 evR. Mom, Dad,
Stephen, SamAndFam, thanks 4
everyhng. I luv U!
Secret Ambition: To have no regrets.

Robert Ross
"Rob"
Ambition: To keep it real.
Memories ... 4yrs, FBCapt. Bill-surf
sapi. Partying Johns Hanging wth
WoodyandRandy JD-massage, Sab-
rina-bond. Erin-Fildawalslyves
DM-ALGI SarahAlbert KimSU
HAMMLMA, Wrp tour, wyn kids
MemorialDay97, rep. HC Pride
Goingahow withfriends. Skiing
withD&schmutz. WldWd-Acwh
RS 2wals Lkeh! thank my pa-
ents. without them coulndnt havegot
en ths hgh. Ioveyouverymclu
thankyoufor everhng yououd.

Renee Russo
"Rino" "Nay"
Ambition: Medical Technology
Memories ... MC2ynyMem, Dink
ARUBA98 Flicks14, Luve4-eva
BFFE-SBR PCKDLLSLDLN, GI
Times- B&JPSh BDMPS MMD
VLTECK- NANN U. PapsLot-
always cmeck. RJPMPC-MetLle
walk " 4evaMy " JAM! 97
yrWEX VICTORY! SOKART ET
VLJEW DAY, CRUZIN INJ
MEEMORIALDAY97 WWII
RP&TER? DDSH-bottles? cauti-
ch? RP-slick, jag. BIGN.
nyMM- Bath Tub. SigPCMomDa
DeepEdStuPopNanLldEdMARIE
MrSB- ThanxLuveU! SD- Duds
ECMCB-TRIP BYE!
Secret Ambition: To make a wish
11:11 and have it come true.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Maria Salomone
"Ria"
Ambition: Teacher
Memories ... Chillin w/JK, MC, DS,
EL, CB, NO, MA, GZ, VP, MI, JF,
SF, GR, MC, RP, Aghaxforall-
good X's. lluvu"ROMAN! Thsn
foralfforyouadvice. MadLuvoally
"SIGARS" uknowwhouare! I
missalouf/oGreat's/pd. Gym w/8
JK, JA, SC. LuveU Marquis. Myth
MouthToMrs.Zisa. Sidoghanad
all theclassdiscussions. Cottillons
NY. ThanxMOM, DAD, Kathy, Ru-
phLuveU& Thanxforyhng! RD
luveUoxoX'Mom98.
Secret Ambition: To remember ye-
terday, live for today & dream f
future.

Dave Santalla
Carlo Santaniello
Ambition: College
Memories: 1yr Baseball AL, Thx for the ride to school Remember Hootie Ricks CR-GrceUpOzy 2yr Italian w/ JT VM CR Tell Her she needs new glasses! 2yrs. 6th Lunch w/PV DBJR YR Physics w/MM SM Mike-How Tanya Doing? Coach Don- Niners win the bowl Nets Stayin the Swamps JA. TheKid needs to Picka Team Remember DZ! will! Mom Dad Thx for all your help. Michelle and Karen Thx 4 your paper- scous. You will be the Last To Grad-HAVE FUN!
Secret Ambition: To see Hootie & the Blowfish play live in my back yard.

Nicole Sauter
“Cole, Canole, Niki”
Ambition: Elementary Ed.
Memories: * 4yrMB * 4yrDRMA * 4yrGRNPRR5/97. 98 HEAD w/ BFPS MIdW * FriRdz * CH8 * 4nd Trips * GUSH 96 & JCS97 * CAN95 * BCwz PUT 10D * EMPRECS * HZ0 * GITFIDTS * CLARINETS * ThtsGr! * PrmA PrnAts * CIBYM * CAR8 * MIS- UGRAID * Frndz * Gz * LJKH JMKB RKCCK DISSE MSAA- Lux Uall! * 2may undrcsnn SMGC * KSLD DCLG JCD CC * PYB * TIMB * NFC * BLAH * C0T96 *Philips * GdMnpgPV * MomDad KenCtFam- Thx4all- lluxUssp2 thesky * MissUPop & Tony * Bye PV * YEAH!
Secret Ambition: The Stage ...
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Michelle Marie Scano
“Me-shell”
Ambition: Educator

Lih Siew
Ambition: CEO
Memories: * GOOD LUCK TO THE CLASS OF 98. BEST LUCK TO SP NS TC MR JM ES. ENJOY YOURSELF, GUYS! ES ENJOY YOUR HS YEAR! GUYS! TGIF-
Secret Ambition: Be very successful.

Dana Lynn Santoro
“Dane” “Day”
Ambition: Social Worker
Never D D D D D D D D D D YR Physics”
Secret Ambition: To be the only exception to every rule.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Michael Sawielew
“MeHow”
Ambition: College
Memories ... 2yrs Var Wrestling DP Hates PartiedinMy HouseChillin WMyBoyS FromWallington- Siwy ScrrehGurl Dominik Blandy Marek Gaberek GoingTo Cricket Hanging InNYC 1tsTime Trip In Tunnel Never Effort Cutting WDBCASM Bloggin In N wy Room Mad Parties In Wo- jitowich Mom&Dad Luv Ya Both & Thanx For Everything AndyYour Thx4BestBro. Groj Times WM Artbeyana. MKLuvya Lfes- AGame You can’t Loose Polish PWR
Secret Ambition: Have A Business.

Dayton D. Shaver
“Daniam”
Ambition: To be very rich.
Memories ... First id like to thank my mom for all that she has done for me over the last 17 years of my life for being there when I needed her the most I’d also like to thank my sister and brother for all their emotional support. And finally id like to thank kurt cobain for all his beautiful music and even though we never met he’s always with me. Peace love empathy kurt cobain.
Secret Ambition: To meet Courtney Love.

David Simicevic
Ambition: College Graduate
Memories ... Mom and Dad: I finally did it! Yes! Justin and Joseph never forget this day and the arcades! Mar- vel Superhero vs Street Fighter will never be forgotten Meal #2 at McDonalds. To my family, Thanx for your support PS Uncle Frankie I will always catch a bigger and better fish! Ha! Ha! Good bye Class of 1998.
Joseph Walter Simicevic
Ambition: College Graduate
Memories... My Happy Memories In PV is hanging with my best friends Kristin D, Jen A, Gale, Justin K. and with my brother David, KD, JA. And G can't Forget Rocky Horror. Don't forget the Gummy Berry Juice. To my family Thanks for being there and Supporting Me. Finally and Most importantly to the Rest of PV L—S F.O.

Zachary Robert Smith
"Zac" "The Frizzy Bandit"
Ambition: To be rich
Memories... Wo4Life Do You HaveAnyDogs Ack It's Best Thing 4yLiu Club Who's Erin Rice Descr cata66 RandomsYellow 5EnnRice AHAB SkateOrDieHappy McDuff-Bobbie RobBreak 4Down UrgoR ThBombDgty TM, MtG, RHSPCP setx HallSpaceGirl KatThank You ML SatLive And The Conspiracy AMong JP OG God AT Wa-WomLesMe NewYear's Party Base ment CDas Wunderkind Friends MVBTBCSCL4A KL1 DaDund-DCvFrizzyBandit MomDadKirstin, Thanks, I Love You. Secret Ambition: To own you. NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Erika Soto
"Twigs"
Ambition: Teacher
Memories... T. Y. M/O&JIM &THE REST OF MYFAMILY, MS. AGOSTAY OUR THE BEST & I THANK YOU FOR EVERY THING. T. Y. TASHA FOR BEING SOCOOL! 5HUNCLASTYAR WAS THE BEST I'LL MISS YOU GUYS, YOU'VE BEEN LIKE A SISTER TO ME. NEVER FORGET YOU! RAE, NEVERFORGET OUR FRESHMANYEAR&DANCING GONSAT! WEEN, WE MADE IT THROUGH EVERYTHING! RICHFRESH MAN YEAR WITH YOU WAS THEBEST! CAN'T BELIEVE YOUR BACK FOR MY LAST YEAR! THANKGOOD I'M OUTTAHERE! Secret Ambition: To one day be your boss and make you work for minimum wage.

Jim Springer
"Springer"
Ambition: To get my license.
Memories... 1Fr1eshy nhx Rpluv 3ho0lCrew Imp4ld4mdin brtrhx2all thepeepshatsedleIdn'tmkeit-rivallmy BoyzNon DoNDLM- SlgDm1cPskid-Kh-Mynegbohber. Jphry gavemeachanc RePARY Gromsik throeccking chairjeksMr- bobineheadskid RaceinFLEMINING- TON- Urofire JoePtusin PVplot 2ndthe hurricanehethog drivinthe- Coopa thatewalkin 24m04uMr- D'MgKigattthepuffyoftheboyz 1lw2allnotmetedion T'Nvr4GetU. Secret Ambition: To be happy & content with my life.

Philip H. Simone
"Phil"
Ambition: College
Memories... 3yrs 0b 4yrs baseball 2yrs bball Haginw/ the fth crew, 96 fth in meandlands. VM you're like a brother to me Moms proud. CR&ET. Summer of 97 ok could have been better. DS proved U wrong in SPEED ur Thans for always being there. DM ALUVU Thans for everthing Mom&Dad thans for pushing u couldn't have done it with out you. Charles Good Luck!
Secret Ambition: To be as wonderful to my children as my parents are to theirs.

Randall Sokalski
"Randall J"
Ambition: Pediatrician
Memories... Hangnat JohnyP'sd Erin HouseRob& Myloutings Mement Day John-czyprys Woodyshou w/ppegpgongdeomgs Billiewurchi Althbed n Mingmans Sabryanize bubblemakr Kim, Janti, Mong MichelleM, love ya. LA, En, Tomb EL, LH, MR, FC, ML, JD, RC, but baldy, Nylt, MuratPFL and myseure jur thirst/consintnitf; R parentsErin &mom- thanx4ever s thing nvrforgeto ren&family, DAA crew&Wayeekids. Mom, Dad, Lisa & grandpa-I Loveyou Secret Ambition: To be Dr. Nich from the Simpsons. NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Aimee Spiliotopoulos
"Noonie"
Ambition: You'll forever.
Memories... 6/5/96thebestdayof my life. Luv 2 all my Ld. noories at 9/9 WHING i gave a good S Wildwood n 97 Luv always 2 RB Grt memorie at the Heights Curnilakes 4-Evet July 4 fireworks. Luv 2 my maris Son Omar, GA who never put controller down AB and all my flash ES. Luv is the best feeling in the world.
Secret Ambition: To always be noonie.

Janel Marie Stansfield
"Kusty"
Ambition: Art teacher.
Secret Ambition: To find the book.

70/Seniors
Daniell Start

“PTO”

Ambition: C.P.A.
Memories ... Skating at CytecMidlantic Bank/ St. Ann’s Bio I Was a nightmare! Running freshmanyear Hey Prep-H, ever going to graduate? SpeedyThanks for all the work done onthe Aries/ZOD. Where’s Wlll? Bowling with Speedy J.J., K.D. Keith get your Camaro on the road? Joe, no matter What you do we’ll always be friends! See all of you in the A.L.!!!!!!

Secret Ambition: To be a D.J. on 92.3

Austin Adrian Tarin

“Dorel”

Ambition: English Teacher
Memories ... OZZFESTROBE-NEVA AGAIN. T ( ) - IT’S SHOWING, DANA-U TERDXX MOOT- UR NOT PUNK BOOTSY- THANK 4THINK PKNGEVRGZ- KARL DER FLISCHERKAT- I NO IM EVIL E R & HERA B GG A L IN & BASTER JUSTIN- NOBAD- STOPGROUP? NERORBUTCH- ER? BLACK METAL ECF/NW NEBULAR RAVENS WINTER WRESTLING AT GROZ IS THAT TORM/ HIS PANTS DOWN THANX MRSDELLANO SO WHEN YOU GUYS MOVING IN? AND THENEXT STEP IN THIS OPERATION IS ... YMUS!

Lori Lynn Taylor

Ambition: To make my own cartoon.
Memories ... Gr8 x E W/ AP, SK, Summer skool 97, MN we will always be Bf’s DRP NDZT BF/CB Wildwood. nvr get Rocky Horror. Anthy, Speedy, everyone thinks we are 2gether. JS, MV, MN, LT, Grs night. Nels Bement, JK, the light was yellow. AP, officapigthe savageman. Bny frnds Brrg Lang w/Dr. rub offs, UR Gr8 NVR AGET YOU? 4th of July narrator/CP, SB, SK, MC LT, Mike n Lori 7-11-97. love you MORE!! KB, CA, JA, the mning ride to school. Mike n Cynthia, love you guys! Mom, Dad, we Root disfunctional!! I love yu all LATE!!

Frank Thoma

“Toenail”

Ambition: Successful Athlete.
Memories ... Going to VY to ski & hangout with DD, FL, CW, EL, BN, JD on Friday’s. Chillinn down in Seaside with SA, NM, BC, BV, JK, DD, KW. Brn car falling apart all summer Leaving RV at the VW Dealership 2 Dcas, “Let the Big Dog Eat!” I also have memories of my old friends, Moya, Kelly, Jeff, Gary. I’m gonna missysuys. Jr. English with SG, MC. Lover/Mom, Dad, Amy: Cul.Arts with NS, Muffler falling off on RwDr.

Secret Ambition: To meet Will Smith.

Erika Szocs

“Era” or “I”

Ambition: To become a hairdresser
Memories ... SOME CONSIDER this the end, the time to say good bye, but it’s only the beginning 2 spread your wings & fly. I can finally say “I wasn’t here long but now I’m gone. My best wishes to the class of 98& all my teachers. The hardest thing in life to learn is which bridge to cross and which bridge to burn SUMMERof Felix. Sparta, Sussex, THEBEST. Maria you’re the best&Maint(¥'ch) LOVE U DAVE.

Secret Ambition: To own my own beauty salon.

Joseph Tasca

“Joe”

Ambition: Law Enforcement
Memories ... Hang’n w/CRGWYM-KDSCJB Gone Fishin/WJSFSC AFrica Fellin got atked by duck BN Pasta PRTY Ruled But wheres pasta? TO Mein withoe/ALR yeah Gasin VMin Ily It’s EGGSBw! pool Fangs James IN GARAGE Hey ROB ARE U EATN That Cheez Eanin Bean w/RC AT 1HNX2D JMPN ON ROOF JV SOCCER DON’T CRY WILLOW THNX MOM&DAD EGGED DS U STINK METAL Kicks SternRules HeyJB Wheres CAR.

Heather R. Trencka

Ambition: English teacher
Memories ... Rem summer 1997 DS: watch out for branch + Bot-R NS: St Fair 2hrs55 car rides Hey Rita- stayed out of trouble Diamond Life Hi, Joe Hey Queenie’s pat physics w/Nala Kenan and Keith SGraphics I want to thank all of my teachers everyone at GLB Thanks Mom, Dad, Dana, Nicole, Christine, Gma + Gpa Jon Collene and family and friends Breakfast Time MAY’995.

Secret Ambition: To meet Stephen King.

Michael Thomas

“Mike aka Montecarlo Thomas”

Ambition: To be an auto mechanic
Memories ... Remember Hanging out with LP Bothering MDC Helping out JQ Racing DD ND JJ working on LP s truck 1d like to thank every one who stood by me in good and bad and the people who helped me when I was down to KH thanks you HAVE been there for me. When I need you I will never forget you I dedicate this to my mother who passed on I miss you mom I wish you were here to see me now.
Veronica Thompson
Memories... I would like to thank all the teachers and friends for all their help. Sarah remember all the time we spend together. I also wish to hang out with my friend. I also want to thank my mom & dad for all they did for me.

Loretta Trezza
Ambition: College Memories... Bestx's W/EL, RJ, JS, &KELS She Pregnant? JSiWASa humpyRide AfterAll, RJ, EL jshans 4havinUS, LuvuGUYs, E& T By'm OK burr The Bag's Not, TL un 4getable MemTee, MN & CA showing MeTheWay, HanginOut W/LNecw, DQ&Decella, conets, SC, Din Ricevan NeverAgain, HadFun, DCthe walks&SD & Jap epran, SL-Hi Wave, SB faciaiS Secrets Good, Mom&Dad U2mean TheWorld2me, Tony&DadDiddin't 4get Uguyseven thoughU'sidid, CyPV
Secret Ambition: Not to be perfect, just very good.

Martin Van Beveren
Ambition: To win the Stanley Cup Memories... HOCKEY V-GOLF, SOCCER, PDC CITIZ2ND, CONCERT, JAZZBAND BC, GD, JC, CG, H ZW, YM, SATR H O DAY NITE O CICESSK CSHAR K G E K S E ODE Y Y VS Ran R R GR5BYTE UU SKI 3 BEAR LL S REDTS E THEBUSES GC D D R E E SLV PV VLS MNSST-TT BET-TO WLANTG HOCKY DAROOK, GOAT, BEAR LF CHAMPS/N HOCKEY Secret Ambition: To Catch Kootz's Monster Fish.

Pietro Venezia
"Peete" Ambition: Successful Accountant Memories... Great times hangin w/DA, DD, JD, FL, SC, RD and all of stang crew, never forget hangin a'Bro's, and racing 40 wotang. Mem in finch w/GB, DA, DD, FL, senior inch with the boys screamins nips Never forget getting lost w/DA in Hack and Doc2004m.360Never forget Suman w/boys exp w/Stoph love you never forget mnoonFL-troll JD-Lips DD-VSMC Toallmyfriends GLuck likeotherankm parentsbro forsupportmyR.

Brandon Tor
Ambition: Mortician or Graphic Design Memories... GR8XS WRCATC GMLTVM BDFJGZSLL &ERkhe ARISTA K tBFBN BRVNS wICK- NEVA AGAIN RCln loveyour-bird girlJOkethe OZZFestpants Hey- Buck! If dudworfs something (E4M4Hat'sp) HAI/HEY dorrell didy- crooklink wedgethrowout! Ehegodforsaken smgeobotby RCls- therecanarpot nearhere! KEEllovd- WPEEEERO 413mins Impaled- Pure NJblackmetal thanxMom &Dad4 EVRYthing PAREhersy any Para- guayanshere BECOME THEODDI- FY
Secret Ambition: To raise the stray.

Ryan Victor Urgo
"Urgo "Ky"
Ambition: College Memories... 4yrTrk 3yrVXC Stef-Uwallaalways 8mgirl-Wana come over? 73lion thephone evrynite 1stst-plotLantern Rob-WHOOU' nwo4 lifeNatBoy Zac-thax 4behoods URmyboy Kat-thnax4all thedevicue UwallaBM shrinck Rice-RU talkin'? Cath-UR1fomysbfnds URAly- wz4flte thankU Dbud JB TB MV NC DC EL KR JAY? NewYrEve ACK! mo' betaWild DoUhweany- dgs? StpeeeBLOCK4LIFE Mom- DadLeeDust TriciaLuUalywyz4evyt hng
Secret Ambition: To get someone to realize that "Urgo" isn't my first name
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Marcela Velasco
"Marchello's Cela"
Ambition: To be a wealthy doctor or actress Memories... Mom, I promise I'll be that nurseforl's&thanks 4everthing I luv U, Poncho&Pa Ididn't4getU I won'teverforget. LFGirls- 9-JPN, BRCCTBthans 4beingthereLis, evn- thghUR2cool4 meltstillU.Luv'or 10 yrs NC evnthingwRoot whilWnto B'll be here4 & Thax 4 being cru- cialH(hE) D P.M. WaynAve, JC Pave, Clift, Passaic and bikes were da bomb L.F. Gr's.

Gary R. Vetsas
"GQ"
Ambition: To be rich Memories... Chillen with the Crew Rick Trap Bonk Eauhe Pie Vic Spanky Chunk Bobby Nick Shane Ben Joe Steve Yo guys remember NY LBI? & HST windom pkways You Rick Drop a Gear! Yo Rick Bonk Trap wanna go to tunnel Yo Trap Drop a Gear on Jim! Trap is Montville still on your Truck? Yo Trap Bonk wanna go to P Town Peace at RM JJ NV RS JC Thanks MOM DAD
Secret Ambition: To own a club in New York.

72/Seniors
Michelle Elizabeth Vicari

"Vicari"


Secret Ambition: Do not walk in front of me, I will not follow. Do not walk behind me, I will not lead. Just walk beside me and be my friend.

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Laine Weber

Zawer Wojuk

"Z"

Ambition: Chemical Engineer Memories... Had a lot of fun crush ing C.W., R.S., and B.N. in P.P. They never could compete at my level. J.P. is nothing but a doper. V.M. How's the neak? Ha ha C.A. you still ************ WCF ************ Austin 3/16 ************ WCF ************ have another year. R.P. STOP PLAYING MUFFI! T.A. Remember the time when those two kids.

Secret Ambition: To be the newest member of the n.W.o.

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Gene Vincent Wosilious


Michael R. Viterito

"VIT"

Ambition: Gym Teacher/Coach Memories... 4yrsPVFB 4yrsVar. Thankyou CoachP 6'ChillenwitsDa boyz S K L J g Ms Dn De DrMa DDnB Nigat Girls MgMm MmlLGK HLRKBe theRamousChillUm inwnt DaBoyz? HAMarco/Anytime GAdownthe Shore PuffMDay97 Rn2993 D Jmgystika Slug. Deget bakin Da Shower Ma Mn Ds Ro Chillen! Whattup CG? Gata young boy Quarreys the team Gymnoumy girl! M K toolLuvUboth JrgMgs Gskperpirl!! TEnoy9? MOM9ly thanksILlaveuRJVPRI! I wonseeU yoursemeEACE.

Secret Ambition: To stay boyz wit Da Boyz.

Brandy Westergard

"Shorty"


Chris Woods-Drake

"Woody"

Ambition: Write the Baghavat. Memories... sKesTheWayToBe! Hangin At Johy P's And Erin's. memorial Day97 4xe? Beatin RandyAnd Billar PingPong. DebatingW/Aland Gandhi Erin& Sabrina You'Jrazy GalsLove YouBothCo. Ol, Ki, Ds, Su, KLivingAtErIn's houseAnd Grandmas Pool Meeting TheWayneCrew Dont Ask Alex CV sorry Im not Nice Danna. urHot Frankl. TheFroland JackDThePer- fectCouple ThanksUSo Much Dad& Mom I TA Love You So Much -Kim STRAIGHTEDGEIts TheWay ToBe JocksID.

Secret Ambition: To Make Everyone sXe.

Gina Ziegler

"Gines" "Gine" "Genna"

Ambition: Animation artist for Disney. Memories... 2yrspit 2yrsguard But WX/ DZSKS URNSP SPSEP LJ DC'N therest of myfriendz* Birlnds DM99 478 ILVUG* FRD- DAY'S RULEZ NICEFACE-NS C D RBNZSP** CRRN -NO DOUBT- AEROSMITH, W BF's "Florida96" Bahamas?* Cottin 96-NS* DMWHA00 Sking W/DZ* KSUK* GRTAD V97* Dopeholisit* TOMY FAMILY- ILOVYOU* THANKS4EVERY- THING! GRANDMA- IMISS YOU & LOVELYOU *NSK*S* DZUK-YESH!! "OH HF!".

Secret Ambition: To see the world.

Seniors/73
John Gaschler  
"Beanie"  
Ambition: To graduate.  
Memories ... Hanging out with JL RD  
JR EM JG JR VPM CL MM RC getting kicked out of the mall with RD  
MS VPM LPM Being the first person suspended from MCVT. Hanging out  
with the crew Hooking up with VPM Hanging out at the Pak and 7-11 Getting  
into a fight with CV over a girl Throwing a going away party for CV.

"Go-Go", "Moose", "Goats"  
Ambition: Deli Worker  
Memories ... PJ concert, chinaw/DC,  
JK, SH, JV, nDS, JKindyourkeys? 8 years at the deli wkn w/ SD. Steeli,  
NH, nReeb old-time boyz KL, DS,  
OH, DC, MU, DD. ND remember  
The Hok never fgt JG. JG. nJ.  
goodtimesw/VMnBN, cuttw/JA, S  
dog, JG JP. SD. nAG. Funk dont fgt  
yrlights. never fgt 8thprchills w/SP  
AN, JP. AM. EL. FL. DD. wreftimtes  
w/DD. ML. KW. EM. CC. RG. RC  
gPr cusin w/ML. DD. DC. RV. BC.  
GK. Nevfrgt the famlythans.  
Secret Ambition: To somehow pay  
back my family for all the love and  
confidence they have given me.

Moustafa Hazin  
"Ombition: To be a chef.  
Memories ... To Mr. B thank's tomac-  
crew Later Toecysten T. O. N. Rules to  
Erica Sorry to gail Cyat W. L. O. C.  
Bank. To Loren I will A. L. UTs P. V.  
Later I'm outofHere! VODRules  
Embrace The Dark Like you  
Embrace! Secret Ambition: To see Lyne Staley  
Live.

Meredith Ziem  
Ambition: Marine Biology  
Memories ... I would like to thank  
mom for her support.

Michael Rogalski  
Ambition: Morbid Artist  
Memories ... To Mr. B thank's tomac-  
crew Later Toecysten T. O. N. Rules to  
Erica Sorry to gail Cyat W. L. O. C.  
Bank. To Loren I will A. L. UTs P. V.  
Later I'm outofHere! VODRules  
Embrace The Dark Like you  
Embrace! Secret Ambition: To see Lyne Staley  
Live.

Vincent Anthony Maglio  
"Ombition: Be THA MAN PP  
Memories Pumpin Ain't easy union  
orangletown! PYXEO SQUADS  
FAM S T/OJERZ SAME SNAK  
I/others LD luv RALPHLL WEST-  
EADY PUMP"L LUV STEPH  
HEATHER WOOLLEY AVVCA  
MEFIRMY DAIRY QUEEN-  
MIKES GLEN SCRIBS SHAR  
MISI BECC Anommi Swarve IC  
MOM 2 DAD SSIS3NBRO AUNTS  
UNCLES G-PARENTS COUSINS  
PHIL NINJA&FAM LUVUMOM  
&ROC LUV2 PAC I'M STILL  
FELLU ALL WHO HELPED ME  
LUVU PLAYA HATAZ MY  
VICTIMS UKMA 2ALLMY LAD-  
IES CALLINME POPPINOS.  
Secret Ambition: Be loved by all.

Cornelius VanderBorght  
"Ombition: To be a chef.  
Memories ... I like to thankmost of all  
to my mom&daddor being on my  
back also all my friendsMikeMMef  
Justen RDJCCVJRJK BeanDLS-  
DMSCPHBPJ G9DKMCJBSMT  
MWTDN MMSYMand every one  
who i forgot my sister vanessa who i  
love and you can't forget about sea-  
side right mef&mike like the funnal  
cakes and the summer just a chill for  
me. O and MS A.
Children of the Eighties

We are the children of the Eighties. We are not the first “lost generation”, nor today's lost generation; in fact, we think we know just where we stand - or are discovering it as we speak. We are the ones who played with Lego Building Blocks when they were just building blocks and gave Malibu Barbie haircuts with safety scissors that never really cut.

We collected Garbage Pail Kids and Cabbage Patch Kids, and Rainbow Brite and Care Bears and My Little Ponies and Hot Wheels and He-Man and She-Ra, and other action figures. Big Wheels and bicycles with streamers were the way to go, and sidewalk chalk was all you needed to build a city. Imagination was the key. It made the Ewok tree house big enough for you to be Luke and the kitchen table and an old sheet dark enough to be a tent in the forest. Your world was the backyard, and it was all you needed. With your pink portable tape player, Debbie Gibson sang back up to you and everyone wanted a skirt like the Material Girl and a glove like Michael Jackson's. Today, we are the ones who sing along with Bruce Springsteen and the Bangles perfectly and have no idea why. We recite lines with the Ghostbusters and still look to the Goonies for a great adventure. We flip through T.V. stations and stop at the A-Team and Knight Rider and Fame, and laugh with the Cosby show and Family Ties and Punky Brewster, and “What you talkin’ bout Willis?” We hold strong affections for The Muppets and The Gummy Bears, and why did they take The Smurfs off the air? After school specials were only about cigarettes and step-families, The Polka Dot Door was nothing like Barney, and aren’t the Power Rangers just Voltron reincarnated?

We are the ones who still read Nancy Drew and The Hardy Boys, and The Bobsey Twins, Beverly Cleary and Judy Blume, Richard Scary and The Electric Company. Friendship bracelets were ties you couldn’t break, and friendship pins went on shoes - preferably hightop Velcro Reebok’s - and pegged jeans were in, as were Units belts and layered socks, and jean jackets and jams and charm necklaces and side pony tails and just tails. Rave was a girl’s best friend; braces with colored rubber bands made you cool. The back door was always open and Mom served only Red Kool-Aid to the neighborhood kids - never drank New Coke. Entertainment was cheap and lasted for hours. All you needed to be a princess was high heels and an apron; the Sit’n’Spin always made you dizzy, but never made you stop; Pogoballs were dangerous weapons and Chinese Jump Ropes never failed to trip someone. In your Underoos you were Wonder Woman or Spider Man or R2D2 and in your tree house you were king.

In the Eighties, nothing was wrong. Did you know the President was shot? Star Wars was not only a movie. Did you ever play in a bomb shelter? Did you see the Challenger explode or feed the homeless man? We forgot Vietnam and watched Tiananman’s Square on CNN, and bought pieces of the Berlin Wall at the store. AIDS was not the number one killer in the United States. We didn’t start the fire, Billy Joel. In the Eighties, we redefined the American Dream, and those years defined us. We are the generation in between strife and facing strife, and not turning our backs. The Eighties may have made us idealistic, but it’s that idealism that will push us on to our children - the first children of the twenty-first century. Never forget: we are the children of the Eighties.
First Place
Gina Morano &
Keith Liscio
Runners Up
Jill Koehler & Pete Venezia
Kathlene Ferguson & Rob Ross

Most Congenial

First Place
Stephanie Cryan &
John Palumbo
Runners Up
Tina Intrieri & Al Moussab
Sarah Bahmani & Josh Feldman

Most Artistic

First Place
Lisa Micchelli &
Matt Leines
Runners Up
Korrine Fugate &
Sandy Janine Buscema/Loretta
Trezza & Zack Smith

Most Dramatic

First Place
Kristina Hill &
Corey Kuepfer
Runners Up
Jenn Mesce &
Jack Donnarumma
Kelli Brady & L.J. Atieh

Most Changed Since Freshman Year

First Place
Jenn Albert
Runners Up
Kim Komar/Melissa Petty
Jen Quinn
First Place
Venessa Perez & Erin Lijo
Runners Up
Melissa Petty & Keith Liscio
Sandra DiLizia & John Palumbo

First Place
Kelly Hayes & Dennis Bowie
Runners Up
Milena Caci & Pete Venezia/Frank Capalbo
Sandra DiLizia & Dean D'Aluto

First Place
Carla Kinney & Janti Dougboz
Runners Up
Maya Karam & Sanders Reynoso
Melissa Petty & Steve Gaita

First Place
Sabrina Lionti & Matt Leines
Runners Up
Erin Rice & L.J. Atieh
Erin Coughlin & Don Platvoet

First Place
Josh Feldman
Runners Up
Chris Woods-Drake
Bill Nagel & Steve DeStefano
First Place
Carla Kinney & Al Moussab
Runners Up
Nekeisha Ortiz & Ryan Urgo
Maya Karam & Mike Mastropolo

First Place
Michelle Vicari & Don Platvoet
Runners Up
Aisha Alexander & Chris Quinn
Natasha Nelson & Steve Gaita

First Place
Nicole Crosman & Mike Sawieljew/ Joe DiBenedetto
Runners Up
Maria Salomone & Josh Feldman
Jackei Bergeron & L.J. Atieh

First Place
Dana Santoro & Ryan Urgo
Runners Up
Carla Bambara & Eric Beagin
Liz Itkin & Josh Feldman

First Place
Gina Morano/ Maya Karam/Michelle Minieri
Frank Lepore/ Jack Donnarumma
Runners Up
Daniela Cassanelli/ Stephanie DiTondo
Steve Gaita/Mike Viterito
Rachel Lofores/Dana Santoro
Dan Casasnovas/Dan Ribaudo
First Place
Cathy Lomauro & Zack Smith
Runners Up
Sabrina Lioni/Katie Russo/Kelli Brady
Chris Grosik/Dave Botero

First Place
Nicole Sauter & L.J. Atieh
Runners Up
Jeanie Ahn & John Palumbo/Austin Tarin
Gina Ziegler & Matt Barbieri

First Place
Nicole Crosman & Eric Beagin
Runners Up
Dana Santoro & Josh Feldman
Jenn Johnson & Dan Casasnovas

First Place
Kim Komar & Dan Casasnovas
Runners Up
Tifanie Bocchino & Dennis Bowie
Maysah Allan & John Palumbo

First Place
Michelle Colletti & Lubos Holy
Runners Up
Leah Gelewski & Joe Ballard
Jen Albert & Eric Madsen
Former Green And White

Mother and Grandparents of Erin Rice

Annamarie Bradley 1945

John Garretson 1945

Sheila Garretson 1974

Parents of Chrissy Pasquariello

Christine Yost 1969

Jerry Pasquariello 1968

Nelson Romaine 1967

Parents of Rhyan Romaine

Bonnie Wells 1969

Father of Jeff Pasquariello

Jeff Pasquariello 1976

Mother of Scott Sandy

Virginia Walker 1966

Virginia Sadler 1946

Mother and Grandparents of Erin Coughlin

Joseph Walker 1946

Patricia Hemsey 1972
"Going for the Gold" is certainly an appropriate title for the Sports Section of the yearbook. Each day the fields of Passaic Valley are littered with athletes running, throwing, catching, shooting, stretching, and working towards the glory of victory, and away from the agony of defeat (bad cliches). These athletes range from the cross country runners who can be seen running seven miles a day, to the participants in Girls' Show who thrill audiences yearly with their dancing, cheering, and fabulous exercise routines.

However, those who participate in sports can tell you that they gain much more than a good workout and and the thrill of winning. Many students see in sports the offer of camaraderie and the chance of meeting new people who share their interests both on and off the field. Teammates quickly evolve into friends and coaches often double as confidants and mentors. Athletics also offer the students a chance to gain valuable skills ranging from teamwork to responsibility; sports also teach valuable lessons about achieving goals, and the importance of dedication. Most of all however, students find ways of expressing themselves through their talents, be it soccer, cheering, or football, sports at Passaic Valley have something to offer everyone, even it it's only washing the towels.
"What do you think about when you're running a 3.1 mile Cross-Country race?"

"... destroying the competition," - Sophomore Brian Miller

"All my RAP, baby!" - Sophomore Nick Digenova

"God, I hate rap ... and Nick," - Senior Ryan Urgo

"I'm in the wrong sport," - Junior Kristin Scarnaty

"I can't wait for this race to end," - Senior Aisha Alexander

"... picking off every runner in front of me one by one," - Junior Mike Gambatese
Cross-Country

This year's 1997 Boy's Cross-Country Team completed one of its most successful seasons in 30 years. Finishing the season with a dual meet record of 16-1, the Hornets were one of the top contenders for the county title, ultimately finishing in third place. Losing much to graduation, this year's team was one of the youngest in years. Nevertheless, their dedication overcame the odds and has now put them in position for future success. Key returning runners were Senior Ryan Urgo, Junior Andres Cordero, and Sophomores Brian Miller, Chris King, and Nick Digenova. With the additions of Junior Mike Rodriguez and Justin Sanzari, the team left a major impact on the running world.

Complimenting the boys' team, the girls' team, also very young, finished a very impressive season. Led by Senior Captain Aisha Alexander and Junior Captain Kristin Scarnaty, the Lady Hornets proved to be very competitive this year. With some new additions, including Freshman Sara Nowen, the team had a successful post-season, finishing fifth overall in the county.

Both teams appeared to be very well-prepared and were eager to perform this year. "Going for the gold" all season long, the 1997 Cross-Country Team completed a season to remember.
The 1997-98 gymnastics season ended on a strong note. Senior Captain Katherine Russo, with her skill and experience, and Junior Captain Elizabeth Styles led the team through another successful season. Other teams will have to settle for silver when they go up against these girls of gold. Next season looks promising with returning talents Elizabeth Styles, Stefanie Wilk, Erica Phifer, Nicole Koster, Nicole Morino, Julie Molinari, and Cathy Salamone.
Girls' Volleyball: Red Hot Fire

In the 1997 Girls' Volleyball season, excellence and a fiery attitude were the best ways to describe the team. They relied on intense preseason workouts to improve their skills and form a strong bond within the team. Led by Coach Bill Humes and Senior/Captain Michelle Vicari the Lady Hornets were able to transform an inexperienced and timid team into a dominating one. With the combination of the team's unstoppable serves and defensive play the girls were able to open the season with a 3rd place finish in the Bloomfield Tournament. The outcome of this day set the precedent for the remaining season as a team with a whole lot of heart and talent.

The team consisted of one Senior, Michelle Vicari, who provided the vocal leadership on the court to maintain a team focus. Being both setter and back position spiker she helped keep momentum on the Hornet's side. The rest of the team was made up of nine underclassmen. Junior Carrie VanWay was a dominating hitter, both front and back row, and contributed added points with a deadly serve. Also Carrie's unfailing blocks at the net left the Hornet with a competitive edge. Wendy Cook and Katie Gourley, also Juniors, were noted for their consistent defensive play back row. Another setter, Krista Voorhis, was quick to the ball and passed out excellent sets for the front row hitters. Also starting was Sophomore Tara Trovato who had developed into one of the team's more powerful hitters and back row players. Her strength and quickness got the easy kill against the opponent. Also giving essential contributions to this Lady Hornet team were Juniors Ken Gessler and Alison Kildow and Sophomores Jerilyn Pami and Jenny Balady. All delivered necessary strong back row play.

Overall the '97 season resulted in a 4th place county seed and an 11th place ranking in the state. With the loss of only one Senior the Lady Hornets will surely have another winning season under the leadership of nine underclassmen.
Captain Michelle Vicari

1997 Varsity Volleyball Team

Sophomore Jenny Balady

Junior Krista Voorhis

Sophomore Tara Trovato

Junior Carrie VanWay

Junior Katie Gourley
Who recently made the states for the first time in five years? The Hornet Boys' Soccer Team. Led by a new coach, Mr. Fitzgerald, these boys achieved more than was expected of them. Placing second in both the division and county with a record of 11-9, they certainly made their mark on PV sports.

The team was led by Seniors Frank Lepore (center mid-fielder) and Donald Platvoet (stopper). Along with the leadership and guidance from these two, the rest of the team pulled together and began to form into a powerful union.

Helping the team to its own personal victory were Seniors Marco Grieco, Seby Boscinero, Dan DiBlasio, Jack Donnaruma, and John Baldino. A star in the rising is Junior Carlos Ortiz who helped immensely in mid-field. Hopefully next year Boys' Hornet Soccer will be just as successful as this year.

Back Row- Neil DiDio, Seby Boscinero, Marco Grieco, John Baldino, Jack Donnaruma, Tom Digiore, Steve Cusumano, Rob Cosintine, Head Coach Rory Fitzgerald. Front Row- John Galiano, Nick Cristofano, Dan DiBlasio, Donald Platvoet, Frank Lepore, Jack Trippi, Sergio Minnervinni, Carlos Ortiz
Sophomore Tom Digiore takes the ball  

Junior Carlos Ortiz
The '97 Lady Hornets

Head Coach Gina Vintalorc and Assistant Coach Jennifer Shue

Assistant Coach Pete Carnemolla

Captains Gina Morano and Kathleen Berthold
The 1997 Girls' Soccer team had an impressive season under the watchful eye of new head coach Gina Vintalore. The girls improved in both mental and physical abilities of the game. By getting a jump start on things, the girls began their season in early August. After grueling days of double sessions, the season had finally arrived. The buzz for the young Lady Hornets was to achieve high goals for a still growing and ever maturing program. Although not evident in their record of 4-12-0, The Hive made vast improvements against opposing teams while earning the respect of coaches around the league. With a strong coaching staff returning, and numerous skilled players, the Lady Hornets look to the future with hope and high expectations.
Coach Cheryl Hergert led P.V. Field Hockey to believe in themselves this year. Although these fighting Hornets didn’t have a winning season, they had a blast out on the field. Captains, Nicole Crosman, Sabrina Lionti, and Sarah Behmani kept the State of Mind alive and encouraged the team to play to their best. The team learned more skills this year and is planning on improving their record next year.

Pictures:
1. This year’s Varsity team L to R Top: Melissa Ciongoli, Steph Cryan, Sarah Bahmani, Sabrina Lionti. Bottom: Christine Wojznick, Kelly Wenz, Alyson Rowans, Diane Bolchune, Karen Balonze, Jen Eden, Jen Bassora, Ginger Serfovic (mang.), Laura Albert, Nicole Crosman, Christina Miraglia, Renee Martinez, Michelle Wolek
2. This year’s graduating seniors L to R: Steph Cryan, Nicole Crosman, Sabrina Lionti, and Sarah Bahmani
3. Crosman making her first performance on Channel 3!!!
4. The crazy crew just hanging around. Where’s Shultz?
5. Coach Hergie preparing our goalie for the big game!
6. Sabrina with a breakaway, SPRAIN!!!!
7. Look, Laura’s Dodging. She Looves Field Hockey!
8. Renee Flicking with Christina as a back-up.
It was a rebuilding year for the girls tennis team who finished their season with an (8-12-1) record. The girls were determined and dedicated to have a successful season. Their hard work paid off in the county tournament where the second doubles team, sophomore Charissa Bascik and senior Anna Arriaga, qualified for the semifinals. The young team is coached by Vu Phan and led by junior captain Jaclyn Janesk, and seniors Anna Arriaga and Erin Couglin. Coach Phan and the girls are working hard to make next season a “golden” one!
Pictured on opposite page: Clockwise from upper left hand corner. Senior Anna Arriaga, Sophomore Ellen Oh with Junior captain Jaclyn Janes, Senior Erin Coughlin, and Senior Anna Arriaga, Sophomore Shirley Mosand, Junior Jaclyn Janes Honorable Mention All County.

This year’s 1997 Hornets football team ended the season with a 6-3 record winning their last three games. This year’s team relied heavily on its senior leadership and a very young but talented junior class. Under the guidance of head coach Chet Parlavecchio, the team had its 4th straight winning season.

This year’s team was very different from past teams, the 97 team relied heavily on its defense which successfully shut out 3 teams and allowed only 54 points in 9 games. The Hornets look to have a bright future with 7 starters returning on offense and 6 returning on defense.
Hornets take the field

Heave Ho

Sam calls the cadence

Cas breaks a tackle

Cas breaks loose

Gaita running hard

Lenny drags a defender

Lenny relaxing

Sam throwing long

Gaita finds a hole

Coach D and Coach Mark
Passaic Valley Marching Band

1997 U.S. Scholastic Marching Band Championships

Top- Todd, Mike. Middle- Darren, Jessica, Ron, Louis, Christine. Bottom- Mary Beth, Mr. Millar.
The Passaic Valley Marching Band has come a long way from last year. The music for this year's show is from the Broadway Play Jesus Christ Superstar. The songs used are "Simon Zealotes", "King Herod", "Gethsemane", and the main attraction "Superstar". This year the band and guard competed in many competitions, which they came out of with excellent standings. They hosted their second competition at Passaic Valley which went very well. The Marching Band and Color Guard ended their exciting season at the CMBC Giant Stadium championships where all their hard work paid off. Then, in the spring, the band and guard will be taking a trip to Canada to attend the Canadian Music Festival's.
“S-P-I—R-I-T. Spirit. Let’s Hear It.” Not only could you hear spirit, but you could see and feel the spirit generated by the 1997 Hornet Cheerleaders. The Varsity Cheerleaders, led by their Senior Captains Rachel Loforese and Tamarra Bacik, entertained the crowds this football season and cheered the team to a 6-3 record. The girls’ hard work and dedication began this summer at the UCA Cheering Camp. There, they placed second in both the cheer and sideline competitions. The squad not only took home a spirit stick, symbolic of their dedication, but many memories of the 3 am fire alarm, running through sprinklers, “bonding” with the other squads, and the endless cheer classes with Curtis and Alan. The football season saw the cheerleaders out in the pouring rain more times than not. They endured the heat in Montville and freezing temperatures of their last game against Wayne Valley. After an enjoyable football season, the cheerleaders took home the 3rd place trophy from the West Milford Cheering Competition. The fond memories and laughter shared by the 1997 Hornet Varsity Cheerleaders will last these girls a lifetime.
The 1997-98 P.V. wrestling team had a rebuilding year. When the graduating seniors remained in the coaches' minds that would not live up to expectations of past seasons. However with the up and coming underclassmen, their doubts were proven wrong. Freshman brothers Chris and Craig Wright had an outstanding first year at P.V. Wrestling fans have a lot to look forward to in these two prospects.


110/Wrestling
Jim Sutera battling his opponent

Matt ready for battle

A picture perfect moment

Aristides celebrating his win

Chris furiously awaiting a pin call

Wright trying to get his opponent down
Another winter season has passed for the Passaic Valley Winter Track Team. Despite being a young and inexperienced team, the Hornets proved to be an improving group of athletes. With only three girls, The Lady Hornets placed an amazing fifth in the Northern Hills Conference Championships. There were many individual accomplishments made. Senior Captain Aisha Alexander received first team all Passaic County, first team all Northern Hills Conference for the 1200m and 3200m and broke the 600, 1000, 1500, 1600, 1 mile, 3000 and 3200m records and advanced to the State Meet of Champions. Desiree Alexander received second team all County and first team all NHC for the shot put and broke the shot put record with a 35'6" throw. Yasmeen Shuieb received second team all County for the high jump and Myesha Woodley received honorable mention all County. Although she was unable to compete due to an injury Senior Captain Jennifer Quinn was always around to support the team. All in all the young Hornets team, with many promising freshmen, proved to be an improving group.

1997-98 Indoor Track Team

The 1997 Passaic Valley Bowling Team is looking to forego last year's accomplishments. The Hornets came in third in the conference in 1997, and also finished third in the counties. They made a surprising run in the States coming in second in the sectionals and thirtieth overall in the finals.

The Bowling Team only lost one varsity bowler to graduation, and has a strong nucleus of returning bowlers. The varsity team consists of Jeff Giannino, Joe Huber, Brian Mistrette, John Bakalian, Chris Porta, Dan Heinold, Dan Cook, and Jerry Porta.

This year the team is already conference champions, and even though they placed a disappointing sixth in the counties, they are striving to be number one in the state. With the talent of the bowlers and coaching strategies of Mr. Ariola, the Hornets have a promising shot.
Junior Cindi Leece

Vicari, VanWay, Berthold, Scarnaty, Trovato, Nesnay, Leece, Kildow, Balady, Gastula, and McNeil all provided the Lady Hornets the necessary elements to have a successful 1997-98 basketball season. However, the new name to this group was first year coach Gina Vintalore. With her new methods on a more aggressive offense the girls basketball posed a threat to any opponent.

During the summer intense workouts including weight lifting, open gym, conditioning, and a summer league provided pertinent chemistry for this team. This year the team looks to its four captains, Senior Michelle Vicari and Juniors Kathleen Berthold, Carrie VanWay, and Kristin Scarnaty, for guidance and leadership.
The Hornets faced rivals Wayne Valley and West Milford. As a result of excellent offensive strategy and outstanding defense the Lady Hornets were able to defeat Wayne at both meetings. Also two confidence building wins for the team was against West Milford, a team which Passaic Valley has not beaten in approximately 10 years.

This 1998 team defeated Eastern Christian in their final game to give them their 11th win. Despite the loss of Vicari in the last five games due to illness, Berthold, Trovato, and VanWay provided overpowering offense to end victorious. Overall the team ended with a 9th place county seed and a final record of 11-11 to close out the season.

Basketball Awards: Junior Kathleen Berthold: **1st Team All-League**, Junior Carrie VanWay: **Honorable Mentioned All-League**, Sophomore Tara Trovato: **Honorable Mentioned All-League**.
Boys Varsity Basketball Team (Top to Bottom) Coach William Humes, Alfred Cappelo, Chris Sandy, Don Platvoet, Justin Sinzari, Nick Serpiglia, Jeff Pasquariello, Nick DeJanova, Sam Yodice, Brandon Pergola, Kyle Westervelt, and Steve Filan.

Boys' Basketball

Senior Captain Steve Filan looking for an open man

Senior Jeff Pasquariello penetrating during a game

Senior Don Platvoet trying for the foul shot

Coach Humes showing his assistance, while fans eagerly watch in the stands
Junior Nicky "Boone's" grabbing the rebound

Adolfo grasping the ball to proceed down the court

Junior Brandon Pergola dribbling down the court

Junior Ralph Ballaguer (Sinbad) fighting for the ball

Junior Sam Yodice going for the shot

Senior Steve Filan saving the ball from going out of bounds
This year's Boys' and Girls' Track and Field Team is hoping to repeat the success of last year's team and is already on pace for a strong start. The Boys' Team were Conference Champs last year and are in competition to defend the title again this year. Led by third year Head Coach Angelo DeSalvo, both the boys and girls have a new additions and are primed for a successful season.

This year, the Boys' Team is led by Senior Captains Don Platvoet, Erin Lijoi, and Dave Murphy. Don runs 400m hurdles, the mile relay, and high jumps. Erin is one of the team's top pole vaulters and also runs the 800m. For a change of pace, Dave Murphy throws shot put and discus. Along with the Seniors, Juniors Andres Cordero, Eric Lightner, Josh Gregory, John Kaybita, Ryan Reddin, Sophomore Ryan Reddin, and Freshmen Lee Urgo, Alex Escobar, and Steve Rubestello will all have key roles in the team's success.

As for the girls, Senior Aisha Alexander is the top girls' distance runner, and her younger sister, Sophomore Desiree Alexander, leads the girls' weight team. Accompanying them, Junior Carrie VanWay and Freshman Sara Nowan lead a young, but competitive girls team this year. Led by Coach Callahan, the girls are poised for future success.

Although this year's Track and Field Team lost a lot to the 1997 graduation, the team will succeed if everyone contributes with their best effort. As the season continues, the team expects to be faster and stronger as a cohesive unit.
Fortunately for the Boys' Tennis team, the 1997 graduation did not take All-County Lubos Holy, Randy Sokalski, and Dave Botero. Returning to the courts this year, the boys' team is stronger than ever. The boys look to earn back the title of "One of the Most Feared Teams in Passaic County and Northern New Jersey". Headed by Coach Vu Phan, no stranger to PV tennis, and accompanied by Junior, Josh Walt-sack and strong underclassmen players, the team seeks to make this tennis season one to remember.
Man, this is really fun!

Dave and Randall J. learning the hard way.

Lubos with the full .... extension.

Keep your eye on the ball.

It's all in the form.
Boys' Volleyball

Paul Pizio, Chris Woodsdrake, Rafeal Baglieri, Greg Atry, Nicki Serapiglia, John Mancinelli, John Polumbo, Bill Nagel, Chris Grosik, Kenny Janesk, Adam Rivera, Rob Constantine, Mark Pelorino, Tim Farely, and Frank Orefice.
Junior Dana Blonski, Martin VanBeveren, Brandon Pergola, Dan Cook, and Coach Ariola

Sophomores Mary Nesnay, Charissa Bacsik, and Alyson Rowens

Freshman Andrew Nesnay
Sophomore Tom Drweiga

Senior Martin VanBeveren
Senior Joe DiBenedetto
Junior Brandon Pergola
Coach Frank Ariola
Freshman Ron Bajic
"Work with a Purpose" is this year's motto for the 1998 Lady Hornets. The girls have been working hard to achieve the goal they have set this year ~ to go all the way to the top. With many returning players, this year's team is sure to make this season a successful one.

126/Baseball
Every year the staff of the yearbook chooses a subject for the spotlight. The subject has ranged from the Drama Club, to winning sports records, and finally this year the spotlight is on the underclassmen of Passaic Valley. The underclassmen are a long forgotten part of the yearbook. The yearbook is often thought of as a book solely intended for the seniors, but this is not true. The underclassmen make up the greatest percentage of the school's population and greatly contribute to the activities, sports, and clubs that make up Passaic Valley.

The underclassmen are also a large part of the lives of the seniors whether it be in the role of a sibling, a teammate, or a friend. As seen in the spotlight section many seniors have younger siblings who even if they don't share the same interests share the common experiences of Passaic Valley. The underclassmen also comprise a good percentage of the clubs and sports at school. Underclassmen shine through on stage as well as on the field, loading boxes for clothing drives, hosting various programs on PVT, and musically, playing at concerts throughout the year as well as at graduation.

Overall, underclassmen have a huge impact on Passaic Valley and the seniors themselves, and whether freshmen, sophomores, or juniors, they have much to look forward to at Passaic Valley, and we wish them much luck.
Amalia Woods-Drake- Vice President, Mrs. Konzelmann- Class Advisor, Brandon Pergola- President, Miss Intili- Class Advisor, Laura Albert- Secretary, Melissa Ciongoli- Treasurer, Krista Voorhis- Historian
Secondary Colors

Class Officers- Kenneth Janeski- Vice President, Johnathon Mancinelli- President, Lisa Caruso- Secretary, Alison Delucia- Treasurer, Tara Trovato-Historian, Mrs. Schatel- Class Advisor
Where do underclassmen hang out?
1. The mall and movies
2. Everywhere
3. At a friend's house
4. Parties
5. "Wherever we want to."

Some answers also submitted were: "Chuck E. Cheese" and "Detention".

What was your first impression of Passaic Valley?
1. The school was very big
2. "I was afraid of getting lost."
3. Intimidating
4. "Big. Exciting. Positive. I was excited to meet new challenges and new people."
5. "It's not as scary as I thought it would be."

"Holy monkey!!! I wanna go home, I wanna go home..."
"PV smelled funny."
"It was very green."

Who is the most influential teacher?
1. Mrs. Dellanno
2. Mr. Sileo / Mrs. Beyer
3. Mr. Sisbarro
4. Mr. Budelman / Mr. Salierno
5. Mr. Hansen / Ms. McNeal

What was your most memorable Freshman experience?
1. Freshman Day, the first day of school
2. Meeting new people
3. Girl's Show
4. Sports participation
5. Nothing

"Goldfish consumption in Biology class"
"It's a secret..."
"My most memorable freshman experience was getting pinched in the butt. It was frightening!"

In your opinion, what class is the best?

Class of '99
Class of '00
Class of '01

What was the most significant event in 1997-1998?
1. The Death of Princess Diana
2. Girl's Show
3. The Bill Clinton Scandal
4. Nothing significant happened
5. Mother Teresa's death

Some other responses were:
- Super Bowl XXII
- the Junior Cotillion
- Chris Farley's death
- cloning sheep
- the Freshman Dance
- the opening of "Titanic" in theaters, and sports victories.

The overall opinion about the Seniors...
1. "The seniors have been friendly and helpful. They're the best and they don't act snobby toward the underclassmen."
2. "I like them - they're cool kids and they know how to party."
3. "They're okay with me."
4. "Some are nice, some are mean."
5. "The seniors aren't as bad as I thought they would be."

"I don't really have an opinion about the seniors because I've never really talked to some of them, but some of the guys are really weird."

If you could change one thing about PV, what would it be?
1. The time (hat school starts
2. Disciplinary policies
3. The students' respect for each other
4. More time between classes
5. Cafeteria food
"I would change the cafeteria food. They're not as good, and they're not as fresh as people who are on a lunch line."

What class do you never get bored with?

English
Lunch
Art
Gym/Study
Biology
Color Combos
The seniors would like to dedicate these two pages to their underclassmen siblings.
A Day
In
The Life
Of...

Stacy Sanders

Stacy begins every morning by swapping social commentary with Tiffany.

"Hmm ... say what you will about this cafeteria, but I still think they're the best tator tots money can buy!"

Everyday after school, Stacy grubs a ride home from Kristina.

She comes home to her loving family ...

and her favorite dog and turtle.

Stacy relaxes every afternoon, and watches her GWC videos.

She likes to end her days with Ms. Mazzuca at a JSA debate.

144/Day In The Life
He gets dressed and strolls downstairs to the lavatory where he makes himself look handsome.

Rob awakes early to take advantage of a beautiful day.

Killing some time before the big event later in the day, Rob takes part in his favorite pastime, playing with his wrestling dolls.

Vanished from all the hard work, Rob returns to his bedroom where he relaxes by playing "Grab Them Cakes" on his guitar.

Rob climbs into his chick magnet and drives down to the Nardone-a-Dome, sight of GWC Supercard Saturday.

"Rock Hard" works on the neck of his opponent.

Victorious in his match, "Rock Hard" sets his sights on GWC champion, The Great Gozleone.

Before bed time, Rob watches his favorite television program, Hulk Hogan's Rock 'n Wrestling.

Finally, Rob retires for the night, dreaming about his big title shot.
Gray Matter

Zac Smith

Cathy Lomauro

Ryan Urgo

Jackie Bergeron

Chris Grosik

Disclaimer: “Ranks are as of September of 1997” - Jon Semcer
Michelle Vicari
If you could start any club, what would it be? The "Rice" fan club. Who is your favorite club advisor? Mrs. Murray. How many hours a night do you sleep on average?:

Matt Barbieri
If you could start any club, what would it be? A Spanish club without dues. Who is your favorite club advisor? Mrs. Corsini. How many hours a night do you sleep on average?: 6.5

Tamara Bacsik
If you could start any club, what would it be? An outing club: students would go on trips and vacations together. Who is your favorite club advisor? Mrs. Murray. How many hours a night do you sleep on average?: 6.42 hours - on a good night.

Kristina Hill
If you could start any club, what would it be? Voices that care Club - students perform at hospitals and for Senior Citizens. Who is your favorite club advisor? Frasche. How many hours a night do you sleep on average?: About 6

Erin Coughlin
If you could start any club, what would it be? The "Matt Leines" fan club. Who is your favorite club advisor? Mr. Sileo. How many hours a night do you sleep on average?: 6

Kelli Brady
If you could start any club, what would it be? The Fish Fan Club. Who is your favorite club advisor? I'm going to be diplomatic: Everyone. How many hours a night do you sleep on average?: 4.571 - depending on that day's coffee intake.

Corey Kuepfer
If you could start any club, what would it be? Film club: We need more clubs dealing with the arts. Who is your favorite club advisor? Mr. Sileo. How many hours a night do you sleep on average?: 7

Sabrina Lionti
If you could start any club, what would it be? The Involved Club - if you're in more than five clubs, you're eligible. Who is your favorite club advisor? Mrs. Murray. How many hours a night do you sleep on average?: 7

Nicole Sauter
If you could start any club, what would it be? Future Elementary School Teachers of America. Who is your favorite club advisor? Mr. Millar. How many hours a night do you sleep on average?: About 5 hours - less during the Spring, only Drama kids would understand.

Michelle Scano
If you could start any club, what would it be? Theater Club. Who is your favorite club advisor? They are all special in their own way. How many hours a night do you sleep on average?: Not Enough
Anthony Mongiardo: The BIV Mobile

Al Moussab, Janine Buscema, Gina Morano: Toyota Camry

Mellissa Petty, Renee Russo: Grand Cherokee

Dan Start, Mike Sawielijew, Steve Miedema, Chris Quinn, John Bakalian, & Nicole Crossman: Chevrolet Cavalier
Groz, Stef di Tondo, and Kim Komar: Pontiac Grand Prix and Grand Am's

Rhyan Romaine and Kathleen Ferguson: THE BOATS

Sanders Reynoso: The Van of all Vans

Bill Nagel, Natalie Sabino, Carla Bambara, Jackie Bergeron, Nicole Sauter, & Korinne Fugate: Plymouth Neons
Rascal House - Chris Quinn, Tara Lorusso

Party City - Don Platvoet, Aimee Spiliotopolous, Steph Cryan, Donna Marks, Al Moussab, Hykeema Arrick

Carvel - Mike Grosso

Bob's Stores - Martin Van Beveran, Dean D'Aiuto, Bill Nagel

Deli Depot - Pete Venezia, Jay DeLucca, Sanders Reynoso, Jack Donnarumma, Frank Lepore

Di Maiolo's Italian Bakery - Tina Intrieri, Stephanie Revisore
Erin Rice requested to see Ryan Urgo quiet for a whole period, this was the best we could do.

Matt Leines wanted to see Rob Ross with eyes, for once.

After being banned from stepping into the yearbook room for the entire year, the yearbook class would like to see Steve Gaita set things straight.

Jeff Giannino asked to see Mr. Sileo without a beard, but since he wasn't going to shave for Jeff, here's a high school picture.
What is the class of 1998’s favorite song?
1. Titanic
2. I’ll be missing you
3. Time of your life

What is the most common eye color?
1. Brown
2. Hazel and Blue
3. Green

Who is the better performer - Michael Jackson or Madonna? Madonna

According to the class of 1998, the glass is:
1. Completely full
2. Half empty
3. Completely empty

If the class was a cup of yogurt, would it be the fruit on the bottom or stirred? Stirred

The class feels that they have not already met the person they will marry.
The class of 1998 definitely believes that Elvis is dead.

The class of 1998 does believe in love at first sight.

What age are they going to get married?
1. 25
2. 27
3. 28

Would the class of 1998 rather go to the movies or Blockbusters?
Movies

What is the favorite movie of 1997?
1. Titanic
2. Scream 2
3. Half-baked

When do they take their showers?
1. Morning
2. Night
3. Both

Which teacher has had the most influence on this class?
1. Mr. Sileo
2. Mr. Ward
3. Mrs. Beyer

How many times do they press the snooze button on your alarm clock?
1. 1
2. 2
3. 4

The class of 1998 believes that Mrs. Mulehay will have a boy as her first child.
"Orange You Glad You Joined?" Well, most people are. One of the biggest parts of the high school experience is the extra-curricular involvement. There are a great many clubs and sports at Passaic Valley, and everyone can find an outlet for either their creativity, their athletic ability, or even their knack for helping others. From the Interact Club headed by Mr. Sileo to the Amnesty International Club led by Mrs. O'Malley, there is truly something for everyone.

However, the clubs at Passaic Valley are not only a benefit to those students involved, but to the entire community. These various organizations entertain, lead, inspire, and even lend a helping hand to those in need.

High school is intended to be a time when students realize who they are and the direction they would like their lives to take, and this would be impossible without the enrichment which is offered us through the guidance and support of fellow students and advisors through our clubs and activities. Passaic Valley has meant far more to us than simply academics, it is the peripherals, the extra involvements, that have made the high school experience what it is.
"Now don't tell anyone ..."

"No, I'm not drinking, but I'm going to start now!"

"I can afford to be a good girl for quite a few years yet."

"We kinda think he's wanted somewhere."

"Reward?"

"I'm beginning to think that this Mr. Hitler, isn't a Christian."

"You lost a leg somewhere."

"He wouldn't have gotten pneumonia if I hadn't shot him first!"

"Charge!!!"

The Victims and the Victors

"No WINE!"

So this is what they teach in the choir loft.
"Let me see—this is eleven." "No dear this makes twelve."

"Well—that's what we did with the others."

"But the Oregon goes to Australia."

"Perhaps you heard of her—Peaches Latour."

"His name is Hoskins-Adam Hoskins."

"Well—that we did with the other."

"But the Oregon goes to Australia."

"Drink— I can't do this without a drink!"

"My name is Gibbs."

"If only Europe were on another planet."

"You remember that as a boy I could be disagreeable."

"You remember that as a boy I could be disagreeable."

"If only Europe were on another planet."

"Thirteen bodies in the cellar!"

"Peaches Latour."

"His name is Hoskins-Adam Hoskins."

"Well—that we did with the other."

"But the Oregon goes to Australia."

"Drink—I can't do this without a drink!"

"My name is Gibbs."

"If only Europe were on another planet."

"You remember that as a boy I could be disagreeable."

"If only Europe were on another planet."

"Thirteen bodies in the cellar!"
Scholarship, Service, Leadership, Character
Winter Concert And Play

The Day Christmas Disappeared From Evergreen Town.
After months of preparation by Advisor Pat Murray and Chiefs Tammy Bacsik and Maya Karam, Girls' Show 1998 was held on Friday March 13th in the Griswold Gymnasium to an audience of over 2,000 screaming fans. President Michelle Vicari raised the Green Flag for the night, the first overall victory the team had seen in six years.

And the winners:

Green Cheering
Green Exercise
Green Dance
Green Posters
Green Relays
White Cageball

Michelle raises the Green Flag for the Night.
Green and White Committee Heads

White:

Chief: Maya Karam
Cheering: Leah Gelewski Rachael Loforese
Dance: Christine Emolo Carla Kinney
Exercise: Sabrina Lionti Michelle Minieri
Posters: Korinne Fugate Shelley Pasqua
Relays: Gina Morano
Cageball: Sarah Bahmani Vanessa Lucas
Tickets and Attendance: Tina Intrieri Tara Lorusso Kelli DeRosa
Costumes: Steph Cryan Jackie DeLuccia
Green Exercise Army Men

Green Cheering Werewolves

Green Dance Poison Ivy
White Cheering Men
In Black

White Exercise
The
Karate Kid

White Dance Cupids
chARTreuse

Scott Sandy

Matt Leine

Krista Voorhis

Janine Buscema

Stef DiTondo
Valley Green
What's Black And White And Red All Over?

It's the job of the journalism class to produce Passaic Valley's newspaper, the Valley Echo. The class meets once a day to organize their stories, design the layout, and prepare their final product for distribution. As advisor, Mrs. Maria Pedalino works with the Valley Echo staff to improve their writing and interviewing skills, and most importantly, meet deadlines. This year, the paper is being produced entirely on computer thanks to Co-Editors-In-Chiefs Lauren DeFeo and Christine Pasquariello. The Valley Echo is proud to have won numerous awards from the Garden State Scholastic Press Association for photography, artwork, and feature writing.
National Honor Society
President .................. Michelle Vicari
Vice President ............... David Botero
Secretary .................. Erin Coughlin
Treasurer .................. Catherine Lomauro
Historian .................. Tamara Basik
Advisor .................. Ms. Carol Otterbein

Secretary Erin Coughlin at this year's National Honor Society induction.

Future Business Leaders of America
Advisors .................. Ms. Pacifico
Ms. Dakes

Environmental Club
President .................. Kim Komar
Vice President ............... Kelli Brady
Publicity .................. Bill Nagel
Secretary .................. Vanessa Lucas
Historian .................. Renee Martinez

Art Honor Society
Advisors .................. Ms. Carolyn Ingraham
Mr. James Mercadante

Artwork by Art Honor Society member Corey Kuepfer.
Drama Club

President ................... Kristina Hill
Vice President ............ Kelli Brady
Secretary .................. Nicole Sauter
Treasurer .................. Jennifer Mesce
Publicity ................... Michelle Scano
Lara Dubowchik
Corey Kuepfcr
Advisor ..................... Mr. James Millar

Kelli DeRosa and John Ricea in the drama club's fall play, Arsenic and Old Lace.

Student Athletic Trainer Club

President ....................... Lisa Caruso
Vice President ............. Alison Kildow
Treasurer ...................... Carrie Van Way
Secretary ...................... Allison Deluccia
Recruiters ..................... Alice Ferguson
Jenilyn Pami
Advisor ..................... Ms. Debbie Dross

Math League

Advisor ...................... Ms. Cheryl Brown

Math League

White exercise heads Sabrina Lionti and Michelle Minieri psych up for Girls' Show '98.

Girls's Show Heads

Advisor ..................... Ms. Patricia Murray
**Varsity Club**

President ................ Michelle Vicari  
Vice President .......... Phil Simone  
Secretary ................ Erin Rice  
Treasurer ............... Jeff Giannino  
Advisor ................ Mr. Edward Iobst

**Junior State of America**

Secretary .............. Nicole Crossman  
Treasurer .............. Reena Kamdar  
Publicity ............. Maria Salamone  
Council Member ...... Jennifer Mesce  
Advisor .............. Ms. Danielle Marzuka

**TV Productions**

President ............... Al Cappello  
Vice President ........ Joe Hubor  
Treasurer .............. Scott Wolfe  
Advisor .............. Mr. Donald Ruccia

**Audio Visual Club**

President ............... Joe Huber  
Vice President ....... Steve Yurkosky  
Treasurer .............. Lenny Casumano  
Advisor .............. Mr. Donald Ruccia

**Spanish Honor Society**

Advisors .............. Ms. Harriet Brussel  
Ms. Anna Marie Intilli
Concert Band
Advisor ................. Mr. James Millar

The concert band performing at the 1997 Holiday Concert.

Academic Team
Advisor ................. Mr. Nick Gemma

School Store
Advisors ................. Ms. Lisa Pacifico
Ms. Arlene Eckert

AV, Lighting, and TV Productions club member Joe Huber hard at work.

Lighting
President ................. Lenny Cusumano
Vice President ............ Joe Pistone
Treasurer ................... Dan Keating
Advisor .................... Mr. Donald Ruccia
Key Club
President ............... Erin Coughlin
Vice President .......... Matt Leines
Secretary .............. Zac Smith
Vice President .......... Randy Sokalski
Advisor ............... Mr. Michael Gordon

Amnesty International
President ............... Stacy Sanders
Vice President .......... Tiffany Vermillion
Secretary .............. Jennifer Wulin
Treasurer .............. Lara Dubowchik
Advisor ............... Ms. Mary O'Malley

Stage Crew
Advisor ............... Ms. Laurel Corsini

Student Senate
President ............... Sabrina Lionti
Vice President .......... Tammy Bacsik
Corresponding Secretary .......... Michelle Vicari
Recording Secretary .......... Carrie Vanway
Treasurer ............... Allison Kildow
Advisor ............... Mr. John Wallace
French Club
President .................... Reema Abbasi
Vice President ............... Nisha Patel
Secretary .................. Jaqueline Simek
Treasurer ............... Tamica Kelton
Advisor ...................... Ms. Betro

French Club members prepare French food for parent’s night.

Spanish Club
President ............... Michelle Vicari
Vice President ............... Jackie Bergeron
Secretary ............... Chrissy Pasquariello
Treasurer ............... Matt Lemes
Advisor ............... Ms. Harriet Brussel

Jazz Band
Advisor ...................... Mr. James Millar

Members of the Concert Choir performing at the 1997 Holiday Concert.

Concert Choir
Director ............... Mr. Raymond Frasche
On a field trip to Beth Israel Hospital, Peer Helpers member Erin Rice and Santa help a child to have a happy holiday.

Italian Honor Society
Advisor .............Ms. Phyllis Pizzolato

Senior Italian Club members eating an Italian meal.

Italian Club
President .............Eugene Gencarelli
Vice President ........Sandra DiLizia
Secretary .............Stephanie Cryan
Treasurer .............Shelley Pasqua
Advisor .............Ms. Phyllis Pizzolato
Interact Club members and their advisor, Mr. Sileo, on their annual holiday field trip to The Little Sisters of the Poor.

Interact
President .............. Erin Coughlin
Vice President...... Corey Kuepfer
Treasurer............. Randy Sokalski
Secretary .......... Reena Kamdar
Historian ............. Erin Rice
Advisor .............. Mr. Sal Sileo

Literary Club members Zac Smith and Chris Grosik relaxing at a Barnes and Noble meeting.

Literary Club
Advisor .............. Ms. Yvette McNeal
The Ads Section of the yearbook is traditionally the section of the yearbook where local businesses as well as parents, family and friends wish the graduating class good luck, and send the seniors off with their warmest regards. Parents are asked to submit a letter to the yearbook staff called a “Letter from Home”, these letters express to the students their parents’ love as well as their aspirations for their child’s future. Students also submit “Boosters” which are one line “letters” sent to each other. These boosters serve as a reminder of personal jokes, memorable experiences, and encouragement for the future. Finally the Ads section also houses the ads from local businesses. Other than serving as an advertisement these merchants are contributing money to the senior class, and therefore helping to ensure that each senior will leave Passaic Valley with a yearbook as a constant reminder of their high school careers.

We would like to thank these local merchants as well as our parents, family, and friends for their unflagging support with both the successful completion of the 1998 yearbook, and their support and guidance over the past four years. This section of the yearbook will serve as the final commemoration of all they have done for us, and in turn a promise of all we hope to achieve as our way of saying thank you.
Jennifer Albert: You set a goal and reached it. In doing so, you made your parents very proud of you. The fashion world awaits your arrival.

Anna Arriga: Anni - congratulations, you made it! We all knew you were going to be great at your work. We all love you at M.S.U. - Irene and Zoila. Buddies for ever... (Juli) (Nino). Good luck in college and anywhere else - Edgar (Chino), Rita, Brian. Keep believing in your dreams! You have got Dios te bendiga-tu madre. With love, your family.

J.J. Atch: I.J.S., so very, very proud of you — not only of your efforts and achievements, but proud of the talented, determined and caring young man you are! Keep all that has brought you to this day close to your heart. Everyone and everything that came before you will remain a part of you always. Your father is smiling on you, your sisters are proud of you and I am blessed with you! We celebrate YOU; all you have accomplished and all you will achieve. May all your dreams be realized. God bless you. Love, Mom

Jeffrey Atry: We can't believe you are graduating High School — it seems like just yesterday you started kindergarten. You are a sincere and caring person. We thank God you are our son and we wish you a wonderful future filled with health, happiness and success. We will always be there for you in all your endeavors. Much love, Dad, Mom and Greg

Daniel Aulta: We are so proud of all your accomplishments. May life be good to you, Love, Mom and Dad

Tamaras Bacis: Congratulations on your many accomplishments - Green Chief, Cheering Captain, Student Council VP, two terms as FRGC Jr. Governor and many more. Remember to keep applying yourself to the best of your ability. You have made raising a "teenager" much easier than we ever imagined. We wish you much success and happiness in college and throughout your life. May you always remember what it is to be happy in life — family, faith and friends. Never forget that we are always here for you. (Tam Tam-thank you for allowing me to be a part of your high school experience — we've made my second coming to PV a blast!) Mom and Dad. Love You Sweetheart, Mom and Dad

Sarah Bahman: Dear Sarah, It has been eighteen years since you first entered our lives. And for every day of those eighteen years, you have used your special magic to bring joy and laughter to our hearts. It is now time for you to go and spread your magic on to the world. You have given the curiosity to explore this world and all of its wonders. the strength to accept the challenges that lay ahead of you, the courage to enter the tunnel of ignorance and emerge enlightened and the determination of your dreams despite the obstacles that lay before you. Indeed, these are very powerful tools that you have been given; but remember that as you go forward, you must always look back to us for the guidance and love that only a family can give. Love always, Mommy jun and Shiva

John Bakalian: We are very proud of you, and wish you all the best life has to offer - Love, Mom and Dad

John Baldino: Good Luck at college. Look under the bed for dirty clothes. Mom is not going to look for them. We love you. Mom, Dad, Filippo, and Michelle.

Joseph Ballard: Joseph ("Spank") we love you with all our heart. We are so very proud of you. We are here for you and we will always be there to help you to make all your dreams come true. Thank you for being a terrific son! Love, Mom and Dad Smoosh

Matthew Barber: Matthew, I've enjoyed watching you play in Marching Band and Concert Band and cheering for you at Band Competitions especially Giants Stadlum. You've been a true blue Band member. I can see a young man as an adult. You have always made me a very proud parent and I love you very much. I know you will look back on those last four years with many fond memories. I know that I will. I hope that the future will turn all your hopes and dreams into realities. Love always, Mom

Jackie Bergeron: Dear Jackie, The most rewarding day of our lives was the day you were born. Seeing you wheeled down the hallway in your explosion-proof cart is a day we will never forget and are eternally grateful for. Through the years you have been such a great watch. Your laughter and smile fill our hearts daily. Your wisdom and grace make us so proud. Your zest for life and your enthusiasm for all things is contagious. Our son and brother have been blessed with you to look up to. Remember to aim high, and know that your dreams and goals are not yet attained. Love always, Mom and Dad

Dave Bittman: Dave, Four years ago High School began - Wow, how you've grown! In so many ways!! (Not Just Height) We love you and couldn't be prouder of you. May you achieve everything in life you desire. Love, Mom, Dad, Laura, Steven and Maxx.

Tifanie Bocchini: Tifanie, May your future years bring you love, happiness and success. We are all proud of you. Love, Mom and Dad

Sebastian Boscario: To our son Sebastian, Congratulations, We are proud of you. We love you and we wish you the very best of luck. May your dreams always come true. Love, Mom and Dad

Dave Botero: The pride to have you as our son is only surpassed by our love for you. We'll always wish you the best. Papa, Mama, Alex

Dennis Bowie: Dennis, It's always been you and me against the world. Now against you will come face to face with the challenges of the world. Always remember, it's you and me against the world.

Kelli Brady: Kelli, Congratulations! May all of your dreams come true. My best wishes for you always. Love, Mom

Brian Britting: Brian, There hasn't been one day since August 11, 1980, that I haven't been proud of you. Your independence, your drive to want to achieve in the future will make your dreams come true. Go for it... The FBI needs a chief like you! Every look at you and see a fine young man. Borm Brit-Bri to Taz to Brian ... you will be a millionaire! Love always, Mom, Rob, Tim and "Bruce"

Mileena Caci: Jenny, my baby, the times have come to actually say that you're all grown up. We wish you the best of luck and success in whatever you do! Love, Mommy and Daddy

Frank Capalbo: Dear Frank, We love you so much and are very proud of the wonderful young adult you have become. With your many talents and personality, we know you will be a success in all you do. God bless you always. Love, Mom, Dad, and Rosi.

Nicole Capalbo: Dear Nicole (Munchkin), We love you very much and will always be very proud of you. Love Mommy and Daddy

Amy Cappello: It seems like only yesterday I used to call you my "peanut"; today you have grown into such a beautiful young lady. I am so very proud of you. May your life be filled with only good things. May you lose sight of all your dreams and know that I will always be there to watch over you, support and guide you. My love for you will always be unconditional; know that now and always. We have had some very rough times - don't ever look back. We have held it together this long as we will in the future. Believe in yourself; Love, Mom

Daniel J. Casanovas: Danny, you are our youngest, our baby. You have grown to be an independent young man. Through the years you have been remarkable to watch, something you do. Our wish for you is that you continue your education as a college student, pursue your dreams and always keep looking for a dream. The time is now. Never settle for second best, because you're the best. We love you and will always be there for you. Love always, Papa and Mimi

Daniela Cassanelli: Dear Daniela, We are very proud of you. We love you very much. We hope for you that your dreams will come true. Love, Mom and Dad

Tania Caver: You are the greatest gift that God gave us. It seems like yesterday that we saw our precious little girl in the house, filling our hearts with joy and happiness. Taking care of you and watching you grow has been a beautiful experience. May you live your life with others as you have for us. God gave us the opportunity to have a beautiful daughter that will always be in our hearts. Today, we are very happy to see you become a beautiful young girl and gradient to high school. We are happy to continue your college education and we pray to God to bless you and all your decisions you make in the future, which we will support you along the way. We will always be there for you. Congratulations for your Graduation! With love, Mom and Dad

Sergio Cirillo: To our dear son Sergio. We wish you the best that life can bring. May your future be full of happiness and success. Love, Mom and Dad

Danielle Clemente: To Our Granddaughter, Danielle Marie Clemente, We are so proud of you. Always go in the right direction, and always remember how much we love you. Good Luck! Love, Grandmom and Granddad

Marla Comperatore: We want you to know how very proud we are of all your accomplishments but also for the truly wonderful woman you're evolving into. We have great confidence in you and we know there will be many more accomplishments in your future. Good Luck. We love you deeply. Mom, Dad, Candassa, and Marissa

Nicole Cosman: Since the day you were born, you've been such a source of pleasure to us. You've brought so much joy to our lives! The years have flown by too quickly. We've watched you grow from an energetic little girl to the lovely young woman that you are today. Your great sense of humor has touched many lives and your hard work and dedication have made you a winner. We've enjoyed your high school years tremendously. We're proud of all your accomplishments, and of all the wonderful friends you've made in college. We may not see as much of your future in your hands. Just remember - We love you so much and will be here cheering you on! Love always, Mom and Dad

Erin Coughlin: Congratulations to our little girl. We are so proud of you. Be happy - and always remember we are here for you. Love, Mom and Dad

Stephanie Cryan: Steph, We want you to thank for all the joy you've brought into our lives. We are very proud of the person you've become. We know you've worked very hard, now enjoy this moment. Congratulations! We love you. Love, Mom, Dad, and Matt

Joseph Czalosz: Where have the past 18 years gone? Frankly speaking to you, I knew you were a special gift sent from up above. Times may have not always been easy, but we've made it through. Underneath it all, I know how kind, loving, and thoughtful you are. I see these qualities in you more and more as you grow older. As you travel down the road of life, remember, if you ever feel lost or confused, I will always be there to pick you up and set you down the right path. You have my unconditional love and support. Reach for the stars and you will succeed in whatever you attempt to do. Love, Mom

Robert Czyzewski: Dear Rob: It's hard to believe that you're all grown up and about to embark on a life hopefully filled with successes, rights and choices for good health. You know we are behind you 100% in anything you may decide to do. We love you very much. Love, Mom and Tony

Dean D'Aiuto: Good luck in college and also the years to come. We are very proud of you and know you will be a success. Love, Mom, Dad, Scott, Jenna, and Jason

Melissa DeCato: Dear Melissa - You have accomplished a great deal. Go forward to your dreams. Love and Happiness to you always - Love, Your Family

Lauren DeFeo: To our wonderful daughter, It's hard to believe the years went by so fast! It seems like only yesterday you were starting kindergarten with a joy from the beginning. We have been and I'm sure will
always be very proud of you. We wish for you the very best. The years to come are filled with many good things. We love you, and will always love you.

Steven de Stefano: Congratulations. Your hard work ethic will help you achieve your dreams. Love, Mom and Dad

Keith De Young: Keith, we are very proud of you and wish you the best in the future. Love, Mom and Dad

Joey Di Benedetto: Dear Joey, We wish the best in your life and may all of your dreams come true. Love, Mom and Dad.

Sandra DiLizia: Sandra, No one can believe that the baby of the family is graduating! You’ve grown into a beautiful young lady, but we are so proud of you. We don’t have to wish you luck because we know you will do well in everything that you do. So, remember that we’ll always be here for you, we’ll always stand behind you, and most importantly, we’ll always love you! Congratulations and God Bless You! Love, Mommy, Daddy, and Valentina.

DiLuccia: As I sit down to write this, it is your 18th birthday. It’s been one year since you walked into the world. Though these memories will hold in our hearts forever. No matter how trying some of these times were (especially the last 4 years), along with it comes a joy that cannot be measured. I would not change any one of these memories simply because it is you... We wish you happiness and a success that only you can measure. Always know that we will always be here for you no matter what. Love, Mom, Dad, Chris, and Ali.

Stefanie DiTondo: Stefanie, You are the sunshine in our life. Your smile and wit makes every day an adventure. Though you have grown to be a beautiful young lady, my arms will always be there to hug you and Daddy’s lap will always be waiting for you to sit. Because in our eyes you will always be our little girl. So when you travel through life’s great adventures your unique way of looking at things will never change. We love you, Mom and Dad.

Donald C. Donadio III: Reach for the stars and always believe in yourself. You have been and always will be our special girl. We special to us. We have been blessed with a truly wonderful son like you. You have filled our lives with so much love and happiness. How precious these past eighteen years have been watching you grow into a fine mature young man filled with character, independence, and a truthful spirit. You are a sensitive, caring person and that is part of your charm. Always believe in yourself, and you will overcome all obstacles. As you continue to grow as a person, remember your parents always support you no matter what. May success and happiness be generous to you and may whatever you do be strong. Love, Mom, Dad, Dot, Sue, Jen and Dawn.

Jack Donnarruma: Jack, Congratulations! You’ve made it and we are all proud of you! You are very special to us and you deserve the best. We wish you a lifetime of success. Remember there is nothing you can’t do - Believe in yourself and all your dreams will come true. We love you and wish you much success in life and Good Luck in College! We’ll always be here for you! Love, Mom, Dad, Filomena, and Anna.

Shannon Eifer: From the day you were born, you have brought such joy and love into our lives. Your talent and accomplishments have always brought us overwhelming pride. We love you very much and always will. Love, Mom and Dad.

Elisa Fonetti: Elisa, You are our "shining light". Be happy with your dreams and know how proud we are of you. You have matured into a loving, caring and adorable young woman. We wish you happiness, love, good health, and prosperity. May all your dreams and wishes come true.

Korinne Fugate: Congratulations Sweetie: You cannot imagine the joy which you have brought to our family. You must be a very special person, when your own sister adds to her collection of "special princess". We love you, Dad, Mom and Marc.

A strong beautiful young woman, you have always been a great source of inspiration, affection, pleasure, pride and joy. We know there is no limit to what you can accomplish your intelligence and good wish will take you far. Follow your dreams, Tina, and have fun reaching them. We will always be there to give you our love and support. May God Bless you and every step you take. We love you very much!! XOXO CIAO! Love, Mom, and Dad.

Dana Jenkins: Dear Dana, All our hopes and dreams are with you as you start the next phase of your life. We’ll always be very proud of you. Your Family

Jennifer Johnson: To Our Daughter “J”, It seems like only yesterday we were taking you to school for the first time. These years went by too fast. Our only wish to you is for happiness and success in all you do. You have all of our love already. Hugs and kisses, Mom and Dad.

Casey Kubana: Casey, We’re very proud of you. As you go to college and learn about your blessings and wishes for success. You have a very special gift, use it with your fullest potential. We love you! Mom, Dad, and Cory.

Maya Karam: We are so proud of all that you’ve become. We have no doubt in our minds that you will excel as you strive to better yourself. As you move forward in your journey, always remember that the ambition you have. Your bubbly and full-spirited personality will take you far and always know that we are right behind you. We love you, always, Mom, Dad, and Kamal.

Carla Kinney: Carla, As you plan for your future, we want you to know how proud we are of you. You have grown up to become a beautiful young lady. We wish you success and happiness in all you do.

Kimberly Komar: To Our "Kimmy." (Komar), It only seems like yesterday that you began your journey through school because you didn’t want to go! (First Grade too!!). Now, you are a beautiful young lady anxiously waiting to graduate. We are so proud of you. "Kimmy," but you’ll always be our "Kimmy." We love you. May God bless you always. Love, Mom and Dad.

Keith Koster: To My Grandson, I want you to how very proud I am of you at this special time in your life. Your High School Graduation. As I reflect back on your life so far, I see how you have grown into a fine young man with a wonderful sense of humor, thoughtful of others and sometimes a little headstrong but unique in your own special way. In life if I were granted only one wish I would wish you the best in life, a healthy, happy and successful future. Love always, Gram

Keith Koster: It seems like only yesterday that you started on the road to kindergarten. But now you have traveled down the final road of your senior year. As you begin a new journey in your long walk of life, always remember that if you should ever stumble in your goal to achieve success, we’ll always be there for you. We have no "Fear" that you will achieve whatever you set out to do. May you continue to grow into the fine respectable young man you have started to become. We are very proud to have you as our "Son." Love, Mom and George.

Corey Kuiper: Corey, 525,600 minutes X 4. For you and your friends, they have been the first steps on an adventure called life. So dream your life, and live your dreams. There is a big and exciting world out there - be afraid to challenge yourself. You are an amazing young man. We are proud of you son. Good Luck - All our love, Forever - Mom and Dad.

Matt Leines: From a shy little boy into a confident and responsible young man ... where has the time gone? It’s difficult to find the right words to express how proud I am of your accomplishments. As a young boy, it was evident that God gave you a special gift. From the time that you were old enough to hold a crayon, you were already very well advanced, as you developed this gift into a talent. You have a bright future ahead of you Matt, just believe in yourself! Have confidence - we’re behind you. We love you and will always be there to give you our love and support. Thank you for making the responsibility of being a parent so easy. Love, Mom.

Talia Leone: Talia, We are real proud of you. We know you will be a success because you are intelligent and creative and unique. Be happy. Love Dad and Mom

Love, Mom and Dad.
Frank Lepore: Frankie, Congratulations! We are so proud of you! You deserve it! Love Mom, Dad, Michael, Stephanie, and Chia

Jen Liger: Jen, We know it was a rough 4 years, but you made it. We love you. Mom and Dad

Sarina Lionti: Sarina, You are very special to all of us. You have brought great joy to our lives and made us proud of you. We wish you a wonderful future filled with love, happiness, and success. May all your dreams come true. Love always, Mom, Papa, and Jennifer

Keith Liscio: Dear Keith, We love you and wish you the best of luck and happiness. We want you to be happy and proud of all your dreams come true. Love, Mom, Dad, Frankie, and Brian

Rachel Lofores: From the moment you were born, we knew you were going to be a special child. How special, we didn’t know! The first 10 days of your life when we couldn’t hold you or feed you, we thought you would never bond with us. How wrong we were! Through 14 years of dancing and 9 years of cheerleading, we have always watched you with pride. You have the brains, talent, and personality to achieve anything you want. These are gifts from God. Use them wisely, Rachel, you don’t need a crown to be the perfect teen - you are our perfect teen! You have grown to be a beautiful, talented, and very independent young lady. You have proved to us for 17 years that you are a special child, a wonderful person. We are proud of you. We hope that what we taught you will help you and guide you for a happy and healthy life as an adult. We love you. - Mom and Dad

Cathy Lomauro: Cathy, we are so proud of all your achievements and we know you will continue to do an outstanding job in college. We love you and wish you the best always. Mom, Dad, Frannie

Eric Madsen: Dear Eric, Your individuality has truly been an inspiration through the past 4 years. May our wishes of love, peace, and happiness be yours now and forever. Love, Mom and Dad

Danielle Martello: Danielle, may all your dreams come true, may you be happy and have fun, may you look at life with an open mind. May you always be thoughtful and kind. May you remember dreams can come true. May you always remember we will be there for you. May you always remember and May you never forget that your mom and daddy will always love you. Love ya, Mom and Dad

Erica Martinez: Erica, You have come a long way, though your path hasn’t been paved with gold. But, sweeter is the journey of success than the road, remember we leave treasures among those you touch. As my precious gem, I’m proud of all your accomplishments. May H.S. graduation be a sweet debt to your soul. Make your mark and make your teachers proud. Keep your pot of gold. God bless you always. Congratulations, From a mother’s loving heart. “Te Quiero Mucho”

Michael Mastropolo: Michael, We are very proud of you and wish you great success in all you do. Be happy always and keep smiling! We love you, Mom, Dad, Joe, and Jessica

Nick Melendez: Nick, you finally did it - passed with flying colors (black and blue) - passed by the skin of your teeth, but you did it! Love, Mom and Dad

Jennifer Meser: It seems like just the other day - you - our precious, little girl entered kindergarten. And now, here you are - a talented, young lady graduating from high school. You’ve turned out to be a true success. May you always have a great daughter and sister like you. Know that always you have a great start for what lies ahead - so follow your dreams. Nothing is impossible! Love always Mom, Dad and Kyle

Erik Methven: Erik - Congratulations on finishing the first phase of your life - We are very proud of you. - As you go out into the “real world”. Remember everyone in the family will always be there for you. May you always be happy. “Cookins” Love, Mom, Dad, Amie, Scott

Steven Miedema: Thank you for all the happiness and love you have brought into our lives. You may not see it, but we beam with pride having been blessed with such a kind, caring and sensitive son. You have overcome some difficult times, and if you ever need help, just let us know and we will be there to support you and help guide you along the path to success.

Wishing you the best is not everything, but your attempt to be one of the best in all your dreams - and enjoy the trip! We love you dearly, Mom and Dad

Michelle Minieri: These four years have gone by so quickly. It’s hard to believe you are graduating. We are so proud of you and all your hard work and many accomplishments. You have given us so much happiness and love. We love you and want you to be happy and successful in all you do. Don’t forget “don’t go too far.” You’ll always be my Michelle. Love always, Mom, Dad, Michael, and Megan

Brian Mistretta: As we look back over all the years that you have been alive and living and growing up, we have had the highest of hopes for you. We’ve had our ups and downs, but if we had it to do all over again, we’d do it in a second! Now that you are grown and starting your own life, remember to listen to our hearts, and follow your dreams. We love you! Mom and Dad

Anthony Mongiardi: You have always been a great source of pride to both your father and yourself. You continue to receive my respect for your achievements throughout your school years. I wish you a life full of happiness and continued success in your academic endeavors. I want you to know that wherever your dreams may lead you, I will always be there to support you and be your greatest supporter. Your brother and I are very proud of you and I love you very much. Love, Mom

Gina Morano: You have made us so proud of you over the years. You have grown to be a beautiful young lady. What ever set you on your mind, to know you will be a success. Enjoy college - Make your dreams come true. We will always be there for you. Love, Mom and Dad

Al Moussa: Congratulations on a fine career at Passaic Valley. You have done all that we have asked for and made us very proud. We hope that you achieve all that you set out to do in life and enjoy every minute of it. Love Mom and Dad

David Murphy: David, to tell the whole truth ... you’ve always been a help, a pleasant child, a good kid, and now, a respectable young man. Love, Your Mom

Bill Nage: Congratulations - We wish you the best that life has to offer. Never forget, we will always be here for you. Love, Mom and Dad

Natasha Nelson: Good luck Natasha (sexyamma) in college. Love, Tamara (PooBear)

Natasha Nelson: Best of Luck in the future: Love, Mom and Dad

Melissa Nicosia: Dear Melissa, Congratulations!! We are so proud of you. And love you very much. These last 4 years at P.V. you have more than proven yourself. We know that you want to be the best and that you will be the best and deserve the best of life. Remember we have always been there for you in whatever you choose to do and we will always be there in the future for you as you begin your new and long journey in life. We hope that you and Chris continue to grow together and become one. All our Love, Always and Forever, Mom and Dad

Rita Pantusa: Dear Rita, We love you very much, and we are so proud of you. “Giani” always and forever. “Good luck and follow your dreams. Rosa and Tony Pantusa

Lou Paulino: Lou. May you be happy and successful in all your future endeavors. Love, Mom and Dad

Chrsiss Pasquariello: Chrsiss, The time has flown by so quickly — it seems like yesterday that we were sending you off to Kindergarten! As we watch you graduate from High School, it is our prayer that God grant you happiness and success through all your days. We know that you enjoy success in all you attempt. Always remember that we love you and are very proud of our First Beautiful Daughter! All our love, Mom and Dad

Chrsiss Pasquariello: Chrsiss, The time has flown by so quickly — it seems like yesterday that we were sending you off to Kindergarten! As we watch you graduate from High School, it is our prayer that God grant you happiness and success through all your days. We know that you enjoy success in all you attempt. Always remember that we love you and are very proud of our First Beautiful Daughter! All our love, Mom and Dad

Melissa Petty: Melissa, you are the apple of my eyes and the joy of my heart. All my love always, Mommy

Jessica Pistone: To Our Precious Daughter, Jessica - Through the years we have known you to be a beautiful young lady, You’ve filled our hearts with so much happiness. We love you, Mom and Dad

Donald Platove: Congratulations and Best of luck. Remember the only limits you have are the ones you set, so always reach for the top and be the best you can be. Keep in mind that we love you more than any one person, but because of the person that you have become. We love you very much and we will always be there for you. Love, Mom and Dad

Ryan Plesnarski: All our love and best wishes to you as you enter college and your future career. May you continue to do great things, and we will always be there for you. Good luck, Ryan. We know you will be a top chemical engineer one day. Reach for your dream, and it will come true. We love you. Love and support always, Mom and Dad

Gary Potenzoni: Dear Gary Jr., Ever since the day that God blessed us with you, we have known the real beauty of life. You have become a handsome and courageous young man, with a heart of gold. You are a best friend for brother, an indescribably wonderful uncle, and our family feels very lucky to have you. One word can say it all - you are our best friend. Gary Jr., with all our love and affection. Love and Peace, Cathy, Love. L., and Love. Cathy, Love. Gary Jr., Love. Always, Cathy, Love. Cathy, Love. L., and Love. Cathy

Christopher Quinn: Congratulations Chris, You have made us so proud of you. Always remember the great times at PV and always be happy. You have really grown into a fine young man and I know Dad is looking down with pride and satisfaction. We wish you all the best, now and always. May all your dreams come true. We wish you luck, happiness, and success. God Bless You Always. You love us, love you, Mom, Jen, Pat, and Nick

Jennifer Quinn: Congratulations, Jen, Remember you can do anything you put your mind to. Always remember all the good times and fun you had at PV. You have turned into a beautiful young lady and we are so very proud of you and in all of your accomplishments. I know Dad couldn’t be any prouder of you than he is at this moment in your life. We wish you happiness, health, and success and now and always. God Bless You Always. We love you, Mom, Chriss, Pat, and Nick

Chris Radel: The years ahead will be exciting ones. We are very proud of you and know you will work hard for what you want to accomplish. We wish you the best and will always be there for you. Love, Mom and Dad

Jay Reynolds: Dear Jay, Proudly does not describe our feelings towards you. Your mother and myself feel very proud of you. Admiration, affection, and pride are closer to the point. You have grown into a fine young man with love in your heart and strength in your character. Remember wherever you go, whatever you do, we will always love and cherish you. Best of luck in college and your future career. Follow your dreams and heart. You are a smart, well founded, young man. Trust your instincts but most of all have fun. Love, Mom and Dad

Sandeers Rayne: Everything that you desire to do, go for it. With - Determination and Courage

Danny Ribeau: Danny you are always full of so much spirit and determination. Hold on to it and go after your dreams. We are very proud of you and love you so much. Love, Mom, Dad and Sal

Erie Rice: Erie, it’s hard to believe your high school years are behind you. Your incredible spirit and smile always brightens our day. We are so very proud of you and the enthusiasm and compassion for others have left us with many friends and great memories. The past 4 years have been so exciting for all of us. The best life has to offer. We look forward to what the future holds. We made the most of what P.V. had to offer. Thanks for sharing the smiles, tears, and laughter with us. You’ve accomplished so much in your life and never once compromised yourself or your character. Everything you’ve achieved, you’ve done on your
own and that's something to be proud of. Believe in yourself. You can do big things that are truly important. We know your future will be filled with success and happiness. Remember that we love you and will always be there for you. God bless and guide you. Love, Dad and Mom

Erin Rice: Erin - You've been a great big sister through the years. You always tell your funny stories and jokes with us. We've had some pretty memorable experiences together. We love you very much and wish you the best of luck. Always remember what I tell you before each other.
— "Down Comforter," Love you - Meg and Lauren

Erie Rice: Erin - Stay the same person you are now and you will always be happy. We wish you health, happiness and success in everything you do. And may the Irish angels smile down on you along the way. We love you. Love, Papa and Grandma

Erie Rice: Erin - Your entire family has always been proud of you. You will always have our love and support. You have grown to possess the great combination of solid values and an open mind. We need not wish you success, it is already yours. Love, Aunt Mary, Uncle Gerard, Dan and Ali

Ryhan Romaine: Dear Ryhan - You have grown up into a beautiful lady. May you be happy in all you do. Keep smiling. Love, Dad and Mom

Robert Ross: Dear Rob, You are the one of our dream are so happy to have you.

Mom and Dad

Katie Russo: Dear Katie, May you continue to respond to God's call to use your gifts and talents for others. We are very proud of you. Love, Mom and Dad

Renee Russo: To a very special daughter, who has always made us proud of all her accomplishments, we wish you a future filled with health, happiness, and success. We Love You, Mom, Dad, Maria, and ToTo

Natalie Sabino: Natalie, Since the day you were born, I knew I was blessed with a child. I was privileged to find you over the years you've made me very proud to have a daughter like you. Thank you! Love, Mom

Scott Sandy: Dear Scott, You are the "love" of my life. I am very proud of you, and everything that you have accomplished. My eyes fill with tears when I see a wonderful young man you have become. I hope your life is filled with happiness and everything you want. I Love you my dear son. Love, Mom

Carlo Santaniello: Carlo (Buddy), I am very proud of you. I hope your dreams are future. Love, Mom

Dana Lynn Santonio: With seven years apart, I watched you grow through every stage and I can honestly say you have never disappointed me once. You are intelligent and beautiful inside and out. Not enough words will ever explain how proud of you I am and always will be. Good luck in everything you do and all the accomplishments you're about to make, but if ever in doubt you know where to go. I love you. Your sister, Jody Lynn

Dana Lynn Santonio: We've watched you grow into a lovely young lady. We wish you all the best in the wonderful experiences that await you during the next four years. You worked very hard to get where you are and there is no doubt that you will succeed in all you set out to do in life. You are very special in our lives and also in others. We are proud of you now and always. Much happiness in the future. Never forget we are always at your side. Remember, keep on smiling. We love you always, Mom, Dad and Aunt Linda

Nicole Sauter: Nicole, Where do we begin to tell how much joy and love you have given to us. It seems like yesterday you were in daddy's arms being sung to, dancing to MTV videos, and performing like an actress. Then you went to elementary school and middle school where you proved yourself successful in your academics and extracurricular activities. Your last four years at PV has continued to be a successful story. We would like to know how proud you have made us. We admire your intelligence, dependable belief in yourself, hard work and concern for others. We know you have the knowledge to be successful in life. Always believe in yourself. Keep your head up and strive to make all the right choices in life. Never give up, try again, day after day. Walk through any problems, don't run away from them. Concentrate on tomorrow. Work hard tomorrow and all your dreams will come true. Remember, we will always be there for you. Best of luck to you always.

God Bless You always. You will always be a "Shining Star" and our "Sunshine on a Cloudy Day". Love Always and Forever, Mom and Dad

Michelle Scano: As your high school years come to a close, many thoughts come to mind from the people who have watched you and loved you through these wonderful years. We look forward with great anticipation to your new life in the years ahead. Your father and sister wish you much joy, love and happiness in these exciting and challenging times. May our love for you be always with you through all your life. Forever, Your Mom

Philip Simone: Philip, You are truly one of the most wonderful things that has happened in our lives. You are a warm, kind, loving and sensitive person. You have continued to amaze us through the years with your accomplishments. Keep moving forward, and you will go far. For a successful future, Love, Mom and Dad

Randy Sokalski: You've always kept us laughing with your teasing and your antics. Keep that wonderful sense of humor and use it to bring you pleasure, and may your accomplishments be many. We're proud of you! Love, Mom, Dad, and Tara

Aimee SPLITPOLOUS: Aimee, Your first steps have led you down the right path in life. Hold your head up and follow your dreams. Be at your best at all times. Love you very much and are proud you're our daughter. Mom and Baba

Daniel Start and The Class of '98: The following are quotes from a humorous article entitled "Welcome to Adulthood: written by David Chartrand (who indicated it was the text of a commencement speech he planned to deliver just as soon as some high school students invite him to be its commencement speaker). (It appeared on page 101 of The Wall Street Journal on May 21, 1993.)" "Never again will anyone remind you to do your homework on a Sunday night. You can party all weekend. It's your life. Waste it only if you dare. You are about to jump into the deep end of the pool of life, to sink or swim on your own." "Campus life will not so much build your character as reveal it. Brace yourself now for the relativism you will find on campus. Watch out for religious creeds that prey on college freshmen. There's no harm sharing your beliefs with them, but be very cautious when they demand your mind and your possessions, it's time to wise up and walk away." "If you must choose between what Mom and Dad told you is right and wrong and what your philosophy professor tells you, my money is with Mom and Dad. They have a bigger investment in you." "One last thing: Be not surprised by the tears streaming down your parents' faces... They are not sad. They weep because they are having an hallucinogenic experience. All they know is yesterday you were little frogs and snails and puppy dogs' tails. They have no earthly idea when you turned into this cocky young adult. It is a surreal, mind-altering experience that will be much clearer to you when your own kids leave for college." "You, too, will cry now and then as you realize how much your family means to you and how well they prepared you for this moment. Remember always who you are. You are standing up for what you have become." Marion Douma Start, P.V.H.S. Alumna

Heather Tenczka: Heather, Your four years of High School are finally at an end and your years of college lay before you. Be confident in yourself and set your goals as high as your dreams. You can go anywhere you want with some hard work and the belief that you can. Remember always what's right and wrong, because the easy way is not always the right way. Take pride in yourself and all you do, because I am proud of you and know what you're able to achieve. I'll love you always and support you through it all. I'll always be there to listen when you need to talk. Hoping your book is a best seller - Love always, Mom

Frank Thoma: Frank, Now that this part of your life is over, you can see how fast things come and go. Make the most of your education, and never stop learning. Never settle for second best. Always try to be #1 in what you do, Love, Mom, and Dad

Michael Victor Thomas: With all my love and Your Mom's Love, Dad

Vanessa Thompson: Wishing you the best, in whatever you choose to do in the future. You're the best. Love you, Mom and Dad

Brandon Tor: Brandon, The world is yours for the taking. Reach for the stars and you just may get the moon! You always fill our hearts with pride and laughter. Our love always and forever, Dune, Love, Mom, Dad, Tee, Ronni, Joe and Mariana XOXO

Loretta Trezza: We are so proud of you and we love you very much. Wishing you luck and happiness in the future. May all your dreams come true. You are very special to us. Remember, we are always here for you. Love, Mom, and Dad, Tony and Danny

Ryan Urgo: Dear Ryan, You have always made us proud. Believe in yourself, the way we have always believed in you. We Love You, Mom and Dad

Michelle Vicari: We are very proud of you! Michelle - You are everything parents want in a daughter. You are a warm, sensitive and caring young woman. You have strong convictions - academically and ethically. Continue to be true to yourself and your goals. We love you with all our hearts. Love, Mom, Dad, and Christine

Mike Viterito: Through the good and the bad. my love for you will never change. I only want the best for you. With hard work, you will only succeed. May all your dreams come true. I also want you to remember your father will be with you always. Love Mom

Brandy Westergard: Brandy, We watched you grow from an infant into a very beautiful and caring young adult. We want to let you know how very proud we are of you. Good Luck to you in whatever the future holds and stay the caring person you are. We wish the best of everything for you. With all our Love, Forever, Mom and Dad

Gene Wussulius: Gene, Congratulations! These past four years went too fast. We are so proud of you and all your efforts. Your graphic designs, computer expertise and writing talents have developed into excellent skills. Your quiet, sensitive ways yet great sense of humor are an inspiration to your family. We love you and wish you happiness and success in college! Love, Mom, Don, and Jackie

Gina Ziegler: Dear Gina, You have always made us very proud of all your accomplishments. You have a heart of gold and are always ready to help anyone. In the future, I hope your future out into the world, no matter what path you choose, always know that our love will be with you forever and ever. Love, Mom and Dad

Merideth Ziem: Your smile, love and laughter are what brighten my days. I am thankful and proud that you are my daughter. I hope every dream in your heart comes true and that you find close friends and love to last a lifetime.
Dear Greens, Thank you for Good Luck.

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.

To My Granddaughter, Best wishes in your future endeavors. Love Grandma & Grandpa.

To Grandma & Grandpa, Best wishes ever. Robin & Matty

To Donna, Good Luck! The sky is the limit! Aunt Terry

To Dennis, Nephew, We wish you all the very best! Aunt Terry & Uncle Robert

To Donna, future Cousin at law, Love ya, Aunt Terry

To Donna, That's my son, Love, Denise Bowie

To Donna, Good Luck! The sky is the limit! Love, Grandma & Grandpa.

To Donna, We wish you all the very best! Aunt Terry & Uncle Robert
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To Donna, future Cousin at law, Love ya, Aunt Terry

To Donna, That's my son, Love, Denise Bowie

To Donna, Good Luck! The sky is the limit! Love, Grandma & Grandpa.

To Donna, We wish you all the very best! Aunt Terry & Uncle Robert

To Donna, future Cousin at law, Love ya, Aunt Terry

To Donna, That's my son, Love, Denise Bowie

To Donna, Good Luck! The sky is the limit! Love, Grandma & Grandpa.

To Donna, We wish you all the very best! Aunt Terry & Uncle Robert

To Donna, future Cousin at law, Love ya, Aunt Terry

To Donna, That's my son, Love, Denise Bowie

To Donna, Good Luck! The sky is the limit! Love, Grandma & Grandpa.

To Donna, We wish you all the very best! Aunt Terry & Uncle Robert

To Donna, future Cousin at law, Love ya, Aunt Terry

To Donna, That's my son, Love, Denise Bowie

To Donna, Good Luck! The sky is the limit! Love, Grandma & Grandpa.

To Donna, We wish you all the very best! Aunt Terry & Uncle Robert

To Donna, future Cousin at law, Love ya, Aunt Terry

To Donna, That's my son, Love, Denise Bowie

To Donna, Good Luck! The sky is the limit! Love, Grandma & Grandpa.

To Donna, We wish you all the very best! Aunt Terry & Uncle Robert

To Donna, future Cousin at law, Love ya, Aunt Terry

To Donna, That's my son, Love, Denise Bowie

To Donna, Good Luck! The sky is the limit! Love, Grandma & Grandpa.

To Donna, We wish you all the very best! Aunt Terry & Uncle Robert

To Donna, future Cousin at law, Love ya, Aunt Terry

To Donna, That's my son, Love, Denise Bowie

To Donna, Good Luck! The sky is the limit! Love, Grandma & Grandpa.

To Donna, We wish you all the very best! Aunt Terry & Uncle Robert

To Donna, future Cousin at law, Love ya, Aunt Terry

To Donna, That's my son, Love, Denise Bowie

To Donna, Good Luck! The sky is the limit! Love, Grandma & Grandpa.

To Donna, We wish you all the very best! Aunt Terry & Uncle Robert

To Donna, future Cousin at law, Love ya, Aunt Terry

To Donna, That's my son, Love, Denise Bowie

To Donna, Good Luck! The sky is the limit! Love, Grandma & Grandpa.

To Donna, We wish you all the very best! Aunt Terry & Uncle Robert

To Donna, future Cousin at law, Love ya, Aunt Terry

To Donna, That's my son, Love, Denise Bowie

To Donna, Good Luck! The sky is the limit! Love, Grandma & Grandpa.

To Donna, We wish you all the very best! Aunt Terry & Uncle Robert

To Donna, future Cousin at law, Love ya, Aunt Terry

To Donna, That's my son, Love, Denise Bowie

To Donna, Good Luck! The sky is the limit! Love, Grandma & Grandpa.
We could not be prouder.
Love Nanna Mane and Antoinette.
Lots of Luck.

Shannon.

To Meredith, Now that you are out of high school, you are a woman and you have always been a great girl. Best of luck and much happiness. Love. Auntleslre and Uncle John.

Mom & Dad.

To Santa, I love you. You've made me very proud and I'm just like a little girl when you visit me. Love. Amanda.

To John.

You've always been the best.
Love. Bode & Dod.

To Matt, The best years are about to begin. Stay smart and have fun! I know you will do great. Love. Troy.

To Matt. Congratulations! The best of luck in all your future endeavors.
Love. Grandma G. & Grandpa H.

Darin, Congratulations and best of luck in your future.
Love. Aunt DeeAnn, UNC, and Ryan.

Good Luck Class of '98 from the Van Beveren's.

To John, keep up the good work and please try to work hard for your future and the future of others. Love.

Dan.

To Tania, you've made me very proud and I'm just like a little girl when you visit me. Love. Amanda.

To Matt, The best years are about to begin. Stay smart and have fun! I know you will do great. Love. Troy.

To Matt. Congratulations! The best of luck in all your future endeavors.
Love. Grandma G. & Grandpa H.

Darin, Congratulations and best of luck in your future.
Love. Aunt DeeAnn, UNC, and Ryan.

Good Luck Class of '98 from the Van Beveren's.

To John, keep up the good work and please try to work hard for your future and the future of others. Love.

Dan.

To Tania, you've made me very proud and I'm just like a little girl when you visit me. Love. Amanda.

To Matt, The best years are about to begin. Stay smart and have fun! I know you will do great. Love. Troy.

To Matt. Congratulations! The best of luck in all your future endeavors.
Love. Grandma G. & Grandpa H.

Darin, Congratulations and best of luck in your future.
Love. Aunt DeeAnn, UNC, and Ryan.
Talia, What can I say except Congratulations!!!
Good Luck in the future Talia Gram
"Way out world she here comes" - Are you ready?
Best of luck in the real world.
You taught school was hard! Just wait!!!
Good Luck in "whatever" you do.
It is a lot of work, but you will pay off.
Good Luck.
We are very happy & proud, Love ya lots
Congratulations to the class of ’98
Heather, Good Luck in all your future endeavors.
Hether, Have fun in college. Lots of luck in the future.
Heather, Good Luck in the future and hope to see you.
Best wishes with you. Love, Mom & Dad
Jeffand Rachel.
Jeff, Good Luck in college.
Jeff, Good Luck and happiness.
Jeff, We are very proud of you. You’re our son.
You are the best of the best.
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Jeff, Good Luck in college. Love, Grandpa & Grandma
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The Staff of the 1998 Yearbook would like to thank the following people for their help and generosity in making the Yearbook possible.

Mr. Frank Ariola  
Mrs. Nancy Ariola  
Mr. Frank Ball  
The Board of Education  
Mr. William DeGroot  
Mrs. Marie Ferriola  
Mr. Paul Gerber  
Jostens

Dr. Louis R. Centolanza  
Mr. John Wallace  
Mr. John Joyce, Jr.  
Lorstan  
Mrs. Jackie McGarrity  
Mr. Donald Ruccia  
Mrs. Rosalinda Mulcahy  
All Senior English Teachers

Thank You!

Kyla Frasche Daughter of Mr. Raymond Frasche

Taylor Humes Daughter of Mr. Bill Humes and Granddaughter of Mrs. Trudy Humes

Michael Harper Son of Mrs. Jeann Harper

Cielita Ms. Jenai Agosta’s newest addition!

Alana Maria Pedalino Daughter of Mrs. Maria Pedalino

Olivia Pantale Daughter of Mr. Bill Pantale

Mundo Ms. Agosta’s other baby!

Alissa Paulison Daughter of Mrs. Karen and Mr. Russ Paulison

Kelly McCauly Granddaughter of Mrs. Rose Ann Cortese

Since Mr. Janish retired last year, and we have no retirees this year, the Class of 1998 would like to acknowledge all of the newest additions to our P.V. Family!
Festa Memorial Funeral Home Inc.

111 Union Boulevard
Totowa, New Jersey 07512
Robert P. Festa, Manager
Robert P. Festa Jr., Director

Since 1924
CHARLES
Bahr
& SON, INC.

LUMBER, MASON'S SUPPLIES
FUEL, HARDWARE

49 DURRELL STREET
VERONA, NJ 07044
PHONE: 239-2121
Serving Your Financial Needs With Friendly Service

MAIN ST. & PATERNSON AVE.
LITTLE FALLS, N.J. 07424
(201) 256-1516

Leonard G. Romaine
President
86 Main Street
Little Falls, NJ 07424-1493
201-256-6100

Nicole,
You're the end of the rainbow.
You're my pot of gold.
You're daddy's little girl,
To have and to hold.
You're sugar and spice
And you're everything nice.
'cause you're daddy's little girl!
Love, Daddy

Congratulations
Gina Capano,
1998 staff of
the Valley Green
and especially
Yvette McNeal;
Job well done!!

Art and
Marie Ferriola
(Grandma
& Pop.)
Congratulations Danielle!

You have a strong Beautiful Spirit - One that can take you as high as you want to go. Now it's time for your Dreams to come true. Walk into tomorrow with your head high, a smile on your face and Bring your beautiful Light into the world! We Love You! We are proud of you! Love always: Mom & Dad

Apollo Cards & Flags

465 Route 46 West
Totowa, NJ
(973)256-8362
www.apolloflags.com
(Toys R Us Shopping Center)
(Next to Applebees)
Hours Mon. - Sat. 9AM-9PM
Sunday 10AM-5PM
LARGEST HALLMARK GOLD CROWN
STORE IN THE AREA
Flags & Banners - Homemade Candy - Boxed Candy
Precious Moments - Cherished Teddies - Crystal & More
LARGEST SELECTION OF
DECORATIVE & SEASONAL BANNERS
BEST OF LUCK TO ALL P. V. GRADUATES

Raymond A. Reddin
Attorney At Law

Best Wishes

United Food and Commercial Workers International Union
Local #464A . . . affiliated with A.F. of L. -C.I.O.
Santangelo Funeral Homes

CHARLES A. SANTANGELO
(1953-1993)

GUY J. SANTANGELO
MARIE A. MARRO

V. JAMES SANTANGELO, JR.
MATTHEW A. DI CHIARA

V. JAMES SANTANGELO, SR.
(1919-1986)

Good Luck Steven
And The Class Of ’98

Carmen And Linda Gaita

GAITA MEMORIAL HOME
154 Pompton Tpke.
Little Falls, NJ
256-2224
First Russian National Home, Inc.

Hall For All Occasions
Banquets • Meetings • Dances • Weddings

4 - 6 Woodhull Avenue
Singac, New Jersey 07424

Suburban Physical Therapy Center

Tel: 973-256-0330
Fax: 973-812-0339
E-mail: jim@physical-therapist.com
www.physical-therapist.com/sptc/

194 Second Avenue, Cedar Grove,
New Jersey 07009
Residential • Commercial • Industrial
Sales and Rentals

RAYMOND LEOPIZZI
ASSOCIATE BROKER / OWNER

REAL ESTATE AGENCY
280 TRENTON AVENUE
PATERSON, NJ 07503

(973) 684-7171
Fax (973) 684-7348

ALBERT JOHN
HAIR DESIGNERS

106 MAIN ST.
LITTLE FALLS NJ

(201) 256-9441

LICENSE #6582

Dak Electric Company
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR
INDUSTRIAL COMMERCIAL RESIDENTIAL

(201) 256-4085/1413
236 WOODCLIFFE AVENUE
LITTLE FALLS, NJ 07424

KENNETH (BILL) SCHNEIDER

PHONE 201-256-6300
Fax 201-256-7215

STAR TOTOWA INC.
MICHAEL C. URSITTI
PRESIDENT

400 ROUTE 46 E.
TOTOWA, N.J. 07512

CLAUDE E. DILTS, D.V.M.
LITTLE FALLS ANIMAL HOSPITAL
333 Main Street
Little Falls, NJ 07424

Fancy Florals
Silk Arrangements
Plants • Trees • Wreaths
Decorating Accents
Window Treatments
Custom Art Work
201-256-6488
Jacqueline Martello

R&L ELECTRIC INCORPORATED
1275 Bloomfield Ave,
Bldg 2, Suite 12
Fairfield, NJ 07004

WILLIAM POLZER
President
Phone: 973-882-8896
Fax: 973-882-8922
Mobile: 201-247-0106
Fax 718-740-4048

R& L ELECTRIC OF
NEW YORK, INC.
211-07 Jamaica Ave
Queens Village, NY 11428

RICK RICCIARDELLI
Broker

PAS SAC VALLEY
REALTORS

102 EAST MAIN STREET
LITTLE FALLS, NEW JERSEY 07424
(201) 256-8400
FAX (201) 812-9307

JOE: 785-0513
STORE: 956-9179
FRANK: 812-6814

BENVENUTI'S MARKET
OUR SPECIALTIES
HOME MADE ITALIAN SAUSAGE, QUALITY MEATS,
REFF PATTIES, DELI, GROCERY, FRUITS &
VEGETABLES, FRUIT BASKETS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

FOR ALL YOUR FOOD
NEEDS-CALL US
MON.-SAT. 8 A.M.-6 P.M.
WE DELIVER

359 TOTOWA AVENUE
PATERSON, NJ 07502

Best Wishes To The Class Of 1998 From . .

The Passaic Valley Chapter Of Unico National-
America's Largest Italian-American Organization
"Hey, Hey, We're The Monkees!"

Tania: Well, we're still friends, after 3 yrs. We were always there for each other. We have a lot of great memories together!!

Love Ya, Jen

Dana: We have a lot of great memories together throughout the 3 yrs. We always had a fun time. Remember your sleepovers?

Love Ya, Jen

Guys, the years we spent together have been fun! We have gone through a lot together. I am really glad that I met and became friends with all of you!!

Love, Tania

You all have a place in my heart! The memories we made will last a lifetime!

Even more than that, I am happy to know that I am as important to you as you are to me!!

Love, Dana

MARIA

It is hard to believe how far you've come, from the cute little girl of yesteryear to the beautiful and talented young lady of today. All the unforgettable moments have passed by so quickly but all of the memories still do remain. We hope that, as you commence your promising future, you remember the good times fondly. We will never forget when we had you all to our selves. When you were a little twinkle in our eyes. But we see now that you have grown into a mature and successful woman. We know that you will be happy and successful. Remember the only limitations you will face are those you create for yourself. And also believe nothing of what you hear and only half of what you see. Be dependent and self sufficient but, at the same time, caring and giving. We love you more than words can say and we will always be there for you without selfish motives, but also in the best and worst of times.

Love Mom, Dad, &
Kathy

MICHELLE,

Thank you for being there whenever I needed you. You directed me on the path. Your advice was always right and you knew what I was going through and had the right thing to say.

"Friends Forever"
"Love always and forever, you'll never be forgotten!"
Ria
Class of 98'
MEMORIES '94-98

Singin' on the beach at the Casa Bahama 1997* "Nobody but us chickens in here!!"*Kelley("L"
Activities)-Elisa-Rhy( skunks) Sleepovers* Men? What men? With friends like these who needs
men?* Holding each others hair back at: Mike Sawieljew's parties, Summer '97 Wayne parties
(300 Peeps!), Petty's Shore House Party(Cas' B-day), Jim's Parties, L. Nielsen Parties '94 &
'96, N. Serapiglia's Party (AAHHH Your Mother!!!), Marky's Parties, Petty's Freshman Open
House Parties, D. Santalla's Parties* The Boat* White Mac Truck* Betty Boop* The Shark* City
Trips* Temptations '97* Quarry(Petty Sophomore year)* Power Lines("...you have the right to
remain silent...")*The Cliff* The Strip*The Lot*Petty's Tent* Pipeline* Woodstock* Jewel
Concert '97* Seaside '97 (sleepin' in cars)* A. Marino's Pool Party '94* Giglee '96* Girls' Show
'95-98* Social* Cotilion(sleepin' at Gaita's)* Cancun '98* Admiral West '98!!! *We love all our
"Cool Boyz"!!!

To all those we've loved and lost or still long for...Stay Gold!!! "Nature's first
green (or white) is gold, her hardest hue to hold."

~3M2KGRELS

Maya*Michelle*Melissa*Kelley*Korinne*Gina*Rhy(Elisa*Leah*Sabrina
FOREVER FRIENDS

YESTERDAY

When boys meant "quack" and friends were new
Dreams weren't important and worries few,
When teens was too short and life too long,
Decisions came easy with out the need to belong,
When bad things didn't happen, when only skinned knees brought tears.

And the light on stopped all our fears.
When farewell meant just for the summer
Real friends didn't part, the fun went on forever and never left a broken heart.

200/Ads
Would you give up countless hours per week to spend on end walking up and down a football field while spinning a 2 pound piece of wood, beating a drum, handling a 5 1/2 foot pole with a piece of cloth on it, playing a trumpet or saxophone, twirling a 40-inch piece of metal with rubber tips on the end, or playing the flute?

Would you give up free time so someone could whistle and yell "AGAIN", "TIMING", "THIS IS OCTOBER PEOPLE, NOT JUNE", "WE PLAY TILL 9:00 BY MY WATCH", and other such endearing statements?

Would you give up your weekends when other teenagers are out on dates so you could work your heart out in front of a stadium full of spectators?

Would you spend endless hours on a bumpy bus so you could have the privilege of spending your money on shack food?

Would you march until you had blisters on your feet, when you were sick, when every muscle in your body ached?

Would you consider trying again when you just suffered a stinging defeat, your heart felt ready to break and tears were streaming down your face?

Would you push a little harder when your body screams "STOP", but the prayer in your mind is "LET ME DO BETTER THAN I DID LAST TIME"?

Would you or could you?

IT TAKES A SPECIAL PERSON!

by: Dawn Donadio

"I GLORY IN CONFLICT THAT I MAY HEREAFTER EXULTE IN VICTORY."

THIS IS HOW WE DO IT!!
Dear Jenn A.,
Jay R., John G.,
and Nick G.,
You guys are
the best! I'm
going to miss
you all terribly.
I love you guys

Love always,
Katie

I never really felt it, I never really knew,
I never understood it, until my heart loved you.

I thought it didn't matter, I thought I ceased to be,
I thought I had to settle, to be something less than me.

I dreamed of different lives, of different times and places,
I dreamed of true love, it had a thousand different faces.

I can't believe the freedom, I can't believe it's true,
I can't believe my fortune, since I fell in love with you

Anthony,
I love you more than ever. I hope we last for eternity!
I can't put it into words the love I have for you.
Thank-you for ALL that you have done for me.
I LOVE YOU!
7-4-96

Little Falls Local
No. 346 Inc.
Policemen's
Benevolent
Association
PO Box 142
Little Falls, NJ
07424

Congratulations!
The graduating class of 1998 would like to thank the following companies for their contributions, and help in making our yearbook a success:

CRAYOLA CORPORATION
THE BECKLEY CANDY GROUP
A 15-day school strike in Ontario, Canada, affects 2.1 million students. Late in October, 128,000 teachers walk out to protest a controversial bill that would alter educational funding and centralize government control of education.

Asian economic turmoil triggers global unrest. In October, Hong Kong's stock market crashes. Asian countries receive billions in bailout dollars from the International Monetary Fund.

A GOvernmment, and businesses worldwide race to remedy the "Year 2000" problem. Unless key computer systems are reprogrammed to recognize dates in the new century the world faces the threat of catastrophic failure in critical areas like banking, air safety, public utilities and defense.
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Montserrat, once called "the Emerald Isle of the Caribbean," is devastated by ongoing eruptions from a volcano that had been dormant for 400 years. Two-thirds of the populace evacuates.
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A Power of earthquakes in central Italy kill 11 people and damage art treasures, including centuries-old frescoes by Italian Renaissance painters, in the Basilica of St. Francis of Assisi.

Halloween fever seizes France. At the base of the Eiffel Tower in Paris 8,000 pumpkins are displayed, and French children participate in an American-style Halloween celebration.

The remains of Ernesto "Che" Guevara, martyred Marxist revolutionary, are laid to rest in Cuba in October, 30 years after his execution in Bolivia, where his bones recently had been found.

After 32 years of autocratic rule, President Mobutu Sese Seko of Zaire is deposed in May 1997 and later dies in exile. His successor, Laurent Kabila, changes Zaire's name to Democratic Republic of the Congo.

Powerful earthquakes in central Italy kill 11 people and damage art treasures, including centuries-old frescoes by Italian Renaissance painters, in the Basilica of St. Francis of Assisi.

Hong Kong reverts to China at 12:01 a.m., July 1, after 156 years of British colonial rule. China says Hong Kong will continue its Western way of life and free-market economy.

Montserrat, once called "the Emerald Isle of the Caribbean," is devastated by ongoing eruptions from a volcano that had been dormant for 400 years. Two-thirds of the populace evacuates.

Change sweeps Great Britain as Labor Party leader Tony Blair's landslide election in May 1997 outst the Conservatives and makes Blair, at 44, Britain's youngest prime minister in 185 years.

Hurricane Pauline slams into Mexico's Pacific coast in October, causing flash floods, landslides and at least 200 fatalities. The resort city of Acapulco is heavily damaged.
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After 32 years of autocratic rule, President Mobutu Sese Seko of Zaire is deposed in May 1997 and later dies in exile. His successor, Laurent Kabila, changes Zaire's name to Democratic Republic of the Congo.

Powerful earthquakes in central Italy kill 11 people and damage art treasures, including centuries-old frescoes by Italian Renaissance painters, in the Basilica of St. Francis of Assisi.
President Jiang Zemin of China meets for summit talks with President Bill Clinton in October, the first visit in 12 years of a Chinese leader to the U.S. During his stay, demonstrators protest China's treatment of Tibet.

The death of "the people's princess" generates an emotional outpouring of love and grief, evidenced by floral tributes heaped at Diana's Kensington Palace home.

One of the most poignant images of Diana's funeral: her young sons following her coffin into Westminster Abbey.

The world's most famous and admired women, dies at 36 in a violent car crash in Paris on August 31.

At the funeral, Elton John performs "Candle in the Wind 1997," rewritten in tribute to Diana. The recording quickly sells more than 35 million copies, becoming the best-selling single of all time. Sales proceeds benefit the Diana, Princess of Wales Memorial Fund.

In June, shortly before Diana's death, an auction of 79 of her evening gowns raises $3.26 million for AIDS and cancer charities. Top price paid for a single gown: $222,500.

Floods, drought and mismanagement in North Korea create a severe famine. As many as a million North Koreans die of starvation.

Pope John Paul II visits Communist Cuba in January 1998, the first time a pope has done so. During his five-day visit the pope celebrates public masses and meets privately with President Fidel Castro.
Once mighty Apple Computer is close to failure when arch-rival Bill Gates of Microsoft "rescues" it with a $150 million bail-out in August. The event opens a new era of cooperation between formerly fierce competitors.

On July 23 suspected murderer Andrew Cunanan, 27, commits suicide in Miami Beach. Cunanan was the prime suspect in a cross-country killing spree that left five dead, including fashion designer Gianni Versace.

In April 1997, floods ravage the entire Red River Valley between Minnesota and the Dakotas. Ninety percent of downtown Grand Forks, North Dakota, is under water.

American join "Stop the Violence" campaigns nationwide in an attempt to generate awareness of and solutions to the problem of violence in America.

Americans join "Stop the Violence" campaigns nationwide in an attempt to generate awareness of and solutions to the problem of violence in America.

Joe Camel is snuffed out as the Federal Trade Commission bans tobacco advertising aimed at minors and institutes sweeping tobacco advertising restrictions.

British nanny Louise Woodward, 19, is convicted in Massachusetts of murdering a child in her care. The judge later reduces the charge to involuntary manslaughter and releases her.
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Timothy McVeigh is convicted of murder and conspiracy in June for the April 1995 bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City. McVeigh is later sentenced to death.

Timothy McVeigh is convicted of murder and conspiracy in June for the April 1995 bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City. McVeigh is later sentenced to death.

First Lt. Kelly Flinn accepts a general discharge from the Air Force, avoiding court-martial for lying about an affair and disobeying orders. Flinn had been the first and only female B-52 pilot in the service.
A rare urban tornado grows through Miami on May 12, uprooting trees, shattering windows and snapping power lines. Fortunately, the storm inflicts only minor injuries.

Attorney General Janet Reno refuses to name an independent prosecutor to investigate Clinton administration fundraising, causing friction with FBI Director Louis Freeh.

Terry Nichols is found guilty of conspiracy and manslaughter in the 1995 Oklahoma City bombing. Nichols is spared a federal death sentence in January 1998, but still faces Oklahoma state charges.

UFO enthusiasts gather in Roswell, New Mexico, to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the alleged UFO crash there in July 1947.

Bobbi McCaughey, Carlisle, Iowa, gives birth November 19 to seven babies, the U.S.'s first living septuplets. McCaughey and her husband Kenny now have eight children.

At the Internet/Online Summit in December, Vice President Al Gore announces government initiatives to protect young Internet users from online pornography.

Fast-food giant Burger King is forced to stop serving burgers when supplier Hudson Foods recalls 25 million pounds of hamburger suspected of contamination with E. coli bacteria. It is the biggest beef recall in U.S. history.

The all-male Promise Keepers movement inspires praise and controversy for its message of spiritual revival and personal responsibility for men. In October, the group holds a giant rally in Washington, D.C.

Once-secret tape recordings of former presidents Kennedy and Nixon are released publicly. The tapes provide an unvarnished, and sometimes unflattering, glimpse into the two presidents' actions and conversations in the White House.

On October 25, at least 300,000 African-American women gather in Philadelphia for the Million Woman March. Winnie Madikizela-Mandela is one of the speakers.

Bobbi McCaughey, Carlisle, Iowa, gives birth November 19 to seven babies, the U.S.'s first living septuplets. McCaughey and her husband Kenny now have eight children.
Russia's aging Mir space station collides with an unmanned supply vehicle in June and is seriously damaged. This is only one in a series of crises casting doubt on the viability of the station.

Research produces medical breakthroughs, including a genetically engineered "bullet" molecule being tested to fight cancer and new drugs to control or prevent Parkinson's disease, osteoporosis and congestive heart failure.

Viewers worldwide see the first-ever high-resolution color pictures of Mars when the Pathfinder spacecraft lands July 4. The lander and its rover, Sojourner, collect and transmit extraordinary data for three months.

In September, CAT scans of petrified dinosaur eggs found in China reveal a dinosaur embryo.

For $8.36 million, Chicago's Field Museum of Natural History buys "Sue," the most complete Tyrannosaurus rex fossil ever discovered. The sale occurs October 4 at Sotheby's in New York.

Scottish scientists in February 1997 announce the world's first cloning of an adult mammal. The sheep, named Dolly, fuels controversy over possible misuse of the technology.

Fuel cells that convert a fuel's energy directly into electricity are being developed for use in cars, making possible an efficient, low-emission car of the future.

The first prescription pill for male-pattern baldness is approved by the Food and Drug Administration in December. The drug Propecia is made by Merck and Company.

Aided by the Hubble Space Telescope, astronomers discover the Pistol Star—the brightest star yet observed in the Milky Way. The Pistol Star is 25,000 light years from Earth.
Comet Hale-Bopp captures imaginations worldwide as it streaks past Earth for the first time in 4,200 years—or, since 2203 B.C. Hale-Bopp next returns in 4397.

On October 13, the British jet car *Thrust SSC* becomes the first vehicle to break the sound barrier on land, traveling 766.6 miles per hour in the Nevada desert.

In December, 159 nations gather in Kyoto, Japan, and negotiate a climate treaty to combat global warming by reducing greenhouse gases.

The Food and Drug Administration approves a dental laser for treating cavities. Unlike traditional dental drills, the laser in most cases causes virtually no discomfort.

El Niño stirs up global weather patterns. Caused by warmer-than-normal water temperatures in the equatorial Pacific, the '97 El Niño is blamed for storms and weather problems worldwide.

In long-awaited computer adventure game sequel to *Myst*, *Riven* proves to be just as popular and even more sophisticated visually than its predecessor.

Protesters unsuccessfully attempt to prevent the October launch of NASA's *Cassini* spacecraft to Saturn, fearing an accident could shower the Earth with the rocket's radioactive plutonium.

Hong Kong authorities in December order the slaughter of more than a million chickens in an effort to halt the spread of a bird flu virus that killed six people.

The space shuttle *Columbia* releases the errant *Spartan* satellite in November. U.S. astronaut Winston Scott and Takao Doi, the first Japanese astronaut to do a space walk, retrieve the satellite for return to Earth.

French oceanographer and award-winning filmmaker Jacques Cousteau dies in June at 87. His work gained renown through the popular television series "The Undersea World of Jacques Cousteau."
This year's look in cosmetics is glimmering, sparkling and colorful. Riding this wave, cosmetics giant Christian Dior introduces Mascara Flash, temporary hair color in a variety of outrageous tints.

Platform shoes, a fashion statement during the disco '70s, make a style comeback in a big way in 1997, inspiring even platform sneakers.

Teen People, a savvy monthly magazine for and about teenagers, premieres in February 1998.

In October, a cyberfashion show at the M.I.T. Media Lab Wearable Symposium features fashions with built-in computer devices and electronic hardware. M.I.T. students designed the high-tech fashions.

Princess Diana tribute merchandise abounds, including a double CD set and a new Beanie Baby named Princess, a royal purple bear adorned with a rose. Profits benefit the Diana, Princess of Wales Memorial Fund.

Fashion advertising and clothing trends inspire the popularity of the color orange, which replaces neon green as the fad color of the year.

Fashion looks to the Far East. The stick-on bindi, a tiny decorative accent worn in the middle of the forehead, is popularized by Gwen Stefani, lead singer of the band No Doubt.

Flash

Nike introduces a new "I Can" advertising campaign on New Year's Day. The company does not plan to abandon its "Just Do It" slogan, introduced in 1985, which will continue to appear on T-shirts and posters.

Diet Scent Patches are introduced in June by Slimline, a British company. Designed to help people diet successfully, the small arm stickers produce an unpleasant odor to discourage the wearer from eating sweets.

"Two Fat Ladies" becomes the Food Network's hottest new cooking show in the U.S., attracting fans with its unconventional British stars, two overweight, middle-aged women.
The Chevrolet Corvette is named "Motor Trend" magazine's 1998 Car of the Year.

A new $50 bill featuring a larger, off-center portrait of President Ulysses S. Grant is unveiled in October. Design details make the bill more difficult to forge.

After nearly 40 years, Mattel's Barbie doll takes on a more realistic face and body shape than the Barbie of the '60s. The new doll will begin to appear in stores in early 1998.

Mattel introduces Share a Smile Becky in May 1997. Seated in a bright pink wheelchair, the doll is marketed as a friend to the traditional Barbie.

Mehndi, intricate designs painted on the body with henna dye, is a popular expression of the fashion trend toward Eastern themes and patterns.

Digital "pets" are a 1997 toy craze. These virtual critters keep their owners busy by beeping when they need care or feeding. If ignored, they "die."

Canada issues a Superhero postage stamp series that includes a 45-cent stamp featuring the colorful, comic-book image of Superman.

Popular board games appear on CD-ROM in ever-growing numbers, including interactive favorites Monopoly, Scrabble, Sorry, Risk and Boggle.
The Lost World, Steven Spielberg's Jurassic Park sequel, breaks summer box-office records everywhere. It earns $229 million in the U.S.

ABC's gritty police drama "NYPD Blue" remains one of the most popular one-hour dramas on television in 1997, capturing four Emmy Awards.

Jerry Seinfeld, creator and star of the NBC hit "Seinfeld," announces in December that the 1997-1998 season is the show's last. The final episode airs in May, ending the popular show's nine-year run.

Comedian Chris Farley dies at 33 of a drug overdose on December 18. He starred in NBC's "Saturday Night Live" and movies including Tommy Boy and Beverly Hills Ninja.

Horror films draw teenagers to the box office. I Know What You Did Last Summer, starring Jennifer Love Hewitt and Sarah Michelle Gellar, is one of the year's biggest attractions.

In its second season, the WB's campy sitcom "Buffy the Vampire Slayer" blossoms into a huge favorite with many viewers.

Jenny McCarthy stars in a new fall NBC comedy "Jenny" that, in January 1998, goes into hiatus only a few months into its first season. McCarthy had been an MTV personality before moving to the network.

Critically acclaimed Amistad, directed by Steven Spielberg, tells the story of an 1839 slave ship mutiny. The film culminates years of effort by producer Debbie Allen to bring the story to life.

Fox network launches "King of the Hill," an animated show that focuses on the lives of a propane dealer from Texas and his family. The show goes on to become a smash hit.

Scream 2, the chilling hit sequel to Scream, is a wildly successful mix of carnage and comedy starring Neve Campbell, Jerry O'Connell, Tori Spelling, Jada Pinkett and a host of other stars.
Religion is a common theme on eight fall-season network TV shows inspired by the success of CBS's "Touched by an Angel" starring Roma Downey, Della Reese and John Dye. New programs include ABC's "Nothing Sacred" and "Teen Angel."

Titanic is a huge critical and box-office success. The movie event of the year, this $200 million picture is the most costly in history. After 45 days in the theaters, Titanic had earned $308 million.

Star Wars captures a new generation of fans when George Lucas re-releases the film trilogy 20 years after the first film was shown. In Washington, D.C., the National Air and Space Museum mounts a huge exhibition of now-historic Star Wars artifacts.

Michael Flatley's pulsating show "Lord of the Dance" fuels the extraordinary popularity of Irish dance. The show tours 15 cities in the U.S. through October.

In the fall, Fox debuts "Ally McBeal," a comedy/drama starring Calista Flockhart as a young Boston attorney. The show captures a Golden Globe Award in January 1998 for best series/musical or comedy.

Matt Damon stars as an attorney in The Rainmaker, a movie based on the John Grisham novel. Damon's successes also include the film Good Will Hunting.

Summer blockbuster Men in Black grosses more than $500 million worldwide to become 1997's biggest hit. The sci-fi comedy stars Will Smith and Tommy Lee Jones.

The 1997 season premiere episode of "ER" is broadcast live and draws 42.7 million viewers for NBC, including those who watch it on a giant screen in Times Square.
Fiona Apple, 20, one of rock’s female superstars, is named MTV’s Best New Artist in a Video. Her single “Criminal” soars to the top of the charts.

Chumbawamba’s hit single “Tubthumping” brings long-awaited success to this British band. The song becomes popular at pro sports events, kicking off games for several teams.

Garth Brooks releases Sevens, his first album in two years. The album sells 800,000 copies the first week.
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With their hit single “MMMBoop,” three young brothers from Tulsa become one of the biggest breakthrough acts of 1997 as the band Hanson.

Rap artist the Notorious B.I.G. is killed in a March 1997 drive-by shooting in Los Angeles. He is posthumously awarded MTV’s 1997 Best Rap Video Award for “Hypnotize” and is named Spin magazine’s Artist of the Year.

Lilith Fair, an all-female summer rock concert, draws large crowds on its 37-stop tour. Canadian singer-songwriter Sarah McLachlan masterminds the festival and releases a hit album, Surfacing.

Drummer Bill Berry leaves R.E.M. after 17 years with the popular rock group. R.E.M. plans to continue as a trio.

Kenn G. enters the Guinness Book of World Records for holding the longest musical note—45 minutes, 47 seconds—on his saxophone.

Smash Mouth popularizes a genre of alternative rock known as neo-ska with its hit single “Walkin’ on the Sun” and debut album Fush Yu Mang.

Walk This Way: The Autobiography of Aerosmith chronicles the long career of the band notorious for its excesses in the ’70s and ’80s. The group’s new album Nine Lives is nominated for a 1998 Grammy.
British pop phenomenon, the Spice Girls, makes millions with mega-hits such as "Wannabe" and sells 14 million albums and 10 million singles.

Adam Yauch of the Beastie Boys engineers the second Tibetan Freedom Concert, held in June in New York, offering 27 music acts and a free-Tibet political message.

The album No Way Out by Puff Daddy & the Family goes multiplatinum. Puffy's single "I'll Be Missing You," an elegy to his friend the Notorious B.I.G., also tops the charts.

Sixteen-year-old R&B phenom Jonny Lang opens for the Rolling Stones' fall tour and spends 16 weeks at No. 1 on Billboard's blues chart with his album Lie to Me.

Kenneth "Babyface" Edmonds, superstar producer songwriter singer, receives more 1998 Grammy nominations than any other artist, including one for his album The Day. Edmonds and wife Tracey also produce the film Soul Food in 1997.

Metallica releases a seventh album, Re-Load, that confirms its position as the premier heavy-metal band in the music world.

Radiohead is Spin magazine's Band of the Year. Critics praise Radiohead's album OK Computer, variously described as haunting, revolting, inescrutable, stunning and gorgeous. The album receives a 1998 Grammy nomination for Rock/Pop Album of the Year.

Third Eye Blind, after several years in San Francisco's underground music scene, goes big time in 1997. Their song "Semi-Charmed Life" is listed as the top-selling modern rock single for 1997 in Billboard magazine.

At 15, country music sensation LeAnn Rimes sells more than 12.5 million recordings in the U.S. in 1997 and is named Billboard Music Awards Artist of the Year. Her single "How Do I Live" is one of the year's best sellers.
In July, 16-year-old Swiss tennis star Martina Hingis becomes the youngest Wimbledon champion since 1887. Hingis wins three of the four 1997 Grand Slam events.

Quarterback John Elway leads the Denver Broncos to a 31-24 victory over the Green Bay Packers in Super Bowl XXXII in San Diego, January 25, 1998. It is Elway's first Super Bowl win in four appearances.

Tiger Woods, 21, becomes the youngest golfer ever to win the Masters Tournament. His 18-under par score sets a Masters record. Woods wins 3 other tournaments and sets a PGA Tour earnings record of $2.1 million for the season.

The Florida Marlins are baseball’s 1997 World Series champs and the first team ever to win the Series without winning its league pennant. The Marlins defeat the Cleveland Indians in seven games.

In April 1997, the premier issue of Sports Illustrated Women hits the newsstands. The magazine reflects the explosive growth of female participation in sports.
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Mike Tyson bites off part of Evander Holyfield’s ear and is disqualified in the WBA Heavyweight rematch in June 1997. Tyson is fined nearly $3 million and his boxing license is revoked.

Pittsburgh Penguins’ Mario Lemieux retires in April 1997 after a spectacular comeback from Hodgkin’s disease and injury. Lemieux is elected to the Hockey Hall of Fame in September.

Professional sports salaries keep skyrocketing. One of the most publicized of 1997 is Kevin Garnett's $126 million contract to play basketball for the Minnesota Timberwolves.

Charles Woodson, Michigan's versatile junior cornerback, becomes the first primarily defensive player to win the Heisman Trophy, awarded in December.
Jeff Gordon, at 26, wins the 1997 NASCAR Winston Cup, his second Winston Cup point title in three years. Gordon's 1997 points total 4,710.

Nagano, Japan, hosts the 1998 Winter Olympic Games during February. Three new medal sports make their Olympic debut: curling, snowboarding and women's ice hockey.

Detroit Red Wings captain Steve Yzerman powers his team to the 1997 Stanley Cup championship, its first in 42 years, by sweeping the Philadelphia Flyers in four games.

The Chicago Bulls beat the Utah Jazz in June 1997 for their fifth NBA championship in seven years. Michael Jordan is chosen Finals MVP a record fifth time.

When the college football season ends, two teams share the national championship. Michigan (12-0) is named No. 1 by the sports writers' poll, and Nebraska (13-0) by the coaches' poll.

In its debut season, the WNBA exceeds all league expectations for success. The Houston Comets' championship win over the New York Liberty caps the 1997 season.

Women officiate in an all-male professional sports league for the first time. The pioneers, Dee Kanter and Violet Palmer, are referees in the NBA.

Mark McGwire, of the St. Louis Cardinals, slams 52 homers in 1996 and 58 in 1997. McGwire becomes only the second player in baseball history with back-to-back, 50-home run seasons, the other being Babe Ruth.

Dean Smith, winningest coach in college basketball history, retires in October after 36 seasons at North Carolina. Sports Illustrated names him 1997 Sportsman of the Year.
Miss Illinois, Katherine Shindle, is crowned Miss America 1998. For the first time in its 77-year history the pageant allows contestants to wear two-piece swimsuits in competition.

Chelsea Clinton begins her freshman year at Stanford University in Palo Alto, California. Despite security measures, she reportedly will lead as normal a college life as possible.

For the first time, a computer beats a world chess champion when IBM’s Deep Blue beats Russian Garry Kasparov in a six-game match in May 1997.

Beloved actor Jimmy Stewart dies in July at 89. Stewart’s enduring nice-guy popularity is exemplified by It’s a Wonderful Life, his 1946 movie that is now an American cultural icon.

American Jody Williams and the International Campaign to Ban Land Mines are awarded the 1997 Nobel Peace Prize in October. The U.S. and China refuse to sign an international treaty that would ban land mines.

Ted Turner, vice chairman of the Time Warner media empire, pledges $1 billion to United Nations programs. It is the largest single gift in philanthropic history.

Roman Catholic nun Mother Teresa of Calcutta dies September 5 at the age of 87. Revered for a lifetime of helping the poorest of the poor, her many honors include the 1979 Nobel Peace Prize.

Sarah Ferguson, Duchess of York, appears in ads as a spokesperson for Weight Watchers International. She is the former wife of England’s Prince Andrew.